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—News In Brief
Reagan, despite setback in House,
vows to win the Contra aid fight
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, suffering a major
foreign policy setback when the House rejected his plan to send
military aid to Nicaraguan rebels, vowed "to come back again
and again" until the congressional battle is won.
Reagan called Thursday's vote "a dark day for freedom," and
said. "This vote must be reversed" after the House defeated,
222-210, his hotly contested request for $100 million in' lethal and
non-lethal aid to the insurgents trying to overthrow the leftist
government of Nicaragua.
The Senate will begin debate on the package next week, and the
House will vote April 15 on alternative proposals. Reagan is expected to eventually win some aid for the rebels.
Reagan, continuing an intense lobbying campaign for his
package, which calls for $30 million in non-lethal aid and $70
million in military assistance for the Contra rebels, was scheduled to deliver a speech today at the White House to advocates of
rebel aid.
In addition, White House Chief of Staff Donald T. Regan and
former national security adviser Robert C. McFarlane were
made available for appearances on television.
The president, in a written statement, told Congress: "You
have my solemn determination to come back again and again,
until this battle is Won, until freedom is given the chance it
-deserves in Nicaragua."
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Governor: Murray's Fisher Price
in campaign highlighting industry
Gov. Martha Layne Collins today unveiled a national ad campaign highlighting the successes
of existing industry in Western
Kentucky in order to attract new
jobs to the region.
In a press conference at
Fisher Price company, one of
three Western Kentucky industries in the campaign
celebrating the region's many
assets, Gov. Collins revealed the
ads that will be placed in national publications.
"Fisher Price knows firsthand
that Western Kentucky is a
great location for a plant," Gov.
Collins said. "That gives our
message,about talented people
and low cost of living greater
credibility with the business and
industry leaders around
.America who will see the ad. In
turn, that should improve our
prospects for attracting new
enterprises to the region and to
the individual communities in
the ads."
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Drug company: capsule tampering
was case of 'reverse shoplifting'
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — SmithKline Beckman Corp. asked
that three of its products be removed from shelves nationwide
after tainted drugs were found in two cities, and officials said
they knew of no motive for the latest corporate attack.
Health officials in several states issued warnings Thursday and
stores began pulling Contac, Dietac and Teldrin capsules from
shelves after SmithKline and the Food and Drug Administration
announced the contamination-.
Cyanide and rat poison were mentioned in telephone threats
against stores in Orlando, Fla.; Houston; St. Louis and Chicago,
said Bruce Brown, an FDA spokesman in Washington.
SmithKline President Henry Wendt said tests so far have revealed only flour and cornstarch in products from Texas and Florida.
Tests on samples from St. Louis and Chicago were under way.
Brown said.
The incident comes within two months of the death of a woman
in Yonkers, N.Y., after she consumed Tylenol capsules tainted
with cyanide. No arrests have been made in the case, the second
involving Johnson & Johnson since 1982.
The Dietac, Contac and Teldrin packages had price labels from
stores other than the ones in which they were found, and the
tampering was so crude as to be "quite obvious to the consumer," Wendt said.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Ferdinand Marcos personal
papers, released by a congressional panel, reveal bank accounts
in Switzerland and the Caribbean and his own hand-written promise to his wife, Imelda, that she should succeed him upon his
death.
WASHINGTON — The presidential commission investigating
the Challenger explosion is using its first public hearing in two
weeks to show a computer-enhanced film which panel members
say confirms a failed seam in the right booster rocket led to the
accident
WASHINGTON — The House has cleared the decks for its
Easter recess by giving final congressinnal approval to a bill that
makes permanent the 16-cent-a-pack federal cigarette tax and
divides billions of dollars in offshore oil money between the U.S.
Treasury and coastal states.
WASHINGTON — Scientists taking an alternative route to
developing a preventive vaccine against AIDS say they have synthesized a protein that makes laboratory animals generate antibodies to the disease-causing virus.
WASHINGTON — Lyndon LaRouche. denounced as part of the
"kook fringe" of politics, is basking in the success of two of his
followers and responding to his detractors by saying. "the voters
"of Illinois have spoken."
CHICAGO — Recalling Maine schoolgirl Samantha Smith's
1983 visit to Moscow, Katya Lycheva makes her debut as an
11-year-old Soviet diplomat as she steps on American soil and
meets her 10-year-old hostess for a-ao-week U.S. peace tour.
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Mostly clear and continued
cold tonight. Low around 20.
Light variable wind.
Mostly sunny and warmer
Saturday. High in the upper
40s. Southerly winds 5 to 16
mph.
Extended Forecast
Sunday through Tuesday:
A chance of showers north
Sunday, becoming partly
cloudy Monday and Tuesday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.1
Barkley Lake
354.9

Kentucky Governor Martha Layne Collins announced
today that the Fisher Price plant in Murray will
be highlighted in a national advertising campaign
featuring West Kentucky. The campaign is being
funded in part by the Purchz4se Ares Devekipment District
k.takfl pto.ot, to
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Gov. Collins said it was
especially noteworthy that the
ad campaign represents an unprecedented regional effort.
"This cooperation is a recognition that any time one of our
communities in Western Koh(Cont'd on page 21

Calloway board rules to dismiss Allen
By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board of
Education hearing concerning
the status of the tenured contract of Bobby R. Allen concluded Thursday when the board
unanimously voted to terminate
his contract as of March 20. 1986.
Upon returning to open session from executive session, the
board passed a resolution that
says, in part,that after hearing
all the evidence and "having
concluded that the evidence
establishes that Bobby R. Allen
has been guilty of conduct
unbecoming a teacher or indicates that he is of immoral
character...the Calloway County
Board of Education hereby
resolves: That the continuing
service (tenure) contract of

Bobby R. Allen be and it is
hereby terminated effective
March 20. 1986."
Allen testified Thursday afternoon that he had entered the
Sears store in the Kentucky
Oaks Mall. Paducah, to exchange some gifts and was comparing three wrenches and a
pair of pliers with some gifts he
had received and "inadvertently" placed the tools in the shopping bag where they were later
found. He said he started to
leave the store but he noticed the
shopping bags were heavier and
remembered he the tools. Allen
said he then started returning to
the cashiers station to make the
exchange but was stopped by
Sears' security officer Nathan
Mitchell. Allen added that his
mind was on other things

because his mother was in the
hospital and he had been told she
did not have much longer to live.
Allen also produced tags he
said he found at his home from
items purchased earlier at the
Meis store in Kentucky Oaks
Mall.
He said, "I'm innocent. But I
have been willing to take a leave
until this is settled, without
pay." Allen added that if found
guilty, he would resign.
Don Jones, attorney for the
board, said he had not heard of
Allen's offer of taking a leave of
absence before the hearing procedures began.
Ed Overbey. attorney for
Allen, said that the offer was not
made earlier because Allen's atBobby R. Allen
Contract terminated

(Conrd on page 2)

Molly Booth receives Rotary award
By M.C. Garrott
Molly lMrs. Jim i Booth, 1502
Beckett Drive, last night
became the fifth recipient of the
Murray Rotary Club's
Humanitarian Award in
recognition of her leadership
and volunteer work with
Murray-Calloway County Mental Health. Mental Retardation.
Inc.
Mrs. Booth, whose husband is
vice-president for academic affairs at Murray State University, was presented with the
award at the club's annual
Rotary Ann Night program, held
this year in the Curris Center at
Murray State.
Making the traditionally surprise presentation was Rotarian
--Max B. Hurt, a past president
and member of the club since
1944. Hurt is a former member
of the mental health regional
board of directors and served
for many years on local committees working with the Work Activities Training Center for the
Handicapped (W.A.T.C.H.
program.
A resident of Murray since
1976. Mrs. Booth has been chairman of the local mental health
board since 1g82. According to
Hurt, she furnished much of the
(Cont'd on page 2)

•
Molly Booth accepts the Murray Rotary Club's tgall Humanitarian Award at last night's Rotary Ann
Night dinner meeting in recognition of her leadership and volunteer work With the local mental health
program. Making the presentation is Rotarian Ma%B. Hurt, while her husband, Or. James Booth, MSU
viee•president for academic affairs, looks on from the left. seated is Bob Billington the club's incoming
19a6-87 president.
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Local funding announced for tobacco research study
The University of Kentucky
announced today that it has
received a grant from the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association to fund the
search for the cause of fires that
plague the dark-fired tobacco
industry.
Every year fires occur in 20 to
40 dark-fired tobacco barns in
Kentucky, mainly in the
Jackson Purchase which includes Calloway County. The
origin of the fires is difficult to
determine since they often occur
near the top of the barn, well
removed from the sawdust fires

Rotary...

deliberately and carefully set on
the floor below to cure the tobacco, according to Will Ed Clark,
general manager of the growers
association.
Clark, at a press. conference.
early today, stated that the
study is expected to provide
useful information which will be
of benefit to farmers in the area.
The funding of the study was
spawned by a rash of fires in
1984 that claimed about 40 area
barns.
Clark explained that an
average of'two to three acres of
tobacco can be stored in a barn,

A Paul Harris Fellow is any
Rotarian who has contributed
$1,000 to the Rotary Foundation
or had that amount contributed
in his name. The program also
bears the name of the founder of
Rotary International.
Billington has been a Rotarian
since 1945, and Ward since 1954.
Both also are past presidents
and secretaries of the club. Billington, an insurance executive,
was president in 1950-51, and
served three one-year terms as
secretary.
•
Ward, a local appliance
dealer, was president in 1965-66.
and served nine, consecutive,
one-year terms as secretary.
The two were introduced by
Past District Governor Wilson
Gantt. and bring to 15 the
number of Paul Harris Fellows
in the club.
The Rotarians also presented
a plaque to the Murray Indepentient School System in appreciation for the national and statewide recognition it has brought
to the community within recent
months with their achievements
and academic programs.
Milting the presentation was
Rotarian Bob Billington, the incoming 1986-87 president, and
receiving it were Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey and
board chairman Doris Cella.
A similar plaque will be
presented at a later dye to the
Calloway County schools, the
superintendent and board chairman of which were unable to be
present, in recognition for
similar achievements.
Dr. David Roos, minister at
the First Christian Church and
president of the club, served as
master of ceremonies. During
the program, he presented a surprise award to Rotarian Ed
Chrisman for having sponsored
more new members within the
past year than an other club
member. Chrisman is a past
president of the club.
One of two Murray State

and at an average of $3,000 per
acre in addition to the cost of the
barn itself, the fires create a
financial burden on area
farmers.
The WDFTGA, and several
other agencies and organizations involved in Kentucky
agriculture, have provided a
grant of more than $20,000 to the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture to undertake the
search for a solution to this
mystery.
Agricultural engineers in the
college stationed at the
Research and Education Center

students who recently has been
awarded a one-year Rotary
Foundation. scholarship for
study at a foreign University
also was presented to the
Rotarians, their wives and
guests during the evening by
Rotarian Bill Allbritton, chairman of the club's scholarship
committee.
Rebecca Ann Cole, a graduate
student in biology from Philpot,
Ky., will go to Nairobi. Kenya.
this fall to study parasitology at
Kenyatte University College. '
The other student, unable to
be present because of a campus
employment commitment, is
Mildred Marie Grimmel, a
senior majoring in Spanish from
Louisville. This fall, she will go
to Arequipa, Peru, where she
will study Spanish at the National University of St.
Augustin.
Both were sponsored in the
district-wide competition by the
Murray club.. Since the Foundation's foreign scholarship program began in 1971. Rotary

in Princeton will design and construct an experimental chamber
in which the conditions in a
dark-fired tobacco barn can be
simulated. The engineers will
test various mixtures of the
gases that Occur during the firing process to see if any of them
are explosive.
Sam. McNeill, the UK
agricultural engineer who will
lead the team of researchers,
said the barn fires have been
characterized by witnesses as
resembling a small explosion.
"This and the fact that the
fires occur in the top of the barn,

District 671, of whibi the Murray club is a part, has seen 19 of
its entries awarded scholarships. Nine of these have been
sponsored by the Murray club.
County Attorney Robert 0.
Miller was the principal
speaker, and was his usual,
entertaining self. He was introduced by Rotarian Harold
Hurt.
Music was provided by The
Voices of Praise, a 25-member
vocal jgroup made up of black
Murray State students, and
which presented five numbers of
spirituals and gospel music.
Piano music during the dinner
was provided by Amy
Werschky, a senior piano major
at Murray State from Sturgis,
Mich,

(Cont'd from page 1)
leadership which led to the construction of the ogranization's
new building at 702 West Main
Street by providing "every effective and wise .leadership
marked by wise. thoughtful'
choices of people for key committee positions."
She is a very modest person.
one who prefers to remain in the
background— never out front,"
he 'said. "The recognition for
what she has done for this community is long over due.
"The mental health program
in Calloway County was in
shambles when she became involved with it several, years
ago," he went on."The program
Rotarian MA'rk Blankenship is
(now W.A.T.C.H.) was about to
chairman of the club's Rotary
close because of funding proAnn committee, and assisting
blems and the condition of the
him with last night's arbuilding in which it was housed.
rangements were Rotarians
Something had to be done to
Dan Morris, Tim Miller and
save it. Someone had to do it,
Frank Urbancic
and she did it."
Only a handful of people in this
community are aware of Mrs.
Booth's contribution to the
development and operation of
the local mental health program. Hurt said.
"She has been through some
very trying times and a lot of
organizational and operational
turmoil." he continued. "yet,
she has kept her cool, patiently,
graciously, courteously, but
firmly, providing the leadership
which solved the problems and
removed the obstacles involved.
"Her leadership has been a
motivating factor in the development of the very 'fine and conceptive mental health program
that we have in Calloway County
today," he said.
Mrs. Booth. 41, is a native ,of
Calloway County Attorney Robert 0. Miller delivered one of his
Parkersburg, W. Va., and has a
characteristically humorous speeches as the principal speaker at
long history of community inlast night's. annual Rotary Ann Night dinner meeting at AISI-s
volvement and commitment.
('urns('enter. Seated to his left is Rotary President David Roos,
"She has been actively involved
who apparently is enjoying one of the judge's remarks.
in every community in which we
have lived," her husband said
later. "Murray is our home. and
Molly has developed a particularly strong commitment to
the Murray community.
"She sees Murray as a
healthy, positive and sukortive
community and realizes that
these characteristics do not happen by accident and should not
be taken for granted.
"She believes we all have a
vested interest in Murray and
must return something to the
community. Her volunteer work
is her way of contributing to the
quality of life we all share in
Murray."
Mrs. Bqoth attended Louisiana State U
.airersity before
earning a derree in secondary
education, English and communications at West Virginia
University. She also hold's a
master of education degree
from Seattle ( Wash.) University
and an associate of arts degree
from Sullins College.
Previous recipients of the
Rotary Award have been Mrs.
Irma LaFollette. Mrs. James
(Libby) Hart, Mrs. Bob 1 Peggy ) Doris (Mrs. Ron) Cella, chairman of the Murray Independent Schools board of
education, accepts an
Billington and Mrs. Gordon award from the Murray Rotary Club in recognition of the system's national
and state-wide honors for
its academic excellence and achievements. On the left is Bob
(Patti Mae) Moody.
Billington, the incoming 1946-87 president
Two new Paul Harris Fellows of the club, while Murray City Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey looks on
from the right. A similar
— Rotarians Guy Billington and award will be presented late to the Calloway County system, representatives of which
were unable to
attend
last
night's
Rotary
Ann dinner meeting when the awards were announced. Club
R.L. Ward — also were
presiden
t David
Roos is in the left background.
presented during the program

Guy Billington, second from left, was one of two Murray
Rotarians honored last night at the Murray club's annual Rotary
Ann Night dinner meeting as Paul Harris Fellows, one of the
highest honors that can come to a Rotarian. Pictured, from the
left are: a son, Ted, Billington, his wife, Lurline, and Bob, their
other son. A Murray insurance executive, Billington served as
president bf the club in 19(10-51 after three one-year.terms as its
secretaty. His son Ted was a Rotary president and son Bob is incoming president setting a Murray Rotary record of three family
members holding the president's office. Guy's brother Owen Billington was also a Rotary president.

A Rotarian for 32 years, R.L. Ward, Murray applianc4e dealer,
last night was honored by the Murray Rotary Club as a Paul Harris Fellow, one of the highest honors that can come to a Rotarian.
He is shown as his new lapel pin, signifying the honor, Is pinned
on his coat by his wife. Melba. At the right is Wilson Gantt, immediate past district governor of Rotary District 671. Bard's
Kolar) service includes one term as club priesident in 196.1.68 and
nine consecuti% P. one-year terms as its secretary.

gives rise to the initial specularesults from tests involving the
tion that combustible gases are
experimental chamber. It is
being formed, under some cirhoped that this will provide an
cumstances. and that a spark
explanation of the cause of the
from the floor fire may be
fires and ways the fires can be
enough to ignite them," McNeil
prevented.
said.
Following initial tests in the
Other organizations supporexperimental chamber, the
ting the grant include: Kentucky
researchers will install a variety
State Farm Bureau Insurance
of gauges and measuring
Board; Kentucky State Farn
devices in two typical dark-fired
Bureau Federation; Peoples
tobacco barns during the 1986
Bank and Bank of Murray, Murcuring season to monitor air
ray, Kentucky; Production
temperature, moisture, air flow, Credit Association and Federal
gas accumulation and several
Land Bank, Mayfield, Ken
other variables in the barns dur- .tucky; Association of Dark Leaf
ing the dark -firing process.
Tobacco Dealers; Growers
Results obtained from the actual
Loose Leaf Floors; and Graves
barns during normal curing proand Calloway County Farm
cedures will be compared to the
Bureaus.

A press conference was held early today to announc
e plans for a
$20,000 research study into the cause of fires that
the dark-fired tobacco industry. Above, General have plagued
Manager of the
Western Kentucky Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association Will
Ed Clark, is flanked on the right by Sam G.
McNeil and Dr. I.J.
Ross (standing). Dr. Ross, chairman of
the Agricultural
Engineering Department at the University of
Kentucky, is pictured discussing details of the research
project.

Bowden to leave Murray to
join Union City newspaper
Reporter/photographer Kevin
Bowden, who has been with the
Murray Ledger & Times" staff
since October 1984, will be leaving the newspaper this week to
join the staff of the Daily
Messenger newspaper in Union
City, Tenn., it was announced to
today by Publisber Walt
Apperson.
Bowden, a • 1983 journalism
graduate of Murray State
University. will begin work at

Fisher Price...
((bard from page 1)
tucky attracts a new company.
the entire region benefits," she
said. "We'll have much more
success in creating jobs if we
pool our efforts this way." The
campaign, which will cost about
$135,000, is being underwritten
in part by the Purchase Area
Development District.
Gov. Collins praised Fisher
Price for its contributions to
Kentucky. and cited the company as an example of the importance of the state's existing
industries. The governor said
that of the more than 45,000 new
jobs announced in Kentucky
during tti-e past two years, nearly 51 percent came from existing
industries.
"While it is important that we
continue to bring new industries
to Kentucky," the governor
said, "It is also crucial that we
support and promote our existing industries. That is why we
have within the Commerce
Cabinet, a unit whose sole
responsibility_is to work directly
with existing industries
throughout the state."
According to the governor, 53
percent of the projects to which
the Kentucky Development
Finance Authority (KDFA ) provides some type of assistance,
are existing industries. Right at
50 percent of KDFA's various
types of loans and incentive
dollars are going to existing industry projects, the governor
said.
Secretary of Commerce Carroll Knicely said the cooperative
approach to..advertising allows
for a targeted campaign which
profiles successful companies
and reinforces the attractiveness of the particular area
being spotlighted. Knicely said
the cooperative ads
•'demonstrate teamwork and
the regional approach to
economic development, both of
which are key elements in our
successful economic development program in Kentucy."
Gov. Collins also held, press
conferences in Madisonville and
Bowling Green. At Madisonville
she unveiled art- ad--profiling
General Electric Aircraft, and
In Bowling Green, one featuring
Union Underwear%

the Union City newspaper as a
reporter/photographer.
While working at "the Murray
Ledger & Times," Bowden has
covered a variety of beats including school boards, city council, hospital board, parks board,
and numerous • other
local
activities.
Staff writers Laurie Brumley
and David Tuck will temporarily assume Bowden's duties.

Allen...
(Con I'd from page 1)
torneys concerning the Paducah
matter did not want Allen to
enter into any negotiations in
Murray that might jeopardize
his case in the McCracken County courts.
In closing arguments_
Overbey said "People do make
absentminded or non-thinking
actions."
Jones said if the board had no
doubts as to whether or not Allen
was guilty, they should terminate his contract but if they
did have doubts, they should
leave it up to the court.
The board had three options to
choose from upon entering into
executive session, to terminate
Allen's contract, to continue to
employ Allen as assistant vice
principal at the high school, or to
allow Allen to take a leave of
absence without pay until the
matter was decided in the
courts.
The majority of Thursday's
testimony was from witnesses
for Allen, which included
testimony from his wife Kathy.
Allen, himself took the stand
Thursday afternoon.
After discussing the issue and
viewing the video tape from
Sears, the board returned to
open session after over three
hours and voted unanimously to
terminate Allen's contract.

Legislative forum
is set for Saturday
Rep. Freed Curd, D-Murray,
and'Sen. Greg Higdon. D-Fancy
Farm, will be tlp guests of a
legistotive forum to be held at
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Saturday. March 22 beginning at 1
p.m.
The legislative forum is one in
a series of forums being held at
the local chamber of commerce
to keep local residents informed
about legislative action being
taken in Frankfort and also to
allow local residents to voice
their concerns about specification legislation.
Saturday's forum Is open to
the public.
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royko says

by mike royko

by michael d. ward
You go home on Friday night
after a so-so week.
Twelve indictments, four guilty pleas, two pre-trial hearings
and a trial.
The jury turned the preacher
lose on a knowingly receiving
stolen property charge.
One juror remarked afterward, "We knew he was guilty
but you didn't prove it."
You wonder how they knew it,
if you didn't prove it.
At home you can't remember
exactly what you left on your
desk undone, but assuage the
tinge of guilt knowing you'll
have an uninterrupted shot at it
on Saturday morning — maybe.
You're still trying to make the
transition from the hard world
of blood, ballastics and evil
which you have just left a few
blocks away, to the soft and
blissful innocence of wife and
children.
You ensconce wearily into the
easy chair and pick up the
paper. First you read that the
parole board has paroled a double murderer with two life
sentences serving only eight
years in prison. The pit of your
stomach turns and the anguished and nameless faces of the victims families flash across your
mind.
Next you see where a fellow
prosecutor, a friend in fact, lost
a murder conviction in the state
Supreme Court. A defendant
who raped and killed a frail 80
year old woman will get a new
trial. Why? Because the judge
didn't let the defense lawyer ask
a prosecution witness some impertinent question.
You flip the paper aside —
more disgruntled with the
system than you were before
you left the office.
The evening wears on with
phone calls.
One is from an old woman,
complaining about seeing a boy
recently convicted for burglary
down at the mini-mart that
afternoon. "I thought he was
supposed to be in prison".
You try to explain how the
judge allowed him to remain out
on bond pending appeal. You
didn't like the decision either but
for public consumption you try
rather lamely to defend his
action.
You wonder what judges do on
Friday nights.

"Don't these cases ever
end?", she finally finishes in
frustration.
You murmur to yourself after
she hangs up. No they don't.
There is the call about stray
dogs. That one's easy. Call the
County Judge.
A hysterical mother of two
small children is on the line. Her
husband, father of the children,
and her have had a very heated
argument and he has left with
the children cljiming she will
never get them back. She wants
him arrested and the kids
brought home.
You question her at length trying to gauge the real seriousness
of the situation as opposed to her
distorted perception. It's not a
crime for a father taking his own
kids as long as its not in violation
of a court order. It's a matter to
be battered around in the
divorce courts.
You don't tell her that
however and follow your own instincts by buying time, telling
her to calm down and you will
take care of it and call her back.
You hang up and wait an agonizing hour. The phone rings again.
The father's returned with the
children. They've kissed and
made up and are all going out to
get pizza.
You're not relieved.
Sometimes the endings are not
as nice.
There's a call from a drunk at
the jail. Sorry pal but you need a
defense lawyer. You talk the
jailor into giving him another
call.
And so it goes until you move
out op the front porch and
search the clear summer night
suspecting a full moon.
On the corner kids are playing. Upon the kick if the can all
but one scamper, yelling,
squealing — and unmolested —
into the dark crevices and
cranies of the neighborhood.
The elderly couple next door
stroll by hand in hand on their
regular nightly • walk. They
wave, and you wave.
Across the street you view the
old newspapers scattered
around Fred and Margaret's
front door. They've been on
vacation for 10 days. They didn't
even lock the door.
the first time in three
hours, you're glad to be a
prosecutor.

looking back

lq0

Ten years ago
Murray Middle School Eighth
Grade Band, Murray High
School Concert Band and Murray High School Symphony
Band received superior ratings
in Regional Band Festival held
at Murray State University.
Winners of Calloway County
Spelling Bee held at East
Calloway Elementary School
were Laura Fones, Eighth
grader, North School, Dottie
Stubblefield, Seventh grader,
East School, and Mitzi McCallon, Sixth grader, North
School.
Kieth Letterman, Jerry Stark
and Danny Cunningham are new
officers of Young Adult Farming
Class of Murray Area Vocational School.
Weavings of Emily Wolfson of
Murray will be displayed during
the month of April by Kentucky
Guild of Artists and Craftsmen
at the gallery in Berea.
"Pockets the Clown," played
by Mrs. Peter Sister, is pictured
at Story Hours at Calloway
Public Library.
Twenty years ago
Airman 3rd Class William A.
Barlow, son of Mr. and Mrs. D.
Barlow, Rt. 5, Murray, has
graduated from training course
for aircraft mechanics at Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas.
Participating in the NFL Invitational Speech and Debate
Tournament at Lone Oak High
School were 13 students and advisor, Mrs. Buron Jeffrey, from
Calloway County High School
and 11 students and advisor, Bill
Jeffrey, from Murray High

School.
First District Congressman
Frank Albert Stubblefield has
filed papers for primary election
with Secretary of State at
Frankfort.
Roman Prydatkevytch will
present a violin recital on March
24 in Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. He will be accompanied by
Maxine Clark, pianist.
Faxon Mothers Club will sponsor an open house meeting on
March 24 with the Rev. W.A.
Farmer as guest devotional
speaker.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Robert M. Orr, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Odell Orr, Rt. 4,
recently was assigned to 2d Infantry Division, Fort Lewis,
Wash.
The second annual spring
style show by Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will be held March 22 in Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. Mrs. C.C.
Lowry is department chairman.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCann,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Dale
Burkeen and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. David M. Wright.
A service of spirituals by six
choirs of First Baptist Church
will be on March 25 at 3 p.m.
Harry Hampsher is minister of
music with Miss Lillian Watters
as organist and Miss Shirley
Joyce Chiles as pianist.
Mrs. Jean Weeks is taking a
two months' course in hair styling at Florence, Ala.
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Buchanan trip not in the script
My recent proposal to send
Patrick Buchanan to Nicaragua
to help the right-wing contras
overthrow the left-wing Sandinistas has stuck a responsive
chord in the White House.
According to a Washington
source who I can identify only as
Deep Ear, President Reagan
called Buchanan into the Oval
Office and the following conversation may or may not have
taken place:
"Patrick, I think this is a good
idea. Since you're the moving
force behind our efforts to overthrow the. Sandinistas, you
should be there leading the
way."
"Uh, Mr. President, as much
as I would Ike to get out there in
the front lines, I have to remind
you that I have this bad knee.
It's the reason I couldn't go to
Vietnam, as deeply as I yearned
to clang the Cong."
"The knee should be no problem, Patrick. Here, read this
secret military document, which
I have been studying for the last
few hours."
"Mr. President, this document looks like an old movie
script. On the cover page, it says
the title is: 'Nipping the Nips."
"Let met see. Ah, you're right,
it is an old movie script. Same
difference though. The important thing is that in this scene
here, the platoon leader's entire
leg is blown off. But that doesn't
stop him. He just wraps a tourniquet on it, and leads an attack
hopping on one foot and firing a
bazooka with one hand and tossing grenades with the other, all
while singing the Marine Corps
hymn. I auditioned for that role.
Would have had it, too, if I
hadn't developed a painful cse of
tennis toe while rehearsing the
one-legged hop. But it shows
what can be done to overcome
physical adversity."
"Mr. President, sir, I have to
point out that that was a movie,"
"Same difference. We can arrange for you to be dropped in by

parachute at night. That's the
way to go. Blacken your face
and always remember to bury
the chute so the Nazis don't find
it. Look, that's how it's done in
this military manual."
"Mr. President, that manual
Is another old script called
'Gung Ho Way to Go."
"So it is. Same difference."
"t.;.,t I've never made a
parachui... jump. And with this
chronic knee..."
"Nothing to it. Look at this
page. All you do is say to the guy
behind you: 'See you in Berlin,
Mac.' Then you give a thumbs
up, yell 'Geronimo' and jump.
Gravity takes care of the rest.
But try to avoid landing in a
tree. I saw that happen to Red
Buttons once. He was a sitting
duck for the S.S., poor devil."
"Mr. President, I haven't had
any combat experience, much
as I yearned for it during Vietnam, when this knee frustrated
my desire to fight the red
menace."
No problem, Patrick. I can arrange with the contras for you to
get a battlefield commission.
Maybe the rank of El Supremo. I
clhink that's higher than El Cornmandante. Or maybe it's the
other way around. Either way,
you get to ride in a jeep with
your own driver."
"Mr. President, I'm proud
that you have such confidence in
me, but I'm not sure that I'm fully qualified for a command
position."
"Don't be silly. The Duke was
a bird colonel. Hank Fonda was
at least an admiral. Bob Mitchum was a one-star general.
And George Scott had four stars
when his tanks romped across
Germany. Say, maybe you could
wear a pair of pearl-handled
pistols like Scott did."
"Mr. President, as eager as I
am to take to the jungle and
ovethrow those tools of the
Kremlin, those spreaders of the
Marxist plague, those liberalloving lackeys of Lenin, I really

reel that I can be of greater use
in this struggle with the Sandinistas if I remain here and
fight in the White House."
"Fight here? You mean the
Sandinistas have advanced this
far? Are they in Virginia? Why
wasn't I told? I left orders that
in an emergency I should be
awakened, regardless of what
time of the day it is. Or at least
Nancy should be told."
"No, Mr. President, I meant
in the fight against the liberals,
the Democrats, The New York
Times. I'll fight it with every
weapon at my disposal — the
White House leak, the op-ed
page thunder, the
speechwriting. I'll fight it in the
cloakroom of Congress. the

studios of "Night Line," the National Press Club, wherever the
forces of the enemy are
gathered.
"Maybe you're right, Patrick.
I suppose there is some truth in
the saying: 'They also serve,
who stay behind at the
Georgetown cocktail parties."
"Not that I don't want to go.
But this pesky knee..."
'I understand. Patrick. And
on your way out, please turn on
my VCR and put in the cassette
of 'Green Berets.' Some good
military strategy there."
''Yes, Mr. President."
"And Patrick?"
"Yes, sir?"
"You're...not...limmmmmpinggg."

letters to the editor

Health care needs outlined
Dear Editor:
factors simply requires the
Health-Care Problems...
allocation of a larger share of
We have approximately 350,000
the state budget to health care.
recipients of Medicaid in KenHealth care is a question of
tucky. There are at least another economics. The health care
350,000 citizens who qualify for
dustry is being driven by financpublic assistance. Yet another ing
and
reimbursement
350,000 people have no health inmechanisms rather than by pasurance whatsoever because they
tient care mechanisms. There is
cannot afford premiums; and
a general "ratcheting down" of
make no mistake about it, those
the system and we are today conwith no health insurance are fronted with the question
of ramedically indigent. This problem
tioning beneficial medical treatof health care and equity in
ment. To forestall such an outhealth is the most important come our state and federal
domestic issue of our time.
government must address the
Federal matching funds for the
issue of equity in health, and they
Medicaid program are at a 3 to 1
should address the issue now. Our
ratio. Kentucky is spending about
health problem is too serious to
150 million dollars and receiving
be swept under the rug again.
about 450 million annually from
We have reached that point in
Washington. If these figures were
time when we need to develop a
doubled the expenditures could
private sector partnership with
be justified based solely on the
government to provide some
measurable economic impact form of health care insurance for
alone. The by-product would be
the medically indigent.
furnishing another 350,000 people
Sincerely,
with access to medical care.
Oris Aaron, M.D.
A rapidly growing medical
Aaron Medical Center
technology, changes in the
300 Bomar Heights
economy and numerous other
Columbia, Ky. 42728

Residents express gratitude
To the Editor:
We wish to express our
gratitude to each one who had a
part in the restoration of the
Rufe Lassiter Cemetery which
was vandalized on Dec. 31. 1985.
Large headstones were pushed over at this family cemetery
which had been there for about
90 years. Our great-grandfather,
Alfred Lassiter, settled the land
and started the little cemetery
there.
The families of Lassiter,
Johnson, Underwood, Shelton,
Cohoon, Dilday and Jones all
had loved ones buried there.
A special thanks goes to the
Heritage Monument Co. and
their staff of Kenneth Imes,
Ricky Miller and Hardy Jackson
who went to the cemetery and
restored the headstones of our
loved ones
We want to say to you, the
monument personnel, that this
service of your company,

without pay, is sincerely appreciated. Your community service for this cemetery restoration will never be forgotten.
Also we want to express our
appreciation to Walter Apperson, publisher, and the staff of
"the Murray Ledger & Times"
for publicizing the vandalizing
and the restoration of the
cemetery.
Without the assistance of the
neweipaper, word of the damage
to the cemetery would not have
been made known to the
community.
We also want to thank
everyone who called and sent
monex to go in the fund to help
fix the fence, clean up, etc.
Sincerely'yours,
Jane Morton,
Hicks Shelton.
James Lassiter,
Dr. Conrad Jones
and Judge Odell Coles.
trustees of the cemetery

Your choice

Sale 17.9

Select a sweater
or skirt at $6 off.

Orig. $24 ea. Perfect pair-ups in solids and plaids Short sleeve lightweight
knit tops with distinctive patterns or full pleated plaid skirts Women s sizes

50% to 60% Off Original
Price

Entire Line
of 14K Gold
Includes chains, bracelets, earrings.
add-a-beads & add-a-bead chains

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray. Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161

JCPenney
Prices Effective
Thru Sunday

1
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MURRAY TODAY
Horn- Wooster wedding is planned Venable and Pool vows to be said
Miss Gail LeAnn Horn
and Richard Alan
Wooster. both of Arlington, Texas, have announced their engagement and approaching
marriage.
Miss Horn is the
daughter of Mrs.
Mildred Horn and the
late Lloyd W. Horn of
Murray.
She is the granddaughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Horn of
Sharon, Tenn., and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Hulie
Revel of Henry, Tenn.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Murray
High School and attend:
ed Murray State University. She now is attending the University of ,
Texas at Arlingtory
where she is majoring VI
marketing and
advertising.
Mr. Wooster is the son
of Major and Mrs. Francis E. Wooster, retired,
U.S. Army, of San Antonio, Texas. He is the
grandson of the late
Rev. and Mrs. T.B.
Gregory and the late
Mr. and Mrs. John
Wooster.
The groom -elect
received his B.S. in
Geology in 1984 from the

Gail LeAnn Horn and
Richard Alan Wooster to marry
University of Texas. He
now is a geologist with
the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency,
Region 6, in Dallas,
Texas.

The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, July 12, at 4 p.m. at
First Baptist Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow

CLASSIFIEDS-A GREAT INVESTMENT
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 W. Main St., Murray
Invites you to spend Holy Week and Easter with Us
Palm Sunday, March 23 — 8 & 10:30 a.m.
Procession of the Palms, Reading of the Passion
& Holy Eucharist
Monday-Wednesday, March 24-26 — 7 p.m.
Holy Eucharist
*Maundy Thursday, March 27 — 5:30 p.m.
Agape Meal: 7 p.m. Holy Eucharist
Good Friday, March 28 — 12 noon
Service of Solemn Collects; 7 p.m. Tenebrae
Easter Vigil, March 29 — 11 p.m.
Service of New Fire, Lessons, Baptism and Festive
Easter Eucharist
Easter Sunday, March 30 — 10:30 a.m.
Festive Easter Eucharist

GetReady
For The Red Hot
Days of Summer!
Mr Gatti's Kool Pak

The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Carolyn Ann
Venable to Ronnie Dale
Pool has been announced by her mother, Mrs.
Ernestine L. Venable of
Rt. 1, Murray. Her
father was the late J
McFerrin Venable.
Mr. Pool is the son of
Mrs. Rosell Pool and the
late Roy Allen Pool of
1612 Kirkwood Dr.,
Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Turner Venable and the
late Mr. and Mrs.
James Alfred Wright.
Miss Venable is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School and
of Murray State University. She is employed at
Paschall Truck Lines,
Inc., Murray.
-Mr. Pool is the grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Pool and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Kemp.
The groom-elect is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School and
is employed at MurrayThe wedding will be
Calloway County solemnized on SaturHospital.
day, June 7, at 5 p.m. at

Carolyn Ann Venable and
Ronnie Dale Pool to marry

in the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
All relatives and
friends are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

G oshen Uni t ed
Methodist Church.
Only out-of-town in-

vitations will be sent.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend.

Gary Morris'
record listed
at top of list
Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of March 16 based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey have
been released as
follows:
1. "1 00 Percent
Chance of Rain," Gary
Morris
2. "What's A Memory
Like You (Doing In A
Love Like This)," John
Schneider
3. "Think About
Love," Dolly Parton
4 . "Don't
Underestimate My Love
For You," Lee
Greenwood
5. "You Should Have
Been Gone By Now."
Eddy Raven
6. "She and I,"
Alabama
7. "I Could Get Used
To You," Exile
8. "Fast Lanes and
Country Roads," Barbara Mandrell
9. "There's No Stoppin' Your Heart," Marie
Osmond
10. "1962," Randy
Travis

Quilt will be given away
Members of the Murray Squar- Naders(lub show the appliqued quilt made as a special financial project. Pictured, from left. are Dolly Lorenz. Myrtle Douglas and Rosanna Miller. Each member made a
square of square dancers and the quilt was quilted by Fancy Farm Senior Homemakers. The dominant
color for the other blocks and lining is red. Tickets at $1 each or six for $5 will be sold at Calloway Public
Library from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. each day through March 29. The quilt will be given away on Sunday, May 18, at 4 p.m. at the annual Square Dance Festival to be held at Curris Center, Murray State
University. The local club dances each second and fourth Saturday at Woodmen of World Hall.

Down Concord Way...
MOVIES IN
MURRAY

(Bargain Matinees)
Sat. & Sun. All Seats'2"

LUXURIOUS
ROCKING
CHAIR SEATS

MURRAY THEATRES
Cheri • Cine • 24 HR. TEL. 753-3314

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

RUN FOR COVER!

LEE
ACA ]l.I14IY

IS4geN1ed Retail Pm c SS 99)

With the Purchase of Any Large Mr. Gatti's Pizza.
You've just discovered an easy way to keep your cool this summer. A six-pack of
your favorite dnnk stays nice and cold in your Mr. Gatti's Kool Pak. Plus, whether
it's dine-in, take-out, or delivery. you'll enjoy your lasocite Mr. Gatti's large
pizza. . . and get a cool deal Better hurry though, supplies are !united and
summer will be here before you know it.
through April 5 l9805 .1% how 40 otpph /400 at inirtii imatmg
One Kind Pak per rink,. 01/er
MI Gail,., 1(4114 PIA is $4 0.0 it tth an, pun Ikl.e ,other than a have Alr Gum

(1:30, 3:10) 7:05. 8:55

(1:30, 3:15) 7:00, 8:40

NICK NOLTE
BETTE MIDLER
RICHARD DREYFUSS

DOWN AND OUT IN
BEVERLY HILLS
TOUCHSTONE FILMS

(1:30. 3:20) 7:05, 9:05

MOLLY RINGWALD
HARRY DEAN STANTON
(1:30, 3:35) 7:05, 9:15
COMING SOON
WILDCATS — Goldie Hawn
_
/

prettu ID pink
(1:30. 3:20) 7:20, 9:15

RENT YOUR VIDEO MOVIES FROM THE MOVIE EXPERTS

-Cheri Theatre Lobby—

'2" per Movie for Members• 1 yr. Membership '5
WE DON'T HAVE THE MOSTori\MOVIES.JUST THE BEST ONES./

ESTE1,111. 51'1(1.1.411)

Now that the sun
shines again and Easter
nears, there will be
homecomings and reunions as we have all enjoyed at sometime.
The "mini" singing
convention at Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church
recently brought people
together from many
churches which is as it
should be.
Times have changed
since the days when the
old organ with its pedals
was pumped and men on
one side of the church
and women and children
on the other side, blended their voices together
in song.
Our mother's organ is
still a sad reminder of
by gone days when
young and old sang
together in homes.
As Easter will remind
many of empty chairs,
some might be encouraged, as I was, by a
teacher's recent article
entitled "Temporary
Shells."
Her memories of terrapins and how her
children liked to play
with them, revived
memories of how I

would stop my car to
pick up a small terrapin
when small nieces and
nephews were visiting
in Calloway County.
This teacher had lost
a 15-year-old son who
had collected empty terrapin shells and painted
them for fun.
Now she found comfort, as many of us have,
in I Corinthians 2:5-8,
"Absent from the body,
present with the Lord."
Our loved ones leave
their shells as do the terrapins, but leave a forwarding address for a
reunion later.
This teacher now tells
her son, "I'm coming,
as soon as I'm rid of my
terrapin shell."
My niece, Mrs. Bernard Gannon, the
former Wilma Jo Lovins
who graduated from
high school here and
Murray State University, writes from Colorado
Springs, Colo., where
she and her family
reside. She said her
17-year-old twins, Mark
and Laura Gannon, will
sing with their school
group at Disneyland at
Los Angeles and at San
Diego, Calif., during the
week of March 23 to 30.
Two brothers, Otis
Lovins and Guy Lovins,
at West View Nursing
Home were made happy
by a visit recently by
true friends, the Lester
Lewis' who drove from
Sikeston, Mo., to see
them. Thoughtfulness
helps

Couple will observe anniversary
MY. and Mrs. Leon
Cude will observe their
50th wedding anniversary on Friday, March
28.
No formal celebration
will be held because of
the couple's poor health.
Mr. and Mrs. Cude
were married on March
28, 1938 by the Rev. J.D.
Watters at Metropolis,

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Iligginson to
participate
IRA workshop,
Philadelphia
Dr. Bonnie Higginson,
assistant professor.
Murray State University, will participate in a
microworkshop on
"Simplifying the Transition from Basal
Readers to Content
Texts" at the International Reading Association's 31st annual convention, April 13-17, at
Philadelphia, Pa.

Their attendants were
Deward and Carlene
Warren.
Mrs. Cude is the
former Manon Carter,
daughter of the late
Oscar Carter and Zetta
Hughes Carter.
Mr. Cude, a retired
farmer, is the son of the
late Pleas Cude and
Altie Darnell Cude.
The couple would appreciate receiving cards
on their anniversary.
Their address is Rt. 7,
Box 116, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.

More than 12,000 persons are expected to attend the annual
meeting.
Over 350 sessions,
symposia and
workshops covering
various topics related to
reading instruction and
literacy will provide
registrants with opportunities for professional
growth and development. Educators will be
able to share ideas and
discuss the latest information on reading.

DATEBOOK
Class starts April 3
The drawing and painting class, sponsored by
Murray Art Guild, has been postponed to Thursday, April 3, from 6 to 7:30 p.m. and the following
four Thursdays. The class will cover some of the
basic theories of color, form and perspective using an assortment of painting and drawing
media. Interested persons can call or come by
the Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., phone
753-4059. on Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to 2p.m. or
call the instructor, Lynn Warren, at 753-8639
after 5 p.m. Registration must take place before
April 3.

Friday service planned
The annual Good Friday service will be held on
Friday, March 28, from 12:15 to 12:45 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main
Streets. Fr. Stanley Tillman of St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be the speaker. Also taking part will
be the Rev. Jim Cain of Lake-Land Apostolic
Church, the Rev. Bill Hart of Good Shepherd and
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church, the
Rev A. Nowell Bingham of First United
Methodist Church, Dr. David Roos of First Christian Church and the Rev. Toby Schellingerhout
of the host church. This event is sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association. The Easter Sunrise Service will be at 6:30
a.m. on Sunday. March 30. at Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.

Easter service planned
Aurora Ministerial Alliance will sponsor an
Easter Sunrise worship service at Kenlake
Lodge on Sunday. March 30, at 6 a.m. The Rev.
Marvin L. Napier, pastor of Palestine and
Russell Chapel United Methodist Churches, will
deliver the sermon. Plans are for a community.
wide choir with Sandra Cope and Ronnie Beal as
directors. A love offering will be received for the
purpose of aiding transients. Ministers participating will be the Rev. Walter German,
Church Grove United Methodist, the Rev. Karen
Miller, Maple Springs United Methodist, Elder
Grover Lovett, Unity Cumberland Presbyterian,
the Rev. Raymond Lewis, Union Ridge Baptist
and the Rev. Warren Robbins, Aurora Christian.
The public is invited to attend.

Patients dismissed

Dr. White to be honored
Dr. Jerrell G. White, former pastor of
Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. and now
pastor of Second BaptistShurch, Union City,
Tenn., will be honored by the Second Church on
Sunday. April 13. This occasion will be to mark
the 25th anniversary of his pastoring services,
according to Jerry Leggett. minister of education/youth of the church. A special "memory
book" is being prepared for Dr. White and his
wife, Connie, and children. Any person who
would like to send a card or letter to Dr. White on
this occasion to be placed in the "memory book"
may mail it to Special Day, Second Baptist
Church, 1105 Edwards St.. Union City. Tenn.
38261.

DECA students win
Students from the
Distributive Education
Club at Murray Area
Vocational School
recently won awards in
the Final 8 in their competitive events at the
Kentucky DECA State
Conference.
They include the
following:
Amy Allbritten — Apparel and Accessories
Supervisory Level.
Teresa Storey — Food
Marketing Supervisory
Level and as representative from Region 1 for
being the 1985-86 Region
1 President.
Steve Johnson —
Restaurant Marketing
and Management
Master, Employee
Level.
Mitzi Colson — Sales
Demonstration.
Marla Tipton —
DECA Creed Speech.
Michelle Hale —
representative from
Region 1 for being the

The 62,000-member
International Reading
Association is a nonprofit organization
devoted to the improvement of reading instruction and promotion of
the lifetime reading
habit.
Its members include
classroom teachers,
reading specialists,
librarians, administrators, college
professors, parents and
others interested in
reading.
The Association's concern for reading and
worldwide literacy is
typifieg by its sponsorship of the IRA Literacy
Award, presented annually Unesco for
outstanding work in the
field of literacy.

1 9 8 6 - 8 7 Region 1
Secretary.
Additional informaTina Chandler —
tion on the convention
special delegate.
Three advisors atten- and on the association is
ding with the students available from the IRA,
were Miss Carrie Beale. 800 Barksdale Rd., Box
Mrs. Jeanette Storey 8139, Newark, Del.
19714-8139.
and Don Darden.

We are pleased to
announce that Tracey
Graves, bride-elect of
Keith Abell, has
selected her bedding,
and bath accessories.
Tracey and Keith will
be married April 19.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the'
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 1986
ARIES
ramifications. Your ability to think
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
ahead and to organize is excellent
The accent is on fun, romance, and now. Career developm
ents accent
doing new things together. This is the originality.
day when love assumes a greater SAGITTARIUS
importance in your life.
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
fka
TAURUS
Travel should be especially enjoy(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit able now Romance, too, is to your
Home-based activities suit you best liking. Marrieds should
take the
today. Forget about entertaining and children along in pleasure
pursuits.
spend more time alone with a loved CAPRICORN
one. New ideas come about financing. (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
GEMINI
Opt for one quality item rather than
(May 21 to June 20)
a series of frivolous expenditures
Social life picks up dramatically for when shopping today.
Home and
you now if you curb a tendency to be family life are accented
now.
boastful. Accent the good things of AQUARIUS
life.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
CANCER
An unusual get-together proves
(June 21 to July 22)
)
41E quite exciting. Friendship and
People you meet socially today are romance are highlighted
now. There's
helpful to you in business. New ways nothing stopping you
from good
to increase income arise now, but times today!
watch judgment when shopping.
PISCES
*taw
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
vow
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You can open career doors for
It's not a time to take business yourself today. Use ingenuity
and be
risks, but do feel free to investigate willing to explore
new areas. The
the unknown when it comes to money picture should
brighten now.
having fun. Romance is likely now.
YOU BORN TODAY have good
VIRGO
intuition that you should learn to
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
trust. At times, you may feel isolated,
There are still some things that but know that you're on the
right path
remain unclear in a relationship. Opt when you trust in your
individuality.
for quiet activities. Home life affords You're a person of vision,
but you
the greatest satisfaction today.
tend to impatience. You may have a
LIBRA
special talent for music. You can (Sept.23 to Oct.22)
succeed in any line that matches your
Be sure to accept invitations on ideals. You should specialize and
not
this day that is tailor-Made for fun, scatter your energies. You
need
relaxation and romance. You're periodic times -by
yourself to
popular now and will be making recharge your energies.
Birthday of
some new friendships.
Stephen Sondheirn,composer; Marcel
SCORPIO
Marceau, mime; and Chico Marx,
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
comedian.
Social life may have business
C 1986 Kwy Features Syndicate, Inc

GoE

I.

Come see our
baskets filled
with bunnies for
Easter!!!

happiritSS
1104 Story Ave.

"Hatt

'53-4S6"

JCPenney

The Ultimate In Faster,
Safer Sun-Tanning Equipment

759-1400

Local persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals include the following: Charles Blalock
of Murray from Western Baptist. Paducah;
Patricia Gupton of Rt. 1, Kirksey, from Community, Mayfield.

gun MAKIN('

Church plans events
Two special events are planned Sunday,
March 23, at Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. A church-wide potluck luncheon with
Zone 3 in charge will follow the 10:40 a.m. worship service. The Secret Sunshine Sister Tea will
be held from 3 to 5 p.m. in the multi-purpose
room. Each one is to bring A $2 gift for your
secret sister. Persons who have not been involved in this program but would like may come and
participate.

Saturday evellt planned
The last session of Saturday School at University Church of Christ will be Saturday, March 22,
from 1 to 2:30 p.m. in the church annex. The
lesson topic will be "Respect for God's Name."
All children in grades kindergarten through
sixth are invited.
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"You've Got To Try If"...
It's U.V.A. non-burning, safe,
cool & comfortable! Now you
can capture for yourself the
deep, dark SAVAGE LOOKING TAN everyone's roving
about! Listen to the AM-FM
cassette player complete with
headphones while relaxing.
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Single Session
5 Sessions
10 Sessions
• 20 Sessions

$3.00
$13.00
$25.00
$45.00

• Rocioioo a FREE Bottle of UVA Tanning Lotion
Karla Russell,
bride -elect
of
Dennis Cox, has
made her selec_lions of china from
Oar bridal registry.
Kaha and Dennis
will be married Apri
5.
Ti4f
Si
ark
OffSTRut

Special also email*, to Out Suntan° Sun Rod

Special Ends April 18
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
See the difference in just a few 13 minute sessions!

ta.,1
Treat: Dovitcenter =.
Be! Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759- "..0

FR

fbLIIIES
02 Dixl•lond Center

(502) 753-0882
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Coming events listed

Pizza inn

Friday, March 21
Recent figurative
charcoal drawings by
West Coast artist/writer
Walter Gabrielson will
be on exhibit through
April la in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine
Arts Center. Murray
State University.

Coupon Specials
$10.95 Dinner For 4

Get a Large Super Special Pizza or any
large pizza with up to four toppings ) and
four bottomless sodas for $10 95 Present
this coupon with guest check Not valid with
any other coupon or offer. Valid at participating Pizza Inns Dine-in Only. please
E x piration April I. 1988

:Pizza inn..

▪ Quisids, people serving quaids rs:zu /or

EMI NI MI= MINI MI III IM

s tars

NI MIin IllIN MIINE

r mommaimummoinummimummussi
1
1

$2.00 or $1.00 Off

I Get $2\.00 off a large or $1.00 off a medium et
I pizza, pan or thin. Not valid with any other!
coupon or otter. Valid at participating Piz- •
• za Inns Expiration: April I, 1988

1Pizza

'I
limImmeissemmmi...1.m.....11
I Pizza Dinner For Two 1
$5.99
I
I
Quads. people serving qatt.a./ds: j,12za

In me ow am ow ow

NE

tor

rear,

EN we EN NIse WI

I Includes 10" pan or thin pizza and two all
I
you can eat salad bars. (Drinks not includI
ed. Dine-in only. Not valid with any other
I coupon or otter. Valid at participating Piz- I
I za Inns Expiration: April 1, 19813

I

I

.*,-.

I

IPizza inn.l.

i

Q,„„„,,, people serving await's. rii:za /or 2, vein,'
•
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=1•11111111M11111

FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 18/413

MI

"Dine-In Only On Coupons"

Pizza inni
Pick Up At Our Door or
Free Delivery To Yours!

753-0900

Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
•
—— ——
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band wll
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
—— ——
Gospel concert by
Jimmy Hughes will be
at 7:30 p.m. at Calvary
Temple Pentecostal
Church. U.S. Highway
641 South.
— — — —
Folk and contra dance
will be from 7 to 11 p.m.
in South Gym, Carr
Health Building, Murray State University.
For information call
753-2558 or 762-3024.
————
Events in 'Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Hematite by
Moonlight at 7 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
— — ——
"Wings" by Community Theatre will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
— ———
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th

COME TO THE
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 FREE

rgri4Tib

RENTAL4SALES

CENTER

Your movie professionals have over 50
VCR's to rent and 1850 movie titlet\

2001 Mom

Oper oil 8 F. and 6 Sat

Saturday, March 22
University Church of
Christ will have its
Saturday School for
kindergarten through
grade six at 1:30 p.m. at
church.
— — ——
Summer Baseball
registration for T-Ball,
Park, Kentucky, Little,
Junior Babe Ruth and
Senior Babe Ruth
Leagues will be from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Dennison & Hunt Sporting
Goods.
————
Clifton B. Cates

Vows solemnized
Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Knight of Murray announce the marriage of their daughter, Cynthia
Ann, to David W. Owen,son a Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Owen of Murray.
The vows were solemnized on Friday. Jan. 31.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lucille
Shelton and the late Hassel Shelton and of Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Cook and the late Thurman
Knight.
The groom is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
A W. Owen of Ocala, Fla.

Saturday, March 22
Chater of Marine Corps
League will meet at9
a.m. at Executive Inn,
Paducah.
————
Murray State University Women's Society
will have its style
show/brunch at 10 a.m.
in Stables of Curris
Center, MSU.
— ———
Casino Night with
Larry Contri and Harold
Shoemaker as chairmen
is scheduled at Murray
Country Club.
——— —
Annual Civitan Pancake Day will be from 5
a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Albert's Restaurant on
Chestnut Street.
————
Baby Fair will be
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
its guest night banquet
at 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria
of Murray High School,
501 Doran Rd. No tickets

School menus released
Menus for the various Tuesday — fish sandlunchrooms in the coun- wich, taco; Wednesday
ty and city schools for — hot ham and cheese,
the week of March 24 to fried chicken; Thursday
28 have been released — grilled cheese, burby Joanna Adams, food ritoes/chili; Friday —
service director for Sloppy Joe sandwich.
Calloway County' roast beef -and gravy.
Schools. and Judy Hina, Salad bar, pizza, fruits,
food service coordinator vegetables, desserts
for Murray City and drinks are available
daily.
Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional
East, North
change because of the
and Southwest
availabty of food and
Monday — tuna salad
other special occasions. sandwich, pizza; TuesMenus are as follows:
day — ravioli casserole,
— — ——
hamburger; Wednesday
('ALLOW AT C'OU N TV
— Sloppy Joe sandwich.
— — — —
sliced turkey and
Galloway High
gravy; Thursday — hot
Monday — turkey ham and cheese, burclub sandwich, bur- ritoes and chili; Friday
ritoes/chili; Tuesday — — barbecue sandwich,
deli roast beef sand- roast beef and gravy.
wich, taco salad; Fresh fruits,
Wednesday — corn dog, vegetables, desserts
baked ham/raisin and drinks are available
sauce; Thursday — piz- daily. Also breakfast is
zaburger, fried chicken; served at 7:30 a.m. each
Friday — grilled day at the three schools.
cheese/soup. spaghetti/meat sauce. Salad
— ———
MURRAY'CITY
bar, pizza, hamburgers,
——— —
cheeseburgers, a varieMurray High
ty of fruits, vegetables,
Monday — chili and
desserts and drinks are
sandwich, hamburger;
available daily.
Tuesday — bacon and
Calloway Middle
Monday — stuffed tomato sandwich, Sloppotato dog, hamburger; py Joe; Wednesday —

Saturday, March 22
will be sold at the door.
————
Kid's Kite Day for
children, 4 to 12, will be
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.
For information call
753-1854.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Old Friend
Returns at Silo Overlook
at 4 a.m.; Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m., and
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m., Breadmaking at 2
p.m. and Evening at
6:30 p.m., all at
Homeplace- 1850 ;
Hawks and Owls at 1
and 3 p.m. and Night
Visual at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Landscaping
for Energy consevation
at 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
————
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck luncheon at noon at club
house. Members are to
bring items for Need
Line.
— ———
"Wings" will be
presented at 8 p.m. by
Community Theatre in
Playhouse. in MurrayCalloway County Park.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
— ———
Third night of Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored by MSU Rodeo
Club_ will start at 7:30
p.m. at Livestock and
Exposition Center.

beef aroni,
cheeseburger; Thursday — hot dog w/chili,
chuckwagon; Friday —
taco w/lettuce and
cheese, submarine
sandwich. Pizza, potato
bar, choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
other friatt drinks are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — Sloppy
Joe, hamburger; Tuesday — corn dog, hot
ham and cheese;
Wednesday — chicken
and rolls, hamburger;
Thursday — hot ham
and cheese,
Murray State Univerchuckwagon; Friday —
sity Invitational Track
sausage and rolls, hamburger. Pizza, French Meet will be from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. in Stewart
fries, choice of fruits
Stadium.
and vegetables, milk
————
and fruit drinks are
Animal
Health Day
available daily.
will be from 9 a.m. to 4
Carter and
p.m. at Animal Health
Robertson
Technology Center in A.
Monday — fish sandwich, corn dog; Tues- Carman Pavilion, Murray State University.
day — Sloppy Joe, piz————
za; Wednesday — fried
Murray State Univerchicken w/rolls; Thursday — hot ham and sity Basketball Banquet
cheese, hamburger; will begin at 7 p.m. in
Friday — sack lunch — Curris Center Ballroom.
————
peanut butter sandwich.
Commercial art
tuna sandwich. A variedegree candidate Karen
ty of fruits and
vegetables and milk are Chiles will show her
works today through
served daily.
April 3 in Curris Center
Gallery, Murray State
University.
————
A newborn admission
Dance featuring
Ms. Peggy Davis, Rt. Puryear, Tenn.; Miss
and dismissals at 1. Farmington; Mrs. Stephanie Miller, Rt. 6, music by Expressway
Murray-Calloway Coun- Crystal Hurt and baby Murray; Stephen Band is scheduled from
ty Hospital for Thurs- girl. Rt. 7, Murray;
8 p.m. to midnight at
Wilson, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
day, March 20, have
Robert Cantrell Jr.,
Mrs. Beatrice Sykes, Murray Moose Lodge.
been released as Rt. 1, Palmersville, 923 North 16th St., Mur- This is for members
follows:
Tenn.; Mrs. Betty ray; Robert Davis, Rt. only.
Newborn admission
Johnsonius. 1001 East 8. Murray;
————
Manzi baby boy, Blythe St., Paris, Tenn.;
Sunday, March 23
Mrs. Olga Bouldin,
parents, Jessica and AnMrs. Lois Lee, Rt. 2,
Larry Brant will predrew. 1024 Depot St., Buchanan, Tenn.; Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. sent his
senior piano
Paris, Tenn.
James Allison, Rt. 1, Nettie Vaughn, West recital at 3:30 p.m. in
View
Nursing
Home,
Dismissals
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Annex Recital Hall,
Mrs. Sheryl
Mrs. Connie Stalls and MurraT;
Fine Arts Center, MurDudenhofer. Rt. 4. baby girl. Rt. 1, Box 140.
Dyrus Stubblefield , ray State University.
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Gret- Hazel; Mrs. Violet Rt. 4, Murray.;
— ———
Tommie
chen Wheeler, Rt. 7, Taylor, Rt. 2, Hazel;
L. Todd (expired) 204
Dean Smith will preBenton;
Ralph Crain, Rt. 1, Spruce St., Murray.
sent a free trombone
recital at 2 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.
————
High School Rodeo
will begin at 2 p.m. at
West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
This weekend your local CENTURY 2' Professionals
— — ——
are opening doors all over town So it you ye been rh,nir
AA will have a closed
,hg about buying your first home getting a bigger home
meeting at 4 p.m. at
or lust looking at homes now s the time
American Legion
Because we can do more than just show you a house
Well help you find financrnq that makes homes altoBuild' g, South Sixth
.A102 IM.8634"
dable Which is one 01 the•teasons why the CENTURY
.A604 Pee.A
.811.
and
aple Streets. For
2' system helps sell more homes that any other tea'
inf rmation call
.1000 Per
::16th
estate sales organization in the world
753-0061,-- 762-3399 or
So call today and find out more We 1001r forward to
.212 g°11‘.. for APP6r4m."
492
seeing you th.s weekend
753-7764.
7b3
— — ——
"Wings" will be
ei4OS V ne
.1109 Ot
"
"
.602 Pclift,
ent,tQt" Rale '0 00%1
.420 St,,k,
a004

New baby and dismissals listed

Pick Up Friday Bring Back Monday

V.C.R. Rentals
$9.95 for the weekend
$12.50 for a week

Friday, March 21
Street Extended.
Mayfield.
— — — —
Second night of Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored by MSU Rodeo
Club, will start at 7:30
p.m. at Livestock and
Exposition Center. For
ticket information call
762-3125.
—— ——
Two plays will be
presented in Wilson Hall
Room 310B, Murray
State University. at 7
p.m.

753 8201

ER

Announcing the CENTURY 21
Open House Weekend.
Sunday, March 23rd 2-4 p.m.

i

Saturday, March 22
presented at 2 p.m. by
Community Theatre in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
—— ——
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Homes for
Bluebirds at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Break Baking
at 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond
Visitor
Center.
————
Baby Fair will continue from noon to 4
p.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
————
"Time Apart" will be
observed by Paris
District of United
Methodist Women at 2
p.m. at First UM
Church, Martin, Tenn.
————
Annual Easter Egg
Hunt for members of
Murray Moose Lodge
will be at 1:30 p.m. with
lodge to be open from
noon to 5 p.m.
— —— —
Men's Prayer
Breakfast will be at 8
a.m. in Fellowship Hall
of First Baptist Chu
rl
————
Murray-Callo ay
Swim Team will practice at 1 p.m. in Carr
Health Building, Murray State University.
————
Monday, March 24
District 17 Unit I of
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Meeting of Adult
Great Books Discussion
Group has been postponed until March 31.
—— ——
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
A free hunter education course will be held
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. at
Camp John Currie on
Kentucky Lake near
Fairdealing.
— — ——
Creative Arts Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at club
house.
————
Parenting Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and Comet at 1 and 3
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1 : 3 0 p.m
at
Homeplace-1850.
—— ——
AA and Al-Anon, will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762"-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
— —— —
An after -school
workshop in printmaking bookbinding will
start at 3:30 p.m. in
Leisure Connection
(Room 101 ), Curris
Center, Murray State
University.
— ———
Murray State University Department of
Agriculture banquet
p.m. in
Curris Center ballroom.
— ———
(Cont'don page 8)

9.50% VA or FHA
9.25% Fixed 15 Yr.

•A tog Padt
i5th
.225 6°-

"With Loans at 9.25%,
Now is an Excellent Time
to Buy a Home!"
Mary Beth-Loan Correspondent

sN% c.itshirt.
Lisicr hJskos

M.111%

IN nuiticts RJhbits JERI
(hr misc. In in,

Orcicr Early!

OFFICE OPEN SUNDAY
2-4 p.m.

9

d
/05 S 4th

Flowers

753 4320

CiOnknYin
4.11
Loretta Jobs Realtors
1200 Sycamore
Murray, Kv 753 1492

Put Number 1 to work for you:
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CORRECTION
The sale date in the
Buckingham-Ray Ad in
the Thursday, March 20
edition of the Ledger &
Times should have
been through Saturday,
March 29, 1986.

••••
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Coming events listed

Pizza inn

Friday, March 21

Coupon Specials
Ir •

$10.95..Dinner For 4

Get a Large Super Special Pizza or any
large pizza with up to four toppings ) and
four bottomless sodas for $1095 Present
this coupon with guest check Not valid with
any other coupon or offer. Valid at par• ticipating Pizza Inns Dine-in Only, please
I Expiration: April I. 1986
•

I
I
•
;
I
I

'
,Pizza inn..

Quality people serving quality pi:zu /or 2i 1 arc'
Min In EN I.I I MI ON MII MI WIIN
MI MB
IM M.

r

Ell IN Ell

MI MI all Ell In IN
11
11

$2.00 or $1.00 Off

• Get $2.1:10 off a large or $1.00 off a medium •
I pizza, pan or thin. Not valid with any other e
▪ coupon or otter. Valid at participating Piz- •
za Inns Expiration: April I, 19/46

1Pizza inn.

▪ Quality people serving quality pizza for 2i years'I

Immumemmommidisommenimmai
•
MI

MI MI

IM

NI

Pizza Dinner For Two g
$5.99
•
Includes

10" pan or thin pizza and two all I
you can eat salad bars. Drinks not included 1. Dine-in only. Not valid with any other
coupon or offer. Valid at participating Pizza Inns. Expiration: April I, 1986

IPizza

i

Q.„,„, people serving qualstv pizza for 2i so...Jr.'.

L

MI MI ON NM IN

MO

FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1986

11. MI OM MI IN

"Dine-In Only On Coupons"

Pizza Innis
Pick Up At Our Door or
Free Delivery To Yours!

753-0900

Recent figurative
charcoal drawings by
West Coast artist/writer
Walter Gabrielson will
be on exhibit through
April la in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery. Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Games
-are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
—— ——
Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper Band wit
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m.
at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
————
Gospel concert by
Jimmy Hughes will be
at 7:30 p.m. at Calvary
Temple Pentecostal
Church, U.S. Highway
641 South.
— — ——
Folk and contra dance
will be from 7 to 11 p.m.
in South Gym, Carr
Health Building, Murray State University.
For information call
753-2558 or 762-3024.
————
Events in "Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850:
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Hematite by
Moonlight at 7 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
— — ——
"Wings" by Community Theatre will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
— ———
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 FREE

Your movie professionals have over 50
VCR's to rent and 1850 movie title
oper, tin 8 Ft, nd 6 Sat
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Saturday, March 22
University Church of
Christ will have its
Saturday School for
kindergarten through
grade six at 1:30 p.m. at
church.
— — ——
Summer Baseball
registration for T-Ball,
Park, Kentucky, Little,
Junior Babe Ruth and
Senior Babe Ruth
Leagues will be from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Dennison & Hunt Sporting
Goods.
————
Clifton B. Cates

Vows solemnized

Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Knight of Murray announce the marriage of their daughter, Cynthia
Ann, to David W. Owen,son a Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Owen of Murray.
The vows were solemnized on Friday. Jan. 31.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Lucille
Shelton and the late Hassel Shelton and of Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Cook and the late Thurman
Knight.
The groom is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
A.W. Owen of Ocala, Fla.

Saturday, March 22
Chater of Marine Corps
League will meet at9
a.m. at Executive Inn,
Paducith.
————
Murray State University Women's Society
will have its style
show/brunch at 10 a.m.
in Stables of Curris
Center, MSU.
— ———
Casino Night with
Larry Contri and Harold
Shoemaker as chairmen
is scheduled at Murray
Country Club.
————
Annual Civitan Pancake Day will be from 5
a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Albert's Restaurant on
Chestnut Street.
————
Baby Fair will be
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
its guest night banquet
at 6:30 p.m. in cafeteria
of Murray High School,
501 Doran Rd. No tickets

School menus released
Menus for the various Tuesday — fish sandlunchrooms in the coun- wich, taco; Wednesday
ty and city schools for — hot ham and cheese,
the week of March 24 to fried chicken; Thursday
28 have been released — grilled cheese, burby Joanna Adams, food ritoes/chili; Friday —
service director for Sloppy Joe sandwich,
Calloway County' roast beef -and gravy.
Schools, and Judy Hina, Salad bar, pizza, fruits,
food service coordinator vegetables, desserts
for Murray City and drinks are available
daily.
Schools.
The menus are subject to occasional
East. North
change because of the
and Southwest
availability of food and
Monday — tuna salad
other special occasions. sandwich, pizza; TuesMenus are as follows:
day — ravioli casserole,
— — ——
hamburger; Wednesday
CALLOWAY CO I:N TV
— Sloppy Joe sandwich.
— — — —
sliced turkey and
Calloway High
gravy; Thursday — hot
Monday — turkey ham and cheese, burclub sandwich, bur- ritoes and chili; Friday
ritoes/chili; Tuesday — — barbecue sandwich,
deli roast beef sand- roast beef and gravy.
wich. taco salad; Fresh fruits.
Wednesday — corn dog, vegetables, desserts
baked ham/raisin and drinks are available
sauce; Thursday — piz- daily. Also breakfast is
zaburger, fried chicken; served at 7:30 a.m. each
Friday — grilled day at the three schools.
cheese/soup, spaghet— ———
ti/meat sauce. Salad
MURRAY CITY
bar, pizza, hamburgers,
——— —
cheeseburgers, a varieMurray High
ty of fruits, vegetables,
Monday — chili and
desserts and drinks are
sandwich, hamburger;
available daily.
Tuesday — bacon and
Calloway Middle
Monday — stuffed tomato sandwich, Sloppotato dog, hamburger; py Joe; Wednesday —

753 82'31

YER

Saturday, March 22
will be sold at the door.
————
Kid's Kite Day for
children, to 12, will be
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
First Baptist Church.
For information call
753-1854.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Old Friend
Returns at Silo Overlook
at 4 a.m.; Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m., and
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m., Breadmaking at 2
p.m. and Evening at
6:30 p.m., all at
Homeplace- 1 8 5 0 ;
Hawks and Owls at 1
and 3 p.m. and Night
Visual at 7:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Landscaping
for Energy consevation
at 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
————
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck luncheon at noon at club
house. Members are to
bring items for Need
Line.
————
"Wings" will be
presented at 8 p.m. by
Community Theatre in
Playhouse. in Murray.
Calloway County Park.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
— ———
Third night of Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored by MSU Rodeo
Club, will start at 7:30
p.m. at Livestock and
Exposition Center.

beef aroni,
cheeseburger; Thursday — hot dog w/chili,
chuckwagon; Friday —
taco w/lettuce and
cheese, submarine
sandwich. Pizza, potato
bar, choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and
other frPtitt drinks are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Monday — Sloppy
Joe, hamburger; Tuesday — corn dog, hot
ham and cheese;
Wednesday — chicken
and rolls, hamburger;
Thursday — hot ham
and cheese,
Murray State Univerchuckwagon; Friday —
sity Invitational Track
sausage and rolls, hamMeet will be from 11
burger. Pizza, French
a.m. to 5 p.m. in Stewart
fries, choice of fruits
Stadium.
and vegetables, milk
————
and fruit drinks are
Animal
Health Day
available daily.
will be from 9 a.m. to 4
Carter and
p.m. at Animal Health
Robertson
Monday — fish sand- Technology Center in A.
Carman Pavilion, Murwich, corn dog; Tuesray State University.
day — Sloppy Joe, piz——— —
za; Wednesday — fried
Murray State Univerchicken w/rolls; Thursday — hot ham and sity Basketball Banquet
cheese. hamburger; will begin at 7 p.m. in
Friday — sack lunch — Curris Center Ballroom.
————
peanut butter sandwich,
Commercial art
tuna sandwich. A variedegree candidate Karen
ty of fruits and
vegetables and milk are Chiles will show her
works today through
served daily.
April 3 in Curris Center
Gallery. Murray State
University.
————
A newborn admission
Dance featuring
Ms. Peggy Davis, Rt. Puryear, Tenn.; Miss
and dismissals at 1, Farmington; Mrs. Stephanie Miller, Rt. 6, music by Expressway
Murray-Calloway Coun- Crystal Hurt and baby Murray; Stephen Band is scheduled from
ty Hospital for Thurs- girl. Rt. 7, Murray;
8 p.m. to midnight at
Wilson, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
day. March 20, have
Robert Cantrell Jr.,
Mrs. Beatrice Sykes, Murray Moose Lodge.
been released as Rt. 1, Palmersville, 923 North 16th St., Mur- This is for members
follows:
Tenn.; Mrs. Betty ray; Robert Davis, Rt. only.
Newborn admission
Johnsonius, 1001 East S. Murray;
- ——
Manzi baby boy, Blythe St., Paris, Tenn.;
Sunday, March 23
Mrs. Olga Bouldin,
parents. Jessica and AnMrs. Lois Lee, Rt. 2,
Larry Brant will predrew, 1024 Depot St., Buchanan, Tenn.; Rt. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. sent his senior
piano
Paris, Tenn.
James Allison, Rt. 1, Nettie Vaughn, West recital at 3:30 p.m. in
View
Nursing
Home, Annex
Dismissals
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Recital Hall,
Mrs. Sheryl
Mrs. Connie Stalls and Murrl;
Fine Arts Center, MurDudenhofer, Rt. 4, baby girl. Rt. 1, Box 140.
Dyrus Stubblefield , ray State University.
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Gret- Hazel; Mrs. Violet Rt. 4, Murray.;
————
Tommie
chen Wheeler, Rt. 7, Taylor, Rt. 2, Hazel;
L. Todd (expired) 204
Dean Smith will preBenton:
Ralph Crain, Rt. 1, Spruce St., Murray.
sent a free trombone
recital at 2 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University.
————
High School Rodeo
will begin at 2 p.m. at
West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
This weekend your local CENTURY 21 profe.,sioriaii,
— — ——
are opening doors all over town So it you he been tn,nk
AA will have a closed
veatared this
ing about buying your first home getting a bigger born,
meeting at 4 p.m. at
Or iuSt looking at homes now', the time
American Legion
Because we can do mote tnan just shcrok you a house
Ne II help you find financing tnat makes homes art.•
Build g, South Sixth
. 02 Wieid°4.1111"
!able Which is one ol the reasons why the CE NT uR
.350 Peritta"
and ltaple Streets. For
heir:is sell more homes that any ()the' rea'
infijrmation call
.1000 Penri601
-tale sales organization in me world
753-0061T-- 762-3399 or
SO call today and lino out more We look Forward to
APP6Mtnent
.212
II"(
oeing YOU Th•S weekend
753-7764.
#340-• 9.0 7s3
..1492
— — ——
"Wings" will be
406 4Ine
.600 Ws"
.02 PoOsift„
Pp,ca,nt,{(40 Rate
50.420
•'
rtz
)ots.
..:18262A156s

New baby and dismissals listed

Pick Up Friday Bring Back Monday

V.C.R. Rentals
$9.95 for the weekend
$12.50 for a week

Friday, March 21
Street Extended.
Mayfield.
— — — —
Second night of Intercollegiate Rodeo, sponsored by MSU Rodeo
Club, will start at 7:30
p.m. at Livestock and
Exposition Center. For
ticket information call
762-3125.
—— ——
Two plays will be
presented in Wilson Hall
Room 310B, Murray
State University, at 7
p.m.

Announcing the CENTURY 21
Open House Weekend.
Sunday, March 23rd 2-4 p.m.

system

Saturday, March 22
presented at 2 p.m. by
Community Theatre in
Playhouse in Murray.
Calloway County Park.
—— ——
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Homes for
Bluebirds at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Break Baking
at 2 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 2 p.m. and
Comet at 1 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond
Visitor
Center.
————
Baby Fair will continue from noon to 4
p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Time Apart" will be
observed by Paris
District of United
Methodist Women at 2
p.m. at First UM
Church, Martin, Tenn.
————
Annual Easter Egg
Hunt for members of
Murray Moose Lodge
will be at 1:30 p.m. with
lodge to be open from
noon to 5 p.m.
— —— —
Men's Prayer
Breakfast will be at 8
a.m. in Fellowship Hall
of First Baptist Chu
————
Murray-Callo ay
Swim 'Learn will practice at 1 p.m. in Carr
Health Building, Murray State University.

Monday, March 24
District 17 Unit I of
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
————
Meeting of Adult
Great Books Discussion
Group has been postponed until March 31.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
A free hunter education course will be held
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. at
Camp John Currie on
Kentucky Lake near
Fairdealing.
— — ——
Creative Arts Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at club
house.
————
Parenting Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and Comet at 1 and 3
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1 : 3 0 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
—— ——
AA and Al-Anon. Will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762.-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
— —— —
An after -school
workshop in printmaking bookbinding will
start at 3:30 p.m. in
Leisure Connection
(Room 101 ), Curris
Center, Murray State
University.
— ———
Murray State University Department of
Agriculture banquet
3:30 p.m. in
Curris Center ballroom.
— ———
(Cont'don page 8)

9.50% VA or FHA
9.25% Fixed 15 Yr.

"With Loans at 9.25%,
Now is an Excellent Time
to Buy a Home!"
Mary Beth-Loan Correspondent
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OFFICE OPEN SUNDAY
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The sale date in the
Buckingham-Ray Ad in
the Thursday, March 20
edition of the Ledger &
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been through Saturday,
March 29, 1986.
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Hospital board approves new budget, with pay raises
By KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Unanimous approval was
granted to the Murra#-Calloway
County Hospital's annual 1986-87
budget by hospital commissioners Thursday night, with a
three percent across the board
pay raise to be implemented for
all hospital employees effective
April 1. The cost-of-living pay increase will accompany an additional three percent merit pay
increase, revisions in the
employee fringe benefit 'pro-

gram and increases in the shift
differential (additions to regular
salaries for work on specific
shifts).
Approval of the 19-page
budget, presented by Hospital
Administrator Stuart Poston, included five to 25 percent increases in several daily hospital
services.
Poston stated during his
presentation to the hospital
board that about 65 percent of
the hospital's employees were
eligible for merit pay increases.

Included in the revisions in the
fringe benefit program were
decreases in the amount of time
required to participate in the

also the introduction orIbli
disability program
In other action during last
night's meeting, the board approved participation in the construction of a roof/garden patio
The hospital, the Woman's Club
and the Hospital Auxiliary will
each donate 0,000 for the construction of the project, which is
expected to be completed this
'year, according to Poston.
The hospital board also approved the reappointment of
board members Graham

retirement program before a
participant is vested or can
receive benefits, a penalty for
those participants in the
hospital's health insurance program who get treatment at other
facilities than the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, revisions in the hospital's attendance incentive program, and

Feltner and Ella Van Tidwell A
recommendation from the
board's nominating committee
to reappoint the board's executive officers was also
unanimously approved —

George Weaks will act as board
chairman, Eddie Jones will remain as vice-chairman. Feltner
will serve as secretary and Dr.
Rob Williams as treasurer, all
for a one year term.

•••>.'"*„

•

House approves federal cigarette tax, before break
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House has cleared the decks for
its Easter recess by giving final
congressional approval to a bill
that makes permanent the
16-cent-a-pack federal cigarette
tax and divides billions of
dollars in offshore oil money between the U.S. Treasury and
coastal states.
A bill left over from last year's
budget struggle was adopted by
the House, 230-154, Thursday

night after Republicans blocked
Democrats from offering
another proposal to send back to
the Senate, which passed its own
version earlier in the week.
The vote ended a political
volleyball game that had sent
the bill traveling back and forth
between the two chambers since
last December.
President Reagan, who
earlier had threatened to veto
the House versiqn,„was expected

to sign the bill.
The package, designed to cut
$18 billion from federal deficits
over the next three years, would
make permanent the 16-cent-apa"ck tax on cigarettes, worth
$1.7 billion a year to the
Treasury. The tax dropped to
eight cents last Saturday
because of the stalemate, but
the bill would boost it back
retroactively.
One of the hardest-fought pro-

visions was a formula for sharing receipts from offshore oil
and gas leases between the
federal government and seven
coastal states. About $6 billion
has built up in an escrow fund

Keep Kentucky Wild

because of the dispute dating
back to the late 1970s, and nearly

Some species of our plants and animals are fast becoming rare. The
River Otter, the comic of our waterways, greeted the pioneers but
may no longer exist in Kentucky by the time your children are grown.

$2 billion will be distributed to
the states if Reagan signs the
bill.

You can help protect natural areas and fund research to save the
River Otter and other rare species.
Give port of your tax refund on line 21A of your Kentucky Income
Tax Form or contribute directly to the Nongame Wildlife/
Natural

Panama rejects Marcos' refuge request
PANAMA CITY, Panama
(AP) — Panama has rejected
ousted Philippine President Ferdinand E. Marcos' request for
refuge, a government official
said.
The official, who spoke on condition he not be identified, said
Thursday night the decision
came after a meeting between

171,
:EI:MLL'IMM

.

call%

r.

In,

President Eric Arturo Delvalle
and other ranking Panamanian
officials.
He said an official announcement would be made today, but
refused to elaborate further.
Marcos has been seeking permanent refuge since fleeing to
Hawaii with his family aboard a

Ass . uuvi•kri.vrt Colic for

Less •

U.S. military plane Feb. 26 after
being toppled from power by a
military and popular rebellion.
U.S. officials in Washington
said they had contacted several
nations after Marcos asked to
leave his temporary home at
Hickam Air Force Base near
Honolulu and go to another
country.

Areas Fund, P.O. Box 311, Frankfort, Kentucky 40602.
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Shrubs
'Choose from Norway Spruce,
Dense Yew, Wards Yew,
Anderson Spreading Yew,
Spreading Japanese Yew

..*Sal
e

*
;La
zv wn & Garden
,

1 Gal.

Wal-Mart Charcoal
Reg. 1.68

4.972Gal.7.97

Assorted
Fruit Trees

if

•Dwarf or standard
•Assorted varieties •5 Gallon
container •5 to 6 foot
average
balled

V.
V.

6.97 contomers 9.97
•
a
Garden Hose

Easter Lillies

Florist Type

•543 Inch rk
•High
Wf,“

6" Potted
6-8 Blooms
Everyday Low Price

6" potted blooming

Azaleas & Mums
Everyday Low Price

Reg. 12.96
•

r-

ea

BLACK&DECKER

from Murray
when you make
The Clear Cut Choice!

in
V.

•
•••••

Reg. 3.76

Reg. 9.96
Save 5.00
Electric Hedge Trimmer
•16 inch blade length •I..1n.ve,s&
gear dr•yen motor *Double edc,
cur n e•ihe• 1,,.• ton

2494

7.96

2.94

roll 036 Inches w•de
•No 072035

piece construction
•Polyethylene plastic
'No 379

Hex Netting
•1 Inch mesh width •..)5

Reg. 29.94

g

Reg. 974

Bird Bath

•T wo

68c

Pistol Grip Nozzle

Buy any Murray'riding
mower now and geta
$200° bonus to help
spruce up your lawn.

111L177:eaWft—%

Murray gives you all the features
of the high-priced brands and a
lot more value. Plus, with your
$20 Smart-Buy Bonus,' you can
purchase other lawn and garden
supplies. Choose from a wide
range of Murray' garden tractors,
lawn tractors, and rear-engine
riders.

DECORATI‘IE
g PINE BARK Va

5' NUGGETS
Brands May Vary By Store

Everyday Low Price

?.9

ins Bark uggets
*Use as a decorative ground
Cover as a mulch or to

retard weed growth
•2 Cubic Ft

Reg. 6.96

$5

Reg. 2.28

Reg. 4.88

3.88

Replacement Trimmer
Line
•High tensile monofilament
line *Fits all popular electric
and gas trimmers •1 Lb pIrc
•Sizes 065 080 095

Industrial Edging
•won t rust or tot *Conforms
to shape *Includes 3 stakes

•No IND20

Sala Ends Sunday. March 23
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 1-6
A.

I...

r tact • W.51

Ass •

WA, 11
/
404't

1.76

Hob Nob Garden
Gloves

•Non-slip dots on the thumb
forefinger and palm
•No 312

6.36

Reg. 1.38

$1

Wood Trim Fence
•sturch conciruct,or
•Various uses
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'Good onto on the StOre whete YOU purchased your
eurrav rider (between march Is and May St 19861
YOU, bonus request must be POStinark00 June 10
1986 See store display for complete details

Reg. 7.88

72 Foot Reweb Kit
•E nough for 2 chart or one
chaise *No W20072R

•
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Muppet creator hosts New York ceremony to introduce new Love stamp
A new 22-cent Love
stamp was issued
January 30 in New York
City. Jim Henson and
Muppet character
Rowlf the Dog were
hosts of the ceremony.
Jim Henson is the
creator of the Muppets,
popular puppet
characters of the
"Sesame Street" and

"Fraggle Rock" TV vice has issued. The
first Love stamp was
programs.
Graphics artist Saul issued in 1973 in
Mandel of Jericho, New Philadelphia. Its motif
York, has captured the was a block letter
language of love in the representation of the
vertically oriented word "Love," and was
postage stamp with his designed by contemdepiction of a cuddly porary artist Robert
Indiana.
looking puppy.
As with previous Love
This is the fifth Love
stamp the Postal Ser- stamps, the 1986 issue is

a special stamp which Black Heritage Series
means that it will be on February 4, in New
available in larger Paltz, New York. The
quantities and for a stamp design features a
longer period of time portrait of Sojourner
than commemorative Truth with a smaller imissues.
age of her speaking
A 22-cent com- from a lectern.
memorative stamp
Born about 1797 in
honoring human rights
Hurley, New York, she
activist Sojourner Truth
was named Isabella and
was issued as part of the
spent her early adult life
in slavery. After acquiring her freedom she
went to New York City

Children's Theatre to be performed at MSU
Learning through
entertainment is offered
to children of all ages by
the Children's Theatre
production of "The Red
Shoes" at Murray State
University.

there is love and security at home.
The following people
are cast members: Kent
Logsdon, Snogg, the evil
gypsy; Kim Matibag,
Jemmo, Snogg's
sidekick — a mute
According to Skip clown; Kathy Renn, the
Hamra,the play's direc- pretty orphan girl;
tor, "one should educate Karin Cordle, Nels;
through entertainment. Tricia Drake, grandThe play will teach that mother; and Mark
children should not talk Cooper, the
to strangers or run burgomaster.
away from home." He
"The Red Shoes" was
continued by saying that written by Robin Short
"The Red Shoes" and is based on a book
teaches children that by Hans Christian

Anderson. In the play,
Snogg and Jemmo come
to town looking for
money. They have a
pair of magic red shoes
that cause whoever
wears them to dance
continuously. Snogg and
Jemmo trick Karen into
wearing the shoes, kidnap her and take her to
a gypsy camp. The play
has a happy ending.
Hamra said the play
contained magic, dancing and beautiful music.
The set was designed by
C. Paul Kaufman, a

Murray State student,
and Joyce McKeel
designed the costumes.
The stage manager is
Shelly Howell.
The play will be performed at the R.E.
Johnson Theatre in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts
from March 24-28 at 9:30
a,m. and 12:30. The cost
is 75 cents for children
and adult admission is
free. Further information can be obtained by
calling 762-6797. Pubic
school classes are invited to attend.

to live, but found it near- Sojourner, because I
ly impossible to earn a was to travel up an'
suitable living. Convinced that everything she down the land showin'
had undertaken there the people their sins, an'
had proved a failure, bein' a sign unto them.
Afterward I told the
she decided, in 1843, to Lord I wanted another
change her name to So- name,'cause everybody
journer Truth and leave else had two names;
the city to travel and and the Lord gave me
lecture because "the Truth, because I was to
Spirit calls me and...1 declare the truth to the
must go."
people."
Later, she told friends
that "the Lord gave me

Although Sojourner
Truth was not formally

Soviet girl begins two week tour of America
CHICAGO (AP) — An
11-year-old Soviet girl
whose U.S. tour recalls
the international
journey for peace of
Samantha Smith began
her visit by telling the
adults and children who

greeted her, "I hope we
will be friends."
Katya Lycheva set
foot on American soil
for the first time Thursday night at O'Hare International Airport and
was met by Star Rowe,

De tt)

10, of San Francisco,
who gave her 10 white
roses and said in wellrehearsed Russian:
"Welcome to our country. We will work
together for peace."
The fifth-grader was

By Abigail
Van Buren

Naile: Racer speech tournament successful
According to Jan
Naile, director of the
MSU Forensic Union,
the Racer Invitational
speech tournament the
weekend of March 7 was
highly successful.
Naile said the community merchants
deserve much recognition. "The merchants in

town were terrific in graduate of Murray
supporting us. They pro- State University, said,
vided us with many "We plan to keep this
things we needed to pro- tournament on our list
vide southern hospitali- of great events and
ty to the visiting places to go. We apschools," Naile said.
preciate the great
Carolyn Bradley, the organization and the
speech coach at well-run events and
Shawnee College in rounds."
Eleven universities
Ullin, Illinois and a 1972

There is more than one way to
.home.
SAVE on your new
The PARAGON way!
A beautiful,
comfortable
home of
steel.

LOW INVESTMENT
up to 30% less than
conventional construction
FAST CONSTRUCTION TIME
simple bolt-together
construction
NO EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE
no sagging, rotting or decay
LOWER INSURANCE
PREMIUMS
minimum fire hazard

LOWER FUEL BILLS
9 inches of insulation
Can be built by Do It
Yourselfer for around
$20425 per ft.
8 Models from 780 sq. ft.
to 8000 sq. ft.
Up to 60% Less on Utilities
(Data Available)
For Investors Multi-Family
Units Available.

Also:
Commercial Steel Buildings from 960 sq. ft-up at
discount prices.

A home of tomorrow that
you can afford today!

a
_

_

Van L. Futrell
753-8848

Bob Bell
759-1192

Authorized Dealer For

PARAGON STEEL STRUCTURES, INC.

and colleges from
across the United States
competed in the invitational. Southeastern Illinois won first,
Hastings College second
and Bob Jones University placed third.
The various teams
competed in 13
categories including
Wretched Interpretation. Wretched Interpretation involved the
speaker choosing the
worse literature and
then presenting it in the
worst possible fashion.

Turner to be
sentenced
George Turner, 54,
Aurora, will be formally
sentenced for
manslaughter April 4 in
the shooting death last
August of Frank Colson,
47, also of Aurora.
On Wednesday, a
Marshall County Circuit
Court jury deliberated
abut three hours finding
Turner guilty of firstdegree manslaughter.
The jury's sentence was
10 years, which is the
minimum allowable
under the charge.
The shooting occured
at 1:15 p.m. Aug.9 at the
Turner home. The two
men were friends,
testimony showed, and
had been drinking and
scuffling earlier in the
day. Turner testified
that after warning Colson to leave, he fired a
.22 handgun once into
the floor, and the fired a
second shot which hit
Colson in the chest.
Colson left the house
and drove away. He was
found by two people who
called an ambulance.
Colson died soon after
the ambulance arrived.

educated, she was one of
the greatest orators of
her time, known for her
ability to control an audience with a few words.
Numerous newspapers,
journals and magazines
wrote of her travels and
lectures, bringing
worldwide fame for her
stance on slavery,
temperance, penal
reform and women's
rights. She remained active until her death on
November 26, 1883.

Humane Society Inflexibility
Causes Couple's Kids to Yowl
DEAR ABBY:On Valentine's Day,
my husband and I took our two
daughters (5 and 2) for a follow-up
appointment at the pediatrician's,
and left the office feeling glum. Our
5-year-old had been pleading for a
kitten for several months, so we
decided to take the advice in your St.
Valentine's Day column and adopt
a pet. We went to our Humane
Society to get a kitten. We learned
that the kitten we selected would
cost $45, whickincluded initial shots
and spaying/neutering at six
months of age. We'd just written our
last check at the doctor's office, so
my husband and I counted our
monies and came up with $43.78
cash.
Abby, they let us walk out with
two crying girls. We could have
given that kitten a perfect home, but
being short $1.22 stood in our way.
Is that crazy or am I crazy?
FEELING BAD IN BIRMINGHAM
DEAR FEELING: You are not
crazy, and I cannot imagine the
people at the Humane Society
being so insensitive and petty.
You failed to indicate in which
Birmingham you live. There's
one in Alabama, Canada, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Michigan
and New Jersey. Please write
again and let me know. I'll send
the $1.22, and if you don't get
your kitten, fur will fly.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Nameless,Please," who was tempted to meet the girl whose voice he'd
heard daily on the telephone,
brought back some happy memories.
In the spring of 1918, I was
working on the switchboard at the
local power company. Every day I
took the morning report from a
young engineer with a very pleasant
voice. One day he appeared in person—wanting to find out if I was as

sweet as my voice! After we visited a
while, he invited me to go out
dancing. I was a little hesitant to
accept before knowing him better, so
he told me I could bring my older
sister and he would bring his friend
along for her.
I knew at-once that this was the
man I had been waiting for. That
first date led to our marriage four
months later. We were happily married for 60 years—until his death.
I thank my lucky stars that he
was curious enough to want to meet
the girl behind the voice on the
telephone.
MRS. J.
P.S. Dear Abby: I typed this letter
for my grandmother who just celebrated her 94th birthday. She reads
your column every day.
MRS. J.'S GRANDDAUGHTER
DEAR MRS.J.(and her granddaughter): Thanks for a lovely
day-brightener.
•••
DEAR ABBY: You had a letter in
your column signed "Honest" in
reference to thigh-reduction surgery
(suction lipectomy). I would like to
know more about this type of surgery. I need to do something about
my thighs. I have dieted and exercised. Both have helped some, but
my thighs are disproportionately
large. I am so self-conscious about
them that I will not wear slacks or a
bathing suit.
What kind of doctor does this kind
of surgery?
THUNDER THIGHS
DEAR THUNDER THIGHS: A
plastic surgeon. But you would
be wise to get some recommendations from the county medical
association or the American
Medical Association to be sure
the plastic surgeon is boardcertified.

accompanied by her
mother, an interpreter,
the general secretary of
the Soviet Peace Committee, and Patricia
Montandon, the executive director of the
U.S.-based Children as
the Peacemakers Foundation, the sponsor of
Katya's trip.
"We're building a
bridge instead of a
wall," Ms. Montandon
said as she introduced
the entourage.
Katya, who had just
completed the 18-hour
joihney from her home
in Moscow, was beginning a two-week trip that
will include visits to
New York, Washington,
Houston and Los
Angeles.
In reply to Star's
welcome, she said in
English: "Thank you
very much. I'm very
glad to see you. I hope
we will be friends."
She said she hoped to
tell American children
as much as she could
about her homeland,
which Samantha visited
in 1983.
Her departure Thursday evening was carried
on Soviet television,
spliced with the footage
from Samantha's visit
to Moscow three years
ago.

Group claims
responsibility
for explosion
BEIRUT, Lebanon
(AP) — An underground
leftist group claimed
responsibility for the
bomb explosion Thursday that killed two people and wounded 28
others in Paris and
threatened to stage
similar bombings in
Rome.
The claim today came
in an Arabic language
statement signed by the
Committee of Solidarity
with Arab Political
Prisoners and the Middle East. The statement
was passed to a western
news agency in Beirut.
It demanded the
release of three Arab
prisoners jailed in Paris
and two others in Rome
as the "sole condition to
stop our blows."

Events... (Cont'd from page 6)
Monday, March 24

TAMIL
Dishwashers
10 yr. warranty on tub.
The expensive built-in look without
the built-in expense.

Taman.

We have the features you want
most in a microwave plus the size
to fit every need.

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd Street
753-5341

Hail Damage Sale
Reau(,ed !tom $1.000 to 1.700
Take advanta•e of this ',eat savin•s'

Murray Civic Music
Association will present
"Brigadoon" at 8 p.m.
In Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. Admission is by
MCMA season membership ticket or current
MSU ID card. Tickets at
$15 will be available at
door.
————
Today is last day to
withdraw from classes
at Murray State University with WP or WE.
————
Office of Development
at Murray State University will conduct the
first annual univesitywide fund raising activity from 6 to 10 p.m.
————
"The Red Shoes" will
be presented by
Children's Theatre at
9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
In Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6 p.m. For
information call 762-6882
or 762-6851.
————
Sheila Duncan Group
of First Baptist Church
Women will meet at9:30

a.m.

s
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Muppet creator hosts New York ceremony to introduce new Love stamp

•

A new 22-cent Love
stamp was issued
January 30 in New York
City. Jim Henson and
Muppet character
Rowlf the Dog were
hosts of the ceremony.
Jim Henson is the
creator of the Muppets,
popular puppet
characters of the
"Sesame Street" and

"Fraggle Rock" TV
programs.
Graphics artist Saul
Mandel of Jericho, New
York, has captured the
language of love in the
vertically oriented
postage stamp with his
depiction of a cuddly
looking puppy.
This is the fifth Love
stamp the Postal Ser-

vice has issued. The
first Love stamp was
issued in 1973 in
Philadelphia. Its motif
was a block letter
representation of the
word "Love," and was
designed by contemporary artist Robert
Indiana.
As with previous Love
stamps, the 1988 issue is

a special stamp which
means that it will be
available in larger
quantities and for a
longer period of time
than commemorative
Issues.
A 22-cent commemorative stamp
honoring human rights
activist Sojourner Truth
was issued as part of the

Children's Theatre to be performed at MSU
Learning through
entertainment is offered
to children of all ages by
the Children's Theatre
production of "The Red
Shoes" at Murray State
University.

there is love and security at home.
The following people
are cast members: Kent
Logsdon, Snogg, the evil
gypsy; Kim Matibag,
Jemmo, Snogg's
sidekick — a mute
According to Skip clown; Kathy Renn, the
Hamra,the play's direc- pretty orphan girl:
tor, "one should educate Karin Cordle, Nels;
through entertainment. Tricia Drake, grandThe play will teach that mother: and Mark
children should not talk Cooper, the
to strangers or run burgomaster.
away from home." He
"The Red Shoes" was
continued by saying that written by Robin Short
"The Red Shoes" and is based on a book
teaches children that by Hans Christian

Anderson. In the play,
Snogg and Jemmo come
to town looking for
money. They have a
pair of magic red shoes
that cause whoever
wears them to dance
continuously. Snogg and
Jemmo trick Karen into
wearing the shoes, kidnap her and take her to
a gypsy camp. The play
has a happy ending.
Hamra said the play
contained magic, dancing and beautiful music.
The set was designed by
C. Paul Kaufman, a

Murray State student,
and Joyce McKeel
designed the costumes.
The stage manager is
Shelly Howell.

Black Heritage Series
on February 4, in New
Paltz, New York. The
stamp design features a
portrait of Sojourner
Truth with a smaller image of her speaking
from a lectern.
Born about 1797 in
Hurley, New York, she
was named Isabella and
spent her early adult life
in slavery. After acquiring her freedom she
went to New York City

to live, but found it nearly impossible to earn a
suitable living. Convinced that everything she
had undertaken there
had proved a failure,
she decided, in 1843, to
change her name to Sojourner Truth and leave
the city to travel and
lecture because "the
Spirit calls me and...1
must go."

down the land showin'
the people their sins, an'
bein' a sign unto them.
Afterward I told the
Lord I wanted another
name,'cause everybody
else had two names;
and the Lord gave me
Truth, because I was to
declare the truth to the
people."

Later, she told friends
that "the Lord gave me

Although Sojourner
Truth was not formally

Sojourner, because I
was to travel up an'

Soviet girl begins two week tour of America

CHICAGO (AP) — An
11-year-old Soviet girl
whose U.S. tour recalls
The play will be perthe international
formed at the R.E.
journey for peace of
Johnson Theatre in the
Samantha Smith began
Price Doyle Fine Arts
from March 24-28 at 9:30 her visit by telling the
a.m. and 12:30. The cost adults and children who
is 75 cents for children
and adult admission is
free. Further information can be obtained by
calling 762-6797. Pubic
school classes are invited to attend.

greeted her, "I hope we
will be friends."
Katya Lycheva set
foot on American soil
for the first time Thursday night at O'Hare International Airport and
was met by Star Rowe,

10, of San Francisco,
who gave her 10 white
roses and said in wellrehearsed Russian:
"Welcome to our country. We will work
together for peace."
The fifth-grader was

By Abigail
Van Buren

Naile: Racer speech tournament successful
According to Jan
Naile, director of the
MSU Forensic Union.
the Racer Invitational
speech tournament the
weekend of March 7 was
highly successful.
Naile said the community merchants
deserve much recognition. The merchants in

town were terrific in graduate of Murray
supporting us. They pro- State University, said,
vided us with many "We plan to keep this
things we needed to pro- tournament on our list
vide southern hospitali- of great events and
ty to the visiting places to go. We apschools," Naile said.
preciate the great
Carolyn Bradley, the organization and the
speech coach at well-run events and
Shawnee College in rounds."
Eleven universities
Ullin, Illinois and a 1972

There is more than one way to
SAVE on your new' home.
The PARAGON way!
A beautiful,

comfortable
home of
steel.

LOW INVESTMENT
up to 30% less than
conventional construction
FAST CONSTRUCTION TIME
simple bolt-together
construction
NO EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE
no sagging, rotting or decay
LOWER INSURANCE
PREMIUMS
minimum fire hazard

LOWER FUEL BILLS
9 inches of insulation
Can be built by Do It
Yourselfer for around
$20425 per ft.
8 Models from 780 sq. ft.
to 8000 sq. ft.
Up to 60% Less on Utilities
(Data Available)
For Investors Multi-Family
Units Available.

Also:
Commercial Steel Buildings from 960 sq. ft-up at
discount prices.

A home of tomorrow that
yo u can afford today!

a
_ _

Van L. Futrell
753-8848

Bob Bell
759-1192

Authorlzod °solar For

PARAGON STEEL STRUCTURES, INC.

and colleges from
across the United States
competed in the invitational. Southeastern Illinois won first,
Hastings College second
and Bob Jones University placed third.
The various teams
competed in 13
categories including
Wretched Interpretation. Wretched Interpretation involved the
speaker choosing the
worse literature and
then presenting it in the
worst possible fashion.

Turner to be
sentenced
George Turner, 54,
Aurora, will be formally
sentenced for
manslaughter April 4 in
the shooting death last
August of Frank Colson,
47, also of Aurora.
On Wednesday, a
Marshall County Circuit
Court jury deliberated
abut three hours finding
Turner guilty of firstdegree manslaughter.
The jury's sentence was
10 years, which is the
minimum allowable
under the charge.
The shooting occured
at 1:15 p.m. Aug.9 at the
Turner home. The two
men were friends,
testimony showed, and
had been drinking and
scuffling earlier in the
day. Turner testified
that after warning Colson to leave, he fired a
.22 handgun once into
the floor, and the fired a
second shot which hit
Colson in the chest.
Colson left the house
and drove away. He was
found by two people who
called an ambulance.
Colson died soon after
the ambulance arrived.

educated, she was one of
the greatest orators of
her time, known for her
ability to control an audience with a few words.
Numerous newspapers,
journals and magazines
wrote of her travels and
lectures, bringing
worldwide fame for her
stance on slavery,
temperance, penal
reform and women's
rights. She remained active until her death on
November 26, 1883.

Humane Society Inflexibility
Causes Couple's Kids to Yowl
DEAR ABBY:On Valentine's Day,
my husband and I took our two
daughters (5 and 2) for a follow-up
appointment at the pediatrician's,
and left the office feeling glum. Our
5-year-old had been pleading for a
kitten for several months, so we
decided to take the advice in your St.
Valentine's Day column and adopt
a pet. We went to our Humane
Society to get a kitten. We learned
that the kitten we selected would
cost $45, which„included initial shots
and spaying/neutering at six
months of age. We'd just written our
last check at the doctor's office, so
my husband and I counted our
monies and came up with $43.78
cash.
Abby, they let us walk out with
two crying girls. We could have
given that kitten a perfect home, but
being short $1.22 stood in our way.
Is that crazy or am I crazy?
FEELING BAD IN BIRMINGHAM
DEAR FEELING: You are not
crazy, and I cannot imagine the
people at the Humane Society
being so insensitive and petty.
You failed to indicate in which
Birmingham you live. There's
one in Alabama, Canada, Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Michigan
and New Jersey. Please write
again and let me know. I'll send
the $1.22, and if you don't get
your kitten, fur will fly.
*•*

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
"Nameless,Please," who was tempted to meet the girl whose voice he'd
heard daily on the telephone,
brought back some happy memories.
In the spring of 1918, I was
working on the switchboard at the
local power company. Every day I
took the morning report from a
young engineer with a very pleasant
voice. One day he appeared in person—wanting to find out if I was as

sweet as my voice! After we visited a
while, he invited me to go out
dancing. I was a little hesitant to
accept before knowing him better, so
he told me I could bring my older
sister and he would bring his friend
along for her.
I knew at-once that this was the
man I had been waiting for. That
first date led to our marriage four
months later. We were happily married for 60 years—until his death.
I thank my lucky stars that he
was curious enough to want to meet
the girl behind the voice on the
telephone.
MRS. J.
P.S. Dear Abby: I typed this letter
for my grandmother who just celebrated her 94th birthday. She reads
your column every day.
MRS. J.'S GRANDDAUGHTER
DEAR MRS.J.(and her granddaughter): Thanks for a lovely
day-brightener.

DEAR ABBY: You had a letter in
your column signed "Honest" in
reference to thigh-reduction surgery
(suction lipectomy). I would like to
know more about this type of surgery. I need to do something about
my thighs. I have dieted and exercised. Both have helped some, but
my thighs are disproportionately
large. I am so self-conscious about
them that I will not wear slacks or a
bathing suit.
What kind of doctor does this kind
of surgery?
THUNDER THIGHS
DEAR THUNDER THIGHS: A
plastic surgeon. But you would
be wise to get some recommendations from the county medical
association or the American
Medical Association to be sure
the plastic surgeon is boardcertified.

accompanied by her
mother, an interpreter,
the general secretary of
the Soviet Peace Committee, and Patricia
Montandon, the executive director of the
U.S.-based Children as
the Peacemakers Foundation, the sponsor of
Katya's trip.
"We're building a
bridge instead of a
wall," Ms. Montandon
said as she introduced
the entourage.
Katya, who had just
completed the 18-hour
joirrney from her home
In Moscow, was beginning a two-week trip that
will include visits to
New York, Washington,
Houston and Los
Angeles.
In reply to Star's
welcome, she said in
English: "Thank you
very much. I'm very
glad to see you. I hope
we will be friends."
She said she hoped to
tell American children
as much as she could
about her homeland,
which Samantha visited
In 1983.
Her departure Thursday evening was carried
on Soviet television,
spliced with the footage
from Samantha's visit
to Moscow three years
ago.

Group claims
responsibility
for explosion
BEIRUT, Lebanon
(AP) — An underground
leftist group claimed
responsibility for the
bomb explosion Thursday that killed two people and wounded 28
others in Paris and
threatened to stage
similar bombings in
Rome.
The claim today came
in an Arabic language
statement signed by the
Committee of Solidarity
with Arab Political
Prisoners and the Middle East. The statement
was passed to a western
news agency in Beirut.
It demanded the
release of three Arab
prisoners jailed in Paris
and two others in Rome
as the "sole condition to
stop our blows."

Events... (Coned from page 6)
Monday, March 24

TAPPB11.
Dishwashers
10 yr. warranty on tub.
The expensive built-in look without
the built-in expense.
We have the features you want
TAMIL most in a microwave plus the size
to fit every need.

STEELEBALLBRITTEN

Hail Damage Sale
Reduced from $1.000 to $1.70(
Take advanta•e of this gm at savin

209 S. 3rd Street
753-5341

400111040..,

Murray Civic Music
Association will present
"Brigadoon" at 8 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. Admission is by
MCMA season membership ticket or current
MSU ID card. Tickets at
$15 will be available at
door.
————
Today is last day to
withdraw from classes
at Murray State University with WP or WE.
————
Office of Development
at Murray State University will conduct the
first annual univesitywide fund raising activity from 6 to 10 p.m.
————
"The Red Shoes" will
be presented by
Children's Theatre at
9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
In Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
————
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6 p.m. For
Information call 762-6862
or 762-6851.
————
Sheila Duncan Group
of First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30
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Senate committee approves motor-fuels tax increase
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The motor-fuels tax increase
making its way- through the
General Assembly is supposed
to be for a maximum of 5 cents
per gallon, not5 cents per gallon
every three months.
Confusion over some language
In the bill regarding how much
of a total increase would be
allowed appears to be the only
roadblock in the way of the bill,

which was approved Thursday
by the Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee.
The confusing part of the bill,
according to Sen. Ed O'Daniel,
D-Springfield, is the section on
the sliding scale increase. The
tax would increase by 1 cent for
each 2-cent decline in the
wholesale price of a gallon of
fuel.
The base wholesale price of a

gallon of fuel in the last quarter
of 1985 would be compared to the
price in the' second quarter of
1986 to determine the difference.
With fuel prices falling, it is
generally acknowledged that the
full 5-cent increase allowed
under the bill would go into effect on July 1.
But O'Daniel said the bill's
wording seems to allow another
5-cent increase in the tax each
If the wholesale price

keeps falling.
The committee approved the
bill with the understanding that
an amendment will be added to
ease O'Dantel's concerns.
Other sections of the bill came
in for criticism at the meeting,
including a proposed decal
system for large trucks and a
tax credit for ethanol.
The decal system, which
would replace the current

weight-distance tax, may be unconstitutional. said Bill Curlin, a
lawyer representing North
American Van Lines Co.
Curlin said the decal, which
would be based primarily on the
mileage driven in Kentucky in a
12-month period, would
discriminates against out-ofstate vehicles.
Bob Ballance, a Henderson
service station owner and
representative of the Kentucky

Open Daily 9-9; Sundays 12-6

YOU CAN'T DO BETTER THAN
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THRU TUES., MAR. 25
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Governor
to review
death bill

38

Sale Price Pkg. Favorite Jelly
bird eggs. Fruit or spice flavor

brighten any basket or nest. A
traditional treat everyone loves.
12-or net w1 Umel 3

9

Sale Price Ea. Milk-chocolatecovered eggs with tempting
coconut, fruit 'n nut or peanut
butter centers. 8-oz. net wt.

House gives
final OK to
House Bill 1

2.2

Sale Price Pkg. Hershey's
chocolate eggs. Solid milk
chocolate covered with pastelcolored candy coating. 16 oz.*

•Net riet

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Kentucky voters will have at
least two constitutional amendments to ponder in November,
thanks to the House's final
passage of a bill aimed at lifting
a ban on mayoral succession in
eight cities.
The House vote on House Bill 1
was 94-0 Thursday, with the
chamber concurring in some
Senate changes. The bill will get
the usual check for accuracy.
then be sent to the secretary of
state's office for placement on
the general election ballot.

WILEY OF
SME

88

0
0
c' Sale Price. Bubble Mower
° is realisticalty styled with
multicolored flywheel,
sounds. Features control
panel,ignition key.
includes 4-oz. bottle of
bubble solution.

After O'Daniel's amendment
is attached the bill could come
for a vote in the Senate, possibly
on Monday,'though the House
would have to agree to any
Senate-made changes.

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — A
legal definition of when death
occurs has been approved by the
Senate, which rejected an attempt to require that doctors
consult with a patient's family
when making that
determination.
House Bill 226, which defines
"minimal conditions" for determining when death occurs, won
final legislative passage on a
27-10 vote in the Senate on
Thursday. It cleared the House
on a 50-45 vote March 12, so it
will go to the governor after a
check for accuracy.
Under the bill a person could
be declared dead when natural
breathing and circulation cease.

'I

Ci

Gasoline Dealers Association,
said the tax credit for ethanol.
an octane additive which is
distilled from grain,
discriminates against companies that do not use it.

•

200 cartoons
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x 5' 2
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Save 50%
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Our Reg. 3.97 Each. Natural woven baskets in a
bouquet of pastel colors. Decorative styles make
them perfect for flower arrangements and more.

For

Save 29%. Our 4.97 Ea.
Silk-like polyester flower
bushes. Choose from a
variety of luscious colors in
designs to suit any room.
14 heads, 17" stems.

1.5

Save 20%

Our 1.97 Ea. Small woven baskets with handles
For arrangements or as an attractive catch-all.
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17.94-19.94. Rod 'n reel
combos. Choose 110 spincasting reel with 737 2-pc.
rod or 2100 spinning reel
with 727 1-pc. rod.
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_ copies of VALLEY OF THE
FAR SIDE at $5 95 each
__ copies of BRIDE OF THE
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_ copies of IN SEARCH OF
THE FAR SIDE at $5 95 each
copies of BEYOND THE
FAR SIDE at $595 each
_ copies of THE FAR SIDE at
$
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5 eachh
$1 for postage and
handling per book ordered Total
amount enclosed
eck
C
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Devotional Page Murray-Calloway County
Church Dirostory Is Sponsorod By Th. Firms Listed On This Page

Churches list upcoming services, music for Sunday
Various city and coun- March 23, as follows:
- --ty churches have releasEpiscopal
ed information to the
Fr. David Robinson,
Murray Ledger & Times
concerning services and - vicar, will conduct services at 8 and 10:30 a.m.
activities on Sunda

WATERBEDS
PADUCAH LOCATION CALL
NT 1 Heel 60 * isaDuCAH

MURRAY LOCATION CALL
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTE

444-9003 759-4522
dcraffe„..
• BEDROOM SUITES
• LAY mem
FINANCING
• 4ARat SHOWROOMS
• LINENSLANO ACCESSORIES
• MAMIE OEM
• WEA110116 SEM

‘14 USA
FOR ENE MR CIF YOUIll LIFE

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

at St. John's Episcopal
Church. This will include Procession of the
Palms and reading of
the Passion and Holy
Eucharist.
Christian Education
classes will be at 9:15
a.m.
---First Methodist
First United
Methodist Church will

41111

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
9 30 a m
Sunda) School
10 30 m
Morning Worship
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road Dexter
10 00 a in
Sunday School
11 011am
Worship

ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symsorua Ha) S)msonia
Sunday School
0 45 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Ned F‘erung
7 no p m

PRESBYTERIAN

Pizza
12th & Chestnut, 759-4646

1

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES & SERVICE
Hrome Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-2706

Byron s Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Eserpia Lmsest Prescription Prices
B,ron Forbus. Pharmacist
Glendale It Whitnell. IBehind Big John.I 753-4175

JCPenney
A
lppp

Vegetables
-1

APIIIIMMI41==
THE SAVING PLACE-

753-8971

Rao

shack

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment

753-1409.01105
1'/2of South
Blocks12thEastPogue

UNIROYAL

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
ROY MCKENDREE - PHARMACIST
OLYMPIC PLAZA
753-2380
f ed Teachef
Mar-Lane Ceramics cer,
*Custom Orders
•Supolies
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues, L Thurs. 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wed &Fri 1 p.m. to 4 p.rn.

Rt 1 Murray
753 2540

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DEALERS ONLY • TIRRSDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-1300

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
o435-4415
C.
COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
LYNN GROVE ROAD

753-5742

HOLLAND DRUGS
Esistskin Court Upson" - Downtown Murray
1514 Cosh Discount On Proscriptions

753-1462
Full Lino, Full Sorvico, Discount Priam

r44, RI1 ER
il 00am
Morning Worship
0 00 p m
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday Schoot-------- Os m
Worship
11 a m
6p m
Church Training
orship
7p m
Wednesday
7 p in
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
11 Os m
COLD% A PER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Services
600pm
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Services
II 00 a m
Evening Services
6 Op in
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
ednesday Sen.
6 30 p
Sunday School
10 On a m
Worship Service
1: 00 a m
0,0 lii
sunda) Night
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Morning Worship
II Os m
vening Worship
4
pm
A eclnesday Evening
7 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
E,ening Worship
6 30 pm
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
600pm
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
1045 a m & 7 00pm
iTurch Training
6 00 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Even
14 orstu
6.45 m

MOROI OF CHRIST
ALM)
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COLD WATER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
DEXTER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Morning WorsTilP
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
Morning Service
Evening Worship
Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Mid-Week Worship

10 00 a m
11 005 in
6 00 p m
1050am
6 00 p m
10 50 a in
6 00 p m

S0;00 sin.
1100a.m
10-001 m
10 45a m
6:00 p m
7 50 p ns

10 00 a m
10 50 a in
4 00 p m
7 00 p m.

HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 005 in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
KIMSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10-00 a in
Morning Worship
10:50 a m
• 7 p in
Evening Worship
'Sunday & Wednesdays
MT OLIVE
CHURCH. OF CHRIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
It 00 a m
Morning Worship
6 Op iv
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
10
305 in
Morning Service
6 Op in
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
11 00a m
Morning Worship
00 pm
Afen.
Evening Worsh
VALLEY
PLE
10 45 am
Morning Worship
6:00 pm
Evening Worship

OAK GROVE
II a m
and 6001 p

'Worship

GRACE BAPTIST
9 45 am
Sunday School
10 45 am
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Singing Eve Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
5 00 p m
Church Training
6 00 pm
Evening Worship
7 00 pm
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP BAPTIST
a in
10.00
Sunday School
11'00 a m
Worship Service
7W p m
Evening Service
K1RKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching
11 00 a.m & 6.00 p m
- 7.00 p m
Wednesday Night
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 .00am
Evening Worship
7.00 p in
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p m
1rd Sunday
2 00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 CO• m
Evening Worship
600pm
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
WOO a in
Evening Worship
7.00 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10.00am
Preaching Serv
1100am
Nightly Service
•Or m

OWENS CHAPEL
WOO a in
Morning Worship
tin p m
Evening Worship
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p in
SALEM BAPTIST
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
7 15 p m
Evening Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
11 Olin
Morning Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6-43 pm
Training Union
6:00 p.m
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
Sunday School

9 45 a m
11 ODam

SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m

vic-roeY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10_00 a m
Morning Worship
11 -00 aim
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
7 00 p.m.
WEST FORK
morning Worship
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

11 00•m
6 00 p m
700 p

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
10 50• m
Evening Worship
6 Op m
Wed Evening Ser
7 00 p m

ADVENTISTS

1

WAI:MART
CENTRAL CENTER

NMANLTET.
sundry si noul a
Boa) class
Worship

9 :In g in
10 Al r m

SECOND STREET
10 43 a in
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship
SEVENTH & POPLAR
.
8 30 a m
Worship Service
9 45 a m
Bible Study
1040 a in
Worship Service
400 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m
Wed Bible Study
Winter
700 p m Summer
UNION GROVE
10 50 a.m
Morning Worship.
6.00 pm
Evening Worship
UNWERSITT.
8- 30 a.m.
First Worship
9 45 am.
Sunday School
10.50 a.M.
Second Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
WEST MURRAY
10. 50 a.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible study
ono am
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
Wed. Eve Bible Study
7 00 p in

BETHEL ers.LP&L
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Worship Service
11.00 a in
Evening Worship
7 00 p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 Oa m.
Evening Worship
• 4-30 p.m
Wed Service
7:30 p m
THE CHURC-:H OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
Sunday School
10.00 am
Worship Service 11.00 a m. & 7-00 p.m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
nos Coldwater Rd.
Sum Ser
1111 a m..700 p m
Wed Bible Study
.
TOO p m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10 005 in
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00•m
7 00 p m
Sunday Evening
Wed. Night
7.00 p m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7 CIO p m
Sunday Morning
10 30 a in.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
180 at Calloway
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m
Trinity Mission
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Morning Worship
II :00 a.m
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORI)
Sunday School
10 00 a in
11:00-7.30 pm
Worship Serv.
7 90 p m
Wed Service
LAKE.LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a m
0:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

WILLS /*Torrey
ILOCTRIC

781I•4044

401 Olive -153-5312

Lamb Plumbing &
Mech. Contr. Inc.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th
753-6168
Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres
evron WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
"Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Mickey Cochran-Owner/ Manager
733-2593l
1417 Main

r SOUTHERN STATES
,CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

Fraternal Advantage

MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

7536779

408 N.

Ath
Compliments of

D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass'
Auto Paint Material

512 S. 12th

753-4563

Gerraid Boyd's Auto Repair
& Service Center Inc.

Farmer Ave k 17th St Murray
Sunday
11 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 am'
2nd Wed
7 30 p m
RR 2nd Wed
12 00.3 al) m

(Established Me)
-A Business You Can Depend On"
514 S. 12th
753-1750

EPISCOPAL

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
8-00 a m
Christian Education
9 lb a m
Holy Eucharist
10'30 a in

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520S 14th St
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Sacrament Meet
11W i rn

''Complete Milling Focilities'
Industrial Rd.••••753-5378

Try Our New Potato Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759-9555

Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Owners: Ruble & Johnnie Taylor

Storey's
Food Giant
Sol Air Shopping Center

GOLDEN
CORRAL

Specializing In Plate lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
437-4071
Hardin, Ky.

Home Of The Famous
50 Item Salad Bar
9 S. 12th
753-3822

THOROBRED
COMPUTER

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
.1.

AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
OLTPMIC PLAZA •MORRAT• 753.7733

Kintrekw m. Chats
Jack Marshall - Franchisee
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try Our Fresh ButtermNk Biscuits
Sycamore at 12th
Coll in Ordirs 753-7101

tog,ut,_
4 Wall

IIK1S1.1.R

Cockle

Pkinekin

PARKER
FORD, INC.
701 MAIN
753-5273

MURRAY NISSAN
CHRYSLER-DODGE
604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

RANDY THORNTON

COMPLIMINTS Sr

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
HEATING • AIR CONDITIONING•SHEET-METAL
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLROGE

002 Chestiest

73341111

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER
MURRAY
753-5005

Murray Electric System

CQUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

Milton Gresham is
minister of music with
Margaret Wilkins and
Brenda Hart as
accompanists.
Youth Birthday
Breakfast will be at 8:30
a.m., Sunday School at
9:40 a.m., Youth Choir
at 5 p.m., Jubilee
Ringers and Church
Training at 6 p.m. and
(Cont'd on page 11)

CASLE
V15111111N

PENTECOSTAL

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED

759-9995

deacon of the week
The Sanctuary Choir
will sing "Cornerstone"
at the morning hour.
The Golden Ringers wilr
play "Praise To the
Lord The Almighty"
and the Children's
Choirs will sing "Holy
Bible, Book Divine" and
"Sing To the Lord A
New Song" at the evening hour.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
._Sabbath School
Sat 9 15 a m
Worship
Sat 11 00 a m

Compliments of

em•

402 N. 1216

LUTHERAN

BAPTIST

Open All Year

,Tp Fresh Fruits

South 12th Street
Southside Center

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
9.30 a in
Worship
1045 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10 00 am
Sunday School
II 00 a in.
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT
II 001 m
Morning Worship
7.00 p m.
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a m.
Sunday School
11 00am,
Worship Service
OAK GROVE
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Worship Service 11 00 a m & 7 00 p m

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a m
Bible Lecture

5 00 p m
9 00 a m

ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses
6 00 p in Sat
8 00 a in Sunday
II 00 a m Sunda

LYNN GROVE
9 45 a m
Worship Service
10 45a,e,
Church School
BETHEL UNITED
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a in
9 30 a m
Sunday School
Worship Service
10 30 a in
10 30 a m
2nd&4thSun Night
6 00 p m
Sunday School
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
II 00 a in
Morning Worship
MT CARMEL
ist & 3rd Sun Night
7 00 p m
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 10.00 a 16 Ind Sunday.
Worship Service 11 00 1st & 2nd Sunday.
00a m 4th Sunday Sunday School 10 Of
10 00 a m 3r4 & 4th, Sunday School 1000
am 1st. 3rd4th Sunday. 11 am 2To
am lot&2ndSunday ii*Olia m 3r0 & 4th
Sunda)
MT HEBRON
Sunday
Service 10 101 m 1st Sunday &
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9 00 tt 00 3rd Sunday Sunday School II 00
Sunday School
•
9 45 a in 151 Sunday - 10 00 a m Sid. 3rd &
4th Sunday
DEXTERMARDIN UNITED
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
10 013 a in
Worship
Sunday School
1100am.610pm
-11 00 a in
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
UNITED
CHAPEL
RUSSELL
Worship
045&lOSOam,
9.45 a.m
Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD-UNITED
1100 a m
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 Os m
GROVE
PLEASANT
SOUTH
Sunday School
10 00 a in
9.45-a.m.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST 10 45 am
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Church School
p.m
600
Evening
11 00 a m
Worship Service
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
6 32 p.m.
Evening Ser Wor
1000 a m
Sunday School
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11'00• m
Morning Worship
1100 a.m
Sunday School
UNITED
HILL
TEMPLE
1000 a.m
Worship
10 001 m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
11 00 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Sunday School
CHAPEL
WAYMEN
11 Mam
Morning Worship
CHURCH
ARE
WJRKSEY UNITED
1000 a m
Sunday School
10 Os m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Morning Service
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
Pratt
William
J
Pastor
7 00 o in
Evening Worship

01.1

9-fillbilly i3arn

Saturday
Sunday

METHODIST

Pan For Lunch

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

CATHOLIC

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
II (Si m
Sunday School
10 005 in
Evening Worship
403pm
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 am
Evening Worship
0 CO a m
Wednesda Worshi
6 30

FIRST CHO 1,:rIAN
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Morning Worship
10-45 a.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FE:..LOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 m
Bible School
9 30 a in
Evening Service
600pm

A, PIZZA
HUT
Try Our Porsonel

at 5:30 p.m., Genesis
Ringers and United
Methodist Beliefs at 6
p.m.
---Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Stephen V.
Seaford, pastor, will
speak at 10:50 a.m. and
7 p.m. services at
Memorial Baptist
Church. Randall Winchester will serve as

N ZARENE

753-2411

201 S. 3rd.

Schlabach, trumpet.
Also featured will be a
String Quartet composed of Chris Thompson
and Genie Whitesell,
violins, Donna Story,
viola, and Neale Mason,
cello.
Church School will be
at 9:45 a.m., Children's
Choirs and Activities at
4:45 p.m., Discipleschip
Group at 5 p.m., UMYF

INDEPENDENT

Building Blocks & Moody Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

have only one worship
service at 10:50 a.m.
Easter excerpts from
Handel's "The
Messiah" will be
presented by the
Chancel Choir with Paul
W. Shahan, conductor,
and Beatrice Farrell,
organist. Soloists will be
Laura Thompson,
soprano, Carl Rogers,
bass, and John

God Is Love

Buck's Body Shop
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

NEM mama'
Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Sollin
Featuring Deily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Sol Air Shopping Confer

753-0440

Kentucky Lake 1
Oil Company

Shoff OilwadProdirsts
Sorel*, Calloway,ofzu-1311
*raves
Carifshs Covertios
Jobbers

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE
Bibles, Books, Cards, Music,

Gifts, Children's Books, etc.

Hwy. 94

East
753-1834

So

Services...
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Crafts '86 opens at Paducah Guild

Youth Afterglow at 8
p.m.
————
Poplar Spring
The Rev. Chester P.
Culver, pastor, will
speak about "The
Crumbling Foundations
In American Life" at 11
a.m. service at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Dan Hargrave will
lead the music and sing
a solo, "Sweet Hour of
Prayer Medley." Hazel
Brandon will be
organist and Carol Kelly
will be pianist.
The spring revival
will start at 6:30 p.m.
with the Rev. L.C. Gray,
pastor of Parrish
Avenue Baptist Church,
Owensboro, as speaker.
Services will be at 7
p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Sunday School with
Marty Futrell as director will be at 10 a.m. A
potluck supper will be
served at 5 p.m. on
Sunday.

Lake-land Apostolic
Sunday School with
Presbyterian Church,
The Rev. James H. Paducah, with Bettie
Brooks Oswalt as director will be at 10 a.m. and Cain, pastor, will pre- Smith Stow as director,
Church Training with sent the fifth in a series will present a musical,
CRAFTS '86, a five Bank, and Peoples First went
to Keith A. Tucker, Wayne Ferguson, HarJack Owens as director of lessons from the book "A Praise Gathering for state crafts competition,
National Bank and Trust Murray,for a cherry and din, Kentucky, for raku
and Junior Choir will of Ephesians at 10 a.m. Believers."
is on exhibit at the Company.
maple chair. Merit pottery.
preaching/teaching sesmeet at 6 p.m.
Sunday School will Paducah Art Guild.
Eighty works were Awards were given to
At 5:30 p.m. the sion at Lake-Land start at 10 a.m.
Craftspersons in Ken- Juried by Glenn Dair,
Charles
CRAFTS '88 will be on
Watson,
James Dobson film, Apostolic Church. He
-— — —
tucky, Illinois, Indiana, Director of the Pottery
exhibit
through April 13.
"Shaping the Will will explore three
Coldwater Baptist
Tennessee, and Missouri Program at the Callan- Paducah, for carved The
Gallery hours are
Without Breaking the aspects — unity, growth
mapleroot ,canes: Sue
The Rev. George were eligible for the 13th wolde Fine Arts
Center
12:00-4:00 p.m. Tuesday .
and stength.
be shown.
Culp, pastor, will speak Annual
Competition in Atlanta, Georgia. Alford, Smithla.nd, for a through
Saturday and
At the 6 p.m. service about "Autopsy of A sponsored by the Guild
————
clay
and
fiber
weaving
; 1:00-5:0
Thirty eight works of
0
p.m. on SunDan
Walker will con- Dead Faith" with scrip- and underwritten by wood,
First Baptist
glass, metal, and Jon Cain, Carbondale, day. There is no admisDr. Floyd Roebuck tinue his series of ture from James 2:14-17 Citizen's Bank and Trust fiber were
selected for for blown glass; Harvey sion. The Paducah Art
will speak about lessons from the book of at 11 a.m. service at Col- Company,First Federal the exhibiti
on.
Parker, Paris, Ten- Guild Gallery is located
"Answering the John. The evangelistic dwater Baptist Church. Savings and
Loan
nessee, for bronze and in the Market House at
service
Unanswerable" with
will be at 7 p.m.
Bobby Manning will Association, Paducah
Best of Show Award marble figures; and 200 Broadway
scripture from Isaiah
direct the music with
53:1-10 at 10:45 a.m. serGoshen Methodist
Marge West as pianist
The Rev. Don and Jennifer Culp as
vice and about "The
Best Kind of Sin" with Faulkner, pastor, will organist.
scripture from Luke speak at 11 a.m. service
A gospel singing will
7:36-50 at 7 p.m. ser- at Goshen United start at 2 p.m. with The
He's been called a
vices at First Baptist Methodist Church. Ran- True Foundations as
His present goal is to
Library Director
"He was already in
"one-man folk festival" find appreciative au- Margar
dy Wilson wll be the lay guest singers.
Church.
et Trevathan the West Kentucky
and
"the best tradi- diences. "Folk lovers notes that
He will speak at ser- assistant and Agnes
Sunday School will
this will be a area, and having him
vices at noon and 7 p.m., Watson will give the start at 10 a.m. No even- tional folk-musician are out ther," he says. special performance
for seemed too good an oparound,
"
and
he will be "You just have to locate everyone
Monday through children's devotion.
ing service will be held.
interested in portunity to pass up,"
performing Sunday 'em."
Charles Proffitt will
Wednesday.
————
traditional folk music.
she said.
afternoon at 2 in the
Wayne Halley, direct the music with
Hazel Baptist
minister of music, will Suzanne Coleman and
The Rev. Stephen Calloway County Public
direct the Adult Choir as Pat Brunn as Cobb will be guest Library.
BOBBY WOLFF
His name is Dan Harmembers sing "Jesus, accompanits.
speaker at 11 a.m. and
Univer-sity Church
Sunday School will 6:30 p.m. services at mon, but onstage, he's
You Are Lord" at mornCharley Bazzell, ing hour and "I've Got begin at 10 a.m. and Bi- Hazel Baptist
k no w nas
Church.
minister, will speak Good News" at the ble study at 6:30 p.m.
Music will be directed "Harmonym."
"Listen to a man's words and look at
about "Whatever Hap- evening service. Joan
Harmonym cautions
NORTH
————
3-21-A
by Gene Orr Miller with
the pupil of his eye. How can a man
pened to the Second Bowker will be organist
his
audienc
e
not
to
ex•7 54
First Presbyterian
Oneida White as pianist
conceal his character"'
Coming?" at 8:30 and and Allene Knight will
K Q75
The Rev. Thomas and Gwyn Key as pect him to spew
10:50 a.m. services at be pianist.
•A J 6 2
Schellingerhout, pastor, organist. Dawn Lassiter acoustic pop tunes from
— Mencius
University Church of
4A 8
Assisting will be Dr. will speak about "Hur- will sing a solo, and the top-40 charts of days
Christ.
WEST
EAST
Greg Earwood, pastor, rahs Tht Fizzle" with Church Choir will sing gone by. As he puts. it:
At the 6 p.m. services and James Rogers
•A Q 1062
•J 9 3
, scripture from Mark "He Was There All the "I'm a folkie."
the members of the deacon of the week.
West's overcall told South where •8 2
•9 6 4 3
11:11 at 10:45 a.m. Palm time."
For him, this is no idle
Building Committee will
the real danger was. Unfortunately •10 4
•Q 9 8
Men's Prayer Sunday service at First
Sunday School with comment — he's not in
unveil a drawing of the Breakfast will be
•J 73
South failed to appreciate the op- •Q 109 5
Jackie Wilson as direc- business to entertain
at 8 Presbyterian Church.
proposed building for a.m., Sunday School
SOUTH
portunity offered in the diamond
The Church Choir will tor will be at 9:45 a.m. misguided poppies who
at
the church site at U.S. 9:30 a.m., Missio
•
K8
suit.
sing
the
anthem,
"The and Church Training show up at his perforn
Highway 641 and State Friends at 10:45
•A J 10
a.m., Palms" with Daniel with Gary Raspberry as mances to badger him
South covered West's diamond 10
Highway 121 Bypass.
•K 7 5 3
and Church Training, Craig as director and director will be at 5:30 with requests for hits.
with dummy's jack and was forced
Danny Claiborne will GAs, RAs, Acteens
•K 6 4 2
and Susan Chamberlain as p.m.
"The Top 40 and I
to win East's queen with his king. Vulnerable: North-South.
direct the song service Pioneer RAs at 6
Dealer'
organist. Special music
p.m.
have a mutual
————
Too late now, he counted his win- South.
with announcements by
will be a part of the
————
Westside Baptist
understanding," he
ners and wondered where he might The bidding:
Leroy Eldridge.
services.
Seventh and Poplar
The Rev. Glynn Orr, says. "We ignore each
develop
his ninth trick. His best South
Assisting will be Jim
West
North
Church School pastor, will speak about other."
John Dale, minister,
East
hope was to find West with the dia- l•
Feltner, John Nanny, will speak about Assembly will start at "And
1+
Dbl.•
Pass
Sitting Down They
mond nine(or with three diamonds), 1 NT
Instead, Harmonym's
Jim Lawson, Randy "Remember Whose 9:30 a.m.
Pass
3 NT
All pass 1
Watched Him There" at
energies are directed
so he played a diamond right back,
Dunn, John Gallagher, Child You Are"
————
•Negative double
10:50 a.m. service and
with
totally to folk music, his
with poor results. East won the
Jay Simmons, Todd scripture from I John
Russell Chapel
Opening lead: Diamond 10
about "The Burial of
Lawson, Chad Lawson, 3:1-2 at 8:30 and
third diamond and attacked the
The Rev. Marvin L. Jesus Christ" at the 6 music of choice since
10:40
BID WITH THE ACES
the genre's revival in
Jace Wilson, Shelton a.m. services and about Napier, pastor, will p.m. service
spades, and the game suffered an
at-Westside the
3-21-B
1960's.
Bowen, Owen Moseley, "Because You've Ask- spak about "Words Baptist
embarrassing down two.
Church.
South holds.
Prentice Dunn, Gene ed" with scripture from From The Cross" at
16,1
"Via Dolorosa" will
South missed his chance with his
Changing moods in a
•A Q 1062 •
Rickman, Rob Gingles, I Peter 3:15 at 6 p.m. 9:45 a.m. service at be sung
by the Church show is no problem
impulsiv
e
play
at
trick
one.
Instead
•
82
for
Bobby Grogan, Lloyd service at Seventh and Russell Chapel United Choir at the
morning Harmonym, who always
of covering West's diamond 10 with
•10 4
Hasty, J.P. Parker and Poplar Church of Christ. Methodist Church. service. A
solo will be takes the stage with
dummy's jack, he should have
•Q 1095
a
Barry Grogan.
Directing the song Church School will sung by Sharon Davis. 12-string
played low from both hands. (Of North South
guitar, manBible classes will services will be Jerry follow at 10:45 a.m.
At the evening service dolin and
course, if East had risen with his 1•
five-string
1.
start at 9:45 a.m.
————
Bolls with anDavid Brown will sing a banjo. He often
queen. South would have had to win 2•
adds a
————
Palestine
nouncements by Ray
solo.
six -string guitar,
the trick.)
ANSWER: Pass. Game is a remote
Grace Baptist
"Words From the
Karraker, Sam Parker
Tommy Scott will bouzouki and
concerpossibili
The Rev. Jim Sim- and Jack Rose.
ty. Best to settle for the
After
West
is
allowed
to win the
Cross" will be the ser- direct the music with tina,
and sometimes
mons, director of Bapfirst trick, there is no effective de- probable plus-score.
Also assisting will be mon by the Rev. Marvin Patsy Neale as organist throws in
a fiddle and
tist Student Union at Greg Roberts, Jim L. Napier, pastor, at 11 and Susie
fense. South's spade king is safe Send bridge questions to The Aces, P0 Box
Scott as hammered dulcimer to
Murray State Universi- Ragsdale, Jimmy a.m. service at pianist.
from attack by West and South wins 123U, Dallas. Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
his concerts.
ty, will be guest speaker Allbritten, Frank Palestine United
a comfortable nine tricks.
Copyright INC United Feature Syndicate
at 10:50 a.m. and 5:30 Hargis, Mark Manners
, Methodist Church.
—
—
—
—
p.m. services at Grace Russell Workman,
The Rev. Walter GerFlint Baptist
Baptist Church. The Lenith Rogers,
Gerald man of Benton will
The Rev. Marty
pastor, the Rev. R.J. Coles, Tommy Car- speak at 6 p.m. service
Burpoe, is conducting a raway, Max Farley, on Sunday. He also will Robertson, pastor, will
speak about "The
revival at New Har- Bob Hargrove, Joe speak at services at 7:30
Crucifixion" at 11 a.m.
mony Baptist Church in Thornton, Eddie p.m., Monday through
service at Flint Baptist
Marshal County.
Rogers, Joel Fisher and Friday.
Church. At the 6:45 p.m.
"Recemption Kenny Hoover.
Church Scool with service the pastor will
Draweth Night" will be
Bible classes will Eugene Rudolph as continue the study in
sung by the Church start at 9:50 a.m.
superintendent will Revelation.
Choir at the morning
begin at 10 a.m.
Bill Miller will direct
hour. Leland Peeler is
————
First Christian
the music with Gina
music director with
Kirksey Methodist
Dr. David C. Roos,
Brandon as organist and
Dwane Jones as pastor, will speak
The Rev. Bill Mulroy, Sondra Rice as pianist.
about
organist and Anita "Hosanna in
the pastor, will speak at 11
Sunday School with
Smith as pianist.
Highest" vs. "Crucify a.m. service at Kirksey Kenny Imes as director
Sunday School with Him!" with sc-riptur
e United Methodist will start at 10 a.m. and
James Rose as from Matthew 21:1-11
at Church.
Church Training with
superintendent, Regina 10:45 a.m. service
At 7 p.m. service the Hal Rice as director will
at
Peeler as organist and First Christian Church. Choir of Highland
start at 6 p.m.
Susan Jones as pianist
There will be a Palm
will start at 9:45 a.m.
Processional with the
————
children. Candle
Sy RILL HART, pastor
disorders; liberation
Elm Grove Baptist
Martla's Chapel, Good Shepherd
lighters will be Emma
limited
movements; low selfMethodist Churches
The Rev. David Shaw and Tory Holton,
You may not go the esteem; timidity, inBrasher, pastor, will Tammy Hammonds will
movies much; however, security and lack of selfspeak at 11 a.m. and read the scripture.
If you do (and can en- assertion; submission
6:45 p.m. worship serAlso assisting will be
dure a few moments of and authority; the need
vices at Elm Grove Bap- Bill Griffiths,
Dean profanit
y) a theological for love and mutual
tist Church.
Caldwell, Helen Campstudy of "The Color Pur- respect, especially in
The Sanctuary Choir, bell, Ruth Daughad
ay,
directed by Mitch Ash, Judy Eldredge, Raylene ple" would be worth our homes; a danger of
will sing "I've Found A Gagel, David Poynor, your time — followed by fundamentalism but the
Refuge" at the morning Gene Richardson, Doug a small group discus- joy of conversion and
sion with some close spirited worship; the
hour. The Elm Grove Vander Molen and
Walt friends. (It
may be the mission field and
Trio will sing at the Apperson.
last weekend of a six- political strife of Africa;
evening hour.
Margaret Boone will
Musicians are Glenda direct the music with week run in Murray but most of all, the need
before becoming better in our world for loving,
Rowlett, Teresa Suiter Gary Galloway
as known during
the caring, sensitive fathers
and Lisa Oswalt. organist.
televised Academy and husbands. That's
Deacons of the week will
Sunday School will
Awards).
where I "plugged in"!
be Jimmy Kelly and Ed- start at 9:30 a.m.
In this movie, you will
Those were warm and
die Clyde Hale.
————
be confronted with the
wonderful moments
following issues (all so when, upon my return
relevant to today's home, I greeted my wife
church and society).
and two children. There
Child and wife abuse; were many long hugs
CHATTANOOGA, letter were Republican
Tenn. (AP) — Seven representative Don Sun- incest and other and "I love you's."
Tennessee congres- dquist and Democrats
sional members have Jim Cooper, Marilyn
If Easter only means pretty eggs,
At the Christian Church (Disciples of
urged President Reagan Lloyd, Bill Boner, Ed
chocolate bunnies, and jelly beans, then
Christ) membership requires only that
to appoint an expert in Jones, Bart Gordon and
you've missed the whole idea. Even if you
you profess your belief that Jesus is the
utility management or Harold Ford.
don't spend Easter in church, it is still a
Christ,
the Son of the living God and that
nuclear power as the
Reagan's nomination
celebration of the rebirth of the card, and
you accept Him as your personal Savior.
new director on the to the board must be apof all living things.
three-member Ten- proved by the Senate.
But you don't have to join tO worship
nessee Valley Authority Freeman's term doesn't
you
If
have
the
slightest
belief
that
with
us. We welcome you to join us
Rt. 5
board.
Jesus was resurrected following His cruciexpire until May 1987.
in worship and communion on Easter
The replacement for
fixion, then doesn't it make sense to
Sunday and every Sunday.
Richard Freeman, who
worship Him on Easter Sunday and every
Easter is more than just sweets, it's
resigned last month,
other Sunday in the year?
sweet realization:
should be someone with
the background 4.o help
Sunday 6:30
the federal utility overMon.-Fri. 7:00
come safety problems
Dan Hargrme.
and other concerns that
L. C. Gra,
Es aryrelio
have shut down TVA's
Song I.eader
Ils•itl Boric. Alinkter
$12 billion nuclear
Cheater I'. Coker.
Fifth Street iusi north of the %quart.
power program.
Paator
Those who signed the

Folk musician will perform Sunday

THE ACES®

Rev. Hart praises movie

Does Easter
make you sick at your stomach?

Appointment urged

;( )( )1) N'Ell
(;ni) )I'ES YOU
Poplar Spring
Baptist Church

Spring Revival
March 23-28th

The First Christian Church
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'Wings' continues this itoot
Pla use
weekend at Playhouse 'ark,
.s

mar

"Brigadoon" will be performed Monday night at MSC.

'Brigadoon to be performed at MSU
In Lerner and Loewe's
enchanting
fantasy
"Brigadoon".a Scottish
village magically appears out of the mist one
day every hundred
years. A large national
tour like "Brigadoon",
however, requires more
than magical mist in
order to appear on stage
each night. In taking this
production around the
United
States
and
Canada. the "Brigadoon" company uses two
45-foot tractor trailers
(packed full of scenery,
lighting
equipment,
costumes, hair pieces.
and make-up ), one
28-foot mobile home for
the six technical supervisors), and one Silver
Eagle Land Cruiser for
carrying the 39-member
company from city to city. The "Brigadoon"
tour will visit over 70
cities. travel over 30,000
miles, presenting some
110 performances.
Assembling the set for
"Brigadoon" each day is
a Herculean task in
itself. The large and in-

novative production includes mammoth turntables,_platforms, flats,
and many scenic stirprises that continually
amaze and delight audiences. The set can be
turned into the jagged
edge of a cliff, a rolling
hillside full of heather, a
village square. a Scottish
home," and all the other
necessary locales around
the picturesque town.
Due to its size and complexity, the technical
crew
affectionately
refers to the set as "the
monster."
The rigorous routine of
touring is an incredibly
demanding cycle for
both actors and technicians. The actors travel
some three to four hundred miles each day by
motorcoach from city to
city. Once they arrive at
their hotel they have a
few hours to themselves,
to relax or to look 'over
the new town. They must
be at the theatre 90
minutes before curtain
time to adjust to the new
stage and to warm up
their bodies and voices.

After the show is performed, they return to
their hotel for six to eight
hours of sleep. After
awakening, they travel
to their next destination.
technician's
The
schedule is a little more
complex as they travel in
their mobile home by
night with one of them
driving while the other
five sleep. Once arriving
at the next engagement.
they immediately report
to thm theatre to prepare
for that evening's show.
Supported by approximately 20 technicans,
they set up all the scenic,
lighting, prop. and wardrobe elements: run the
show: strike the set from
the
stage;
load
everything back into the
trucks: and travel to the
next city to repeat the entire process again.
"Brigadoon s" music
is by Frederick Loewe
with the book and lyrics
by Alan Jay Lerner.
"Brigadoon", presented
by Music Theatre Group
of New York City, is
directed by William

Wesbroo.ks.
choreographed by Mitzi
Maxwell, with Musical
Direction by Hampton
King. The scenic design
is by Jeffrey Schneider,
lighting
by
Brian
MacDevitt.
and
costumes by Karen
Hummell.
Indeed "Brigadoon"
has been affectionately
greeted by theatre lovers
of all ages in all parts of
the world. The Murray
Civic Music Association
continues the tradition
by welcoming the National touring company
of "Brigadoon" to the
Murray State University
Lovett Auditorium Stage
on Monday. March 24, at
8 p.m. The performance
is funded in part by the
Kentucky Arts Council
with funds from the National Endowment for
the Arts.
Admission
is
by
MCMA season membership ticket or current
MSU ID card. Tickets at
$15 will also be sold at the
door. For more information call 753-2368 or
753-1285.

Conklin to solo with Louisville Orchestra
On Saturday at 1:30
In November, Scott
p.m. Scott Conklin, a won the Young Artist
fifth grade student at Competition sponsored
the Murray Middle by the Association of the
School, will perform a Louisville Orchestra
violin solo with the and received a perforLouisville Orchestra on mance award at that
the Family Subscription time. In February, Scott
Concert Series. He will performed in Frankfort
be performing the first at the Old Capitol for a
movement of the reception held by the
Vivaldi A minor Violin Kentucky Citizens for
Concerto.
the Arts for the

Legislature.
He was invited by the
Kentucky Arts Council
to perform in recognition for winning the
Young Artist Competition. Scott is also
scheduled to solo with
the Nashville Symphony
Orchestra on April 13.
He is the son of Ray and
Elizabeth Conklin of
Murray.

By Jim Hankey
You could summarize
the plot of the current
Playhouse in the Park
production in a single
sentence...but it would
be a mistake to do so.
Before seeing
"Wings" for myself, I
was told it was an Arthur Kopit play,
originally produced for
National Public Radio's
"Earplay" series and
that it was about a
former aeronautics
daredevil — a woman
named Emily Stilson —
a wing walker who suffers a stroke, then tries
to recover.
That didn't sound like
very promising entertainment to me,frankly,
since the word "stroke"
is near the top of my
personal anxiety-list —
along with heart attack,
cancer and automobile
or airplane accident.
But director Janet
Kenney and the excellent cast and crew
she's assembled for this
production made a
believer out of me. First
of all, the play is not just
about a stroke victim's
attempted recovery. It's
about how mysterious
the gift of life really is,
and about how
frustrated we humans
become when our
precious gifts are revoked, or when our quality
of life is impaired.
It's also a play about
— and for — the human
mind. "I wonder what
makes it work?" Emily
asks and then answers
herself, it's "probably a
dark, twisting place
with lots of turnings."
Jan Lockard is truly
wonderful as Emily
Stilson...and don't think
for a second that her job
in the show is to sit
around looking paralyzed. She moves, in fact,
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Monday.
March 24
Sponsored by
Murray Ci•ie Music •tss.oc.

•

13 Color Portraits
One 8x10 • Two Sias
Ten Wallets

Groups and
Families Welcome
•••,••• Pa• Ammon,

sr)OFF

MSU Campus

Lovett Auditoriu

•

Tickets $15 at
the door

One Coupon Per Family
Save $2.00 ON OUR REGULAR •
$9.95 portrait package.

I

se 9

•

5.

OFFER GOOD ON DATES LISTED BELOW I
Present this coupon to the photographer

oimmisesiminffaIlienioNSIIIBMIMMINIMI11

•

See it now,

before it vanishes from sight!

Limit one special package per subject. Black and white backgrounds
and special effects portraits NOT available in advertising package.
shooting Days/Dates:
Wednesday through Sunday. March 19-March 23
Photographer Hours:
Wednesday & Thursday 10 a.m.4 p.m.
friday & Saturday 10 a.m.-0 p.m.; Sunday 12:30-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North
%. •

•

With Coupon

CLIP THIS COUPON
AND SAVE

8 p.m.

• .14
• ..

Photo by Hal Rice
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A Scottish fantasy embraced
in the romantic sounds of
Lerner and Loewe.

doctor and a nurse.
Len Slaughter and
Lisa Williamson are
also quite good, but
special note has to be
made of Sharon Davis
who really is outstanding as Emily's
therapist.
"Tour de force," I
think, is the phrase to
apply to "Wings." If you
like theatre, then you
already know that there
are plays that will help
you kill an evening
painlessly — and then
there are shows that will
entertain you, while at
the same time showing
you new things — things
you'll be certain to
remember the rest of
your life. "Wings" is
one of the latter. Don't
be afraid like I was. Go
see "Wings," enjoy it
and learn from it..the
experience will serve
you for a lifetime.
"Wings" continues
this Friday and Saturday, March 21-22 at 8
p.m. and Sunday.
March 23 at 2 p.m. For
ticket information call
the Playhouse in the
Park at 759-1752.

Jan Lockard and Sharon
Davis in "Wings".

Scott Conklin
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a most effective technique — one that will pull
you into an experience
you might not be looking
forward to, but one that
you will treasure none
the less.
An elaborate lighting
plot and sound effects
track designed by Chris
Clayton and Kent
Jenkins become almost
two separate characters
and will bring you as
close to the actual experience of having a
stroke as you will probably ever want to get.
And now you really
might not believe me
when I tell you this. but
"Wings" is a funny
play. Certainly the subject is no laughing matter, but its the darnedest
thing about us humans
— we find humor
everywhere. Some of
the finest comedy
comes from a character
named Billy — another
stroke victim...touchingly
rendered by Joe
Jackson. Doug Nesbit
and Helen Foley also
shine in that scene, and
elsewhere are fine as a

'e sfr•

richt . March 21. through Thursday . March 27
Monday Friday
5 30 a m - Morning Edition
9 a m - Day tint.. Classics Seven hours of classical music
hosted by
Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4 pm - All Things Considered National Public
Radio's news
magazine
6 p m - Radio Reader

• Wit IVIe,t Sells for less •N9,p1 Mao t 5, is lo.

tionzu

rather more freely
about the stage than do
any of the other
characters. And this brings us to the thing
about "Wings" that
makes it really unique
theatre.
A great deal of the action takes place inside
Emily's mind. That is,
when we see her move
and hear her version of
reality, we know that we
are not looking at the
truth as other
characters might see it.
Some of the play's
most effective moments
happen when a bevy of
doctors, and nurses
swarm around an empty
chair, pantomiming
those things that
medicos do for (or to)
stroke victims...while
Emily is simultaneously
moving around on the
other side of the stage,
responding to the doctors' strange questions
and pausing occasionally to tell the audience
what she thinks is
happening.
I'll grant you that
may sound strange, but
actually I found it to be

WKMS Highlights
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Friday. March!'
6 30 p m - Evening Classics - Classical Encore C B Hunt brings
a
concert of your favorites from the WKMS classical library
6 30p m - Easy Street with Shelley Howell features Eddy Vinson. Doc
Cheatham. Peggy Lee and others
II p m - Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams
Saturday, March 22
6 a m - The Flea Market features File, Chris Proctor. Geof Morgan
and Lady of the Lake
8 a.m. - Music from the Front Porch Four hours of folk and bluegrass
music from the WKMS record library with Linda Morgan and Pat
O'Neill
Noon - The Times. They Are A 'C'hangin' with Jam Hankey
12 30 p.m - The Metropolitan Opera presents Carmen
5 p m - A Prairie Home Companion
7 pm. - Marian McPartland's Piano Jazz with Walter Bishop Jr
as
guest
X p m - Jazz Saturday Night An hour of ''recorded live"
performances
Sunday. March V
6 a m - Music from Interlochen
7 a m - Opus 66 Margaret Hunt brings a program of classical music
from the WKMS record library - Music from Murray" features recitals
by Murray State faculty and students at A a.m
9 30 a m - Saint Paul Sunday Morning The Mendelssohn String
Quartet
11 am Chamber Mush The Smithson String Quartet performs works
by Haydn and Beethoven and Mozart's -Hunting'• quartet
1 p.m - The Big Broadcast of 19446 Harry James. Sammy Kaye, Les
Brown. Russ Morgan. Woody Herman, 6-rankle Carle, Gerald Wilson, Al
Nibbler
p m - All Things Considered
3 p m.- Our -Tithes Interviews and features Produced by WKMS News
Director Kent Jenkins
Sp m - NPR Playhouse I ion Quixote de la Mancha - "Sancho's
'
6 30 p m - The Thistle and Shamrock
7 30 p m - Our Front Porch Kinvara is guest
6 30 p m - Easy Street with Kent Jenkins features the music of Tom
my Flanagan. Ai Cohn. Chet Baker. Rosemary (looney and Emily
Bernier
10 p m - Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and acoustic
meditative space music
Monday. March 24
6 30 p m - Evening Classics - Los Angeles Philharmonic Vaughn
Williams Fantasia on a Theme by Thomas Talus. Liszt Malediction,
PianoConcerto No 2, Elgar Enigma variations Andre Previn conduc
tor. Andre Watts. piano
8 30 p m - Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Andre Previn. Ben
Webster, Hilly Daniels. others
Tuesday March 25
6 30 p m - Evening Classics - P)Iladelphia Orchestra Berhoz
Dramatic symphony I complete "Romeo et Juliette" with Riccardo Mull
conducting and the Westminster Choir directed by Joseph Flummerfelt
R SOp m - Easy Street•ith Bobby Bryan
Wednesday, March Id
Ii p m - Radio Reader Dick Estell begins a new novel, "A Short
History of a Small Place-. telling of life in a small town in North Carolina
6 30 p m - Evening Classics - New York Chamber Music Series
I.ynn Harrell, cellist. is guest artist performing works by Mendelssohn.
Milhuad. Beethoven and Bruckner
6 30p m - Easy Street Bobby Bryan brings the music of Oscar Peter
son. Concord Super Band. Maynard Ferguson and others
Thursday. March V
6 30 p rn - Evening Class,,, - New York Philharmonic Druckman
-Prism". Mahler. Symphony No 5, Zubin Mehta. conducting
44 30 p m - Easy !nivel with Bobby Bryan Jay MrShann. Kenny
Drew . Anita 011ay. others

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
8 Oz. Ribeye
Includes choice of potato, tossed
salad & french bread.
Good Fri & Sat Evening
March 21 & 22

'425

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

'425
'Every Fri. & Sat. Evening
1906 Coldwater Rd

759-1864
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Bald eagle nests found in Kentucky

-641

The first day of spring
wasn't much of a day for
fishing in this area! The
chill factor was in the
teens with wind gusts of
30 mph from the north. I
didn't want anyone to
think I was completely
crazy, so B.J. Lecompte
and I fished from the
bank.
We tried casting jigs
below Barkley Dam,but
with two generators going, there was too much
swift water.
We then moved over
to Kentucky Lake above
the dam but didn't do
much better. Three
small bass along the
riprap and then it was
time to go to Work.
Last week was much
better as the old saying
goes and most anglers
caught a lot of slab crappie on jigs and minnows

worked along the drops the verge of some very
and over sunken brush good spring fishing both
piles.
for crappie and bass.
Tthe water
I really do like the
temperature was on the new tube jigs and the
rise and a lot of fish color selections
were beginning to move available this year.
into shallow areas Kenlake Marina has a
v7hich had structure of good supply on display
some kind. A slight rise so stop by and check
in the lake elevation them out. The guys
might have triggered behind the counter will
the move because the do their best to advise
crappie stayed shallow you as to the favorite
until the water level was colors that are producdropped Wednesday.
ing fish.
Black bass fishing is
During the peak of the still pretty good even
rise I found the crappie though the red men
to be stacked in didn't do so well during
brushpiles back in the the tournament.
bays and one couldn't
Crank baits, pig and
ask for them to bite any jigs, worms and spinbetter.
nerbaits all produce
There is still the un- good bass in the
predictable March springtime.
weather to deal with but
The draw down may
I feel that we may be on affect them as much as

For the first time
since 1949, bald eagles
have built a nest in Kentucky. Biologists recently discovered the nest on
the Ballard Wildlife
it did the crappie but Management Area in
hopefully, not for very Western Kentucky and
the Department of Fish
long!
and
Wildlife Resources
A few sauger are being taken on jigs by has closed the are surcrappie fishermen so rounding the nest to all
maybe they are about to public access.
The eagles have conget rolling also.
Let's all be safe and structed a nest, conrespect other boats in sistingsof a platform of
the areas traveled and sticks approximately
four to five in diameter,
fished.
In a tree 60-70 feet off the
Bill Payne and his son ground. The birds are
Douglas fished with me currently engaging in
one morning last week what biologists call
and we had a ball. We "housekeeping duties,"
caught some nice crap- activities which normalpie on jigs early and ly precede egg laying.
The entire Ballard
when the action slowed
we started chasing bass. wildlife area is a waterBill and I both caught fowl refuge and is norfish but Douglas was as
hot as a fire cracker and
caught the "biggest"
fish.
Next time, Doug!
Happy Fishing!
Douglas Herald, a
37-year-old welder from
Louisville, won the opening Red Man event in the
LBL division by just
seven ounces in a downtion, said the eagles are to-the-wire finish on Kenattracted to the Ohio tucky Lake. A total of 199
River area both by the anglers competed in the
presence of geese and opener.
because of the shallow
Herald claimed first
sloughs where fishing is place and $2,000 after the
easier than on the top two finishers were
rivers.
disqualified for overA statewide eagle powering their boat.
count this year reported Operation Bass enforces
234 birds, an increase of a rule regarding over91 over last year, said powering in the interest
Lynda Andrews, of safe boating.
wildlife biologist for the
The winner used a
fish and wildlife Model A Bomber off
points in shallow water
department.
to catch his four fish
Davis called the eagle totalling 15 pounds
11
"a double-edged ounces. He bagged his
sword," in that protec- fish in the Little Bear
tive measures aimed at and Big Bear area of Ken
it would protect other Lake.
wildlife. And signs that
Second place Tim
the eagle is threatened Lynch, of Windsor, Ilare signs that other linois, caught five fish
species may also be
under attack.

million, would replace
lock and dam No. 52 at
Paducah and No. 53 two
miles up river from the
proposed dam, said
Chuck Schumann,
media relations office)*
at the corps' Louisville
office.

follow the geese, hoping
to make a meal out of an
injured goose, said
Wayne Davis, environmental section
chief of the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
The wildlife study is
Because temporary being conducted by
locks at those dams Davis' department and
need major by the Kentucky Nature
maintenance, the corps Preserves Commission.
determined that it
The eagles spend the
would be cheaper to summer in Minnesota
build one new lock and and Wisconsin, but
dam and do away with winter along the
the older structures, he Mississippi and lower
said.
Ohio Rivers, Davis said.
A count last Thursday
The bald eagle, pro- showed
25 eagles, half of
tected by federal law as
what it was last year.
an endangered species,
serves as a warning
Recent warm weather
signal of environmental has sent many birds
dangers that affect back north this year.
other species. For exDavis, who is also the
ample, if crops are state coordinator for the
"If we can lessen the
flooded, geese, which Midwinter Bald Eagle impact on the eagle,
feed off the crops, would survey conducted in then we can lessen the
no longer be attracted to conjunction with the Na- impact of the rest of
the area. The eagles tional Wildlife Associa- wildlife," he said.

Wild turkeys are released
BOSTON (AP) —
Before this Thanksgiving, young wild turkeys
may once again be running and foraging
through the woods
around Plimouth Plantation, where the elusive
game birds kept the
pilgrims from starving
three and a half centuries ago.
State game officials
released 13 wild turkey
hens on Thursday at a
secret spot in
southeastern
Massachusetts. With

assistance from nine
males — or toms —
released earlier, they
are expected to produce
dozens of little gobblers
in the coming months.
The turkey, proposed
as the American national symbol by Benjamin Franklin, once
foraged the length and
breadthof
Massachusetts. But the
felling of the forests for
farming and charcoal in
the 17th and 18th centuries drove the birds
away.

Building Authority, who
said they weren't hooked on the artwork.
The proposal by Cape
May artist Connie Jost
calls for large fiberglass
relief panels, each
covered with rows of
fish reliefs to be placed
on the walls of the main
entrance to the new
Department of Environmental Protection
building scheduled to
open in July.
The authority
postponed action on the
plan until next month.
Tom Moran, visual
arts coordinator for the
New Jersey State Counell on the Arts, said Ms.
Jost's work — titled
"Camouflage" — was
intended to be playful
and humorous and was
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''Nest building, egg
laying and incubation
are all critical periods.
This makes it necessary
to eliminate all human
activities near the
next," according to
John Mac Gregor, the
wildlife biologist in
charge of Kentucky's

nongame wildlife program. "It's important
that the public
recognize the
significance of this
event and cooperate by
staying away from the
nesting area until the
eagles are fledged, probably sometime in July.
A portion of Turner
Landing road will be
closed, but access to the
Turner Landing boat
ramp will still be
available by a short
detour, fish and wildlife
officials say. Popular
fishing or camping spots
on the wildlife area will
not be affected by the
closure.
The Ballard Wildlife
Management Area is
owned and operated by
the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources and

is an important wintering ground for bald
eagles from the upper
midwest. As many as
120 eagles spend at least
part of the winter there
but until now none have
remained to nest.
The last known eagle
nest in Kentucky was
built in 1949 at Swan
Pond, which is about
eight miles south of the
current nest site. Bald
eagles, like many other
birds of prey, were
seriously affected by
pesticide poisoning in
the environment, but
stricter controls in recent years are helping
populations recover.
An endangered
species, the bald eagle
is protected from
harassment or harm by
state and federal laws

weighing 15 pounds 4
ounces in Jonathon
Creek to take second
place and the $1,250 that
went with it. Third place
went to 36-year-old Warren Teague, of Bremen,
Kentucky. Teague fished
Blood River and caught
five fish weighing 14
pounds 5 ounces. He used a Bagley's BB-3 in six
to eight feet of water.
Third place was worth
$730. A local marina
operator, Ray Barga. of
Gilbertsville had five
keepers weighing 12
pounds 15 ounces, good
enough for fourth place
and $440. Bill Schroeder,
from Paducah landed
two big fish that weighed
11 pounds 14 ounces to
clinch fifth place. He collected $390 for his finish.
One of Schroeder's fish
was a lunker weighing 8
pounds 7 ounces, which
garnered the book
publisher an extra $1,000

for big bass honors. He
caught the fish on the
Nickel
Branch
of
Barkley Lake.
Rounding out the top
ten in the Operation Bass
event were: (6) Tony
Waters, Riverton, Illinois, three fish, 11
pounds 13 ounces, $340;
(7) Tie - Barry Dobson,
Antioch, Tennessee;
three fish, 10.pounds 8
ounces, $265 - and Darrel
Moore, Madisonville five
fish, 10 pounds 8 ounces,
$265; (9) Leland Cook,
Scottsboro, Alabama.
four fish, 10 pounds 4
ounces, $180; (101 Tie Mike
Goodman,
Paducah, three fish, 9
pounds 2 ounces, $108.13
and Wayne Robertson,
Dunmor, two fish, 9
pounds 2 ounces. $108.13.
The second of six Red
Man qualifying events in
Operation Bass' LBL
division is scheduled for
April 20th on Percy

Priest
Lake
in
Tennessee:
The top 24 qualifiers
from the LBL division
compete in a regional
classic for a Chevrolet
truck, and a fully-rigged
Ranger Boat plus an additional $15,000.
The top ten from each
regional go on to compete in Operation Bass'
Red Man All-American
for a first place check of

sigo,000.
Operation Bass sponsors inqiude: Red Man
chewing%
tobacco,
Ranger Boats, Chevrolet
trucks, DuPont Stren
line, Evinrude Outboards, GNB batteries,
Fenwich rods and tackle
boxes, Minn Kota trolling motors, Ryobi reels,
Pennzoil outboard lubricant and Techsonic
( Humminbird
electronics and Mann's
Bait).

Hunter education course to be held in Fairdealing

A free hunter education course will be held
March 24, 25 and 29 from
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at
Camp John Currie on
Kentucky
912
in
not meant to be dead- Fairdealing.
pan, serious artwork.
The course, sponsored
"Fish are intrinically by the Kentuoky Departfunny anyway," Ms. ment of Fish and Wildlife
Jost said. "I like to Resources, will include
demystify art. It classroom instruction in
broadens the audience." firearm safety, sport-

State mural plan meets with wet reception
TRENTON,N.J.(AP) mauve flounders swim— A state plan to pay ming skyward got a wet
$20,000 for murals depic- reception from
ting dozens of 15-inch, members of the State

mally closed to the
public until March • 15.
This has allowed the
eagles to work unmolested up to now. To
make sure the birds remain undisturbed, a
large area surrounding
the nest in the central
portion of the 8,000-acre
management area in
Ballard County will remain closed to the
public. The closed area
will be clearly marked
with signs, wildlife officials say.

Louisville angler wins fishing event

Wildlife biologists tracking eagles
MONKEY'S
EYEBROW, Ky. (AP)
— Wildlife biologists are
tracking the state's bald
eagle population, considered a barometer for
other wildlife species,
as environmental
studies for a new dam
on the lower Ohio River
near completion.
For two years, the
biologists have driven
through and flown over
the Ballard County
Wildlife Management
area looking for the.
birds every two weeks.
Now,in the third year of
the project, they are
taking count monthly.
The U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers must do
the environmental counting before asking Congress to authorize the
dam project, to be built
at Olmstead, Ill., about
30 miles west of
Paducah.
The new dam,.
estimated to cost $550
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smanship, hunter ethics,
first aid and outdoor
survival.
The last session will
feature actual range firing and practice with
both firearms and archery equipment.
Those successfully
completing the course
will receive safe hunter
certificates valid in any

of the 29 states where
such certification is required. Completion of
this or a similar hunter
education course is also
a requirement for those
youngsters participating
in the youth deer hunt at
Land-Between-the-Lakes
and hunters under 16
years of age at Ft. Knox
and Ft. Campbell. Atten-

dance at all three sessions is required for
certification.
Any person, 10 years of
age or older, who is interested in the shooting
sports, or wants to
become a safe hunter, is
welcome to attend. For
additional information,
contact Brian R. Bullock
at 753-9718.
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Grass carp to be made available in state
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Grass carp, fish
that thrive on the
aquatic weeds that clog
farm ponds, will be
available in Kentucky
soon, the Kentucky
Farm Bureau said
today.
Until recently, grass
carp were illegal in the
state because officials
feared the voracious
eaters would reproduce
and escape into streams

and rivers. But the farm acre)," Pfeiffer said.
bureau said in a state- "That's going to provide
ment that researchers you with probably about
have developed a sterile five years of effective
strain that wouldn't control."
When the efficiency
threaten waterways.
Ed Pfeiffer of the deteriorates, grass carp
Kentucky Fish and can be eaten.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake ls °i
State officials are putWildlife Department
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE
il)
said the fish, which cost ting the finishing eil
lei
about $7 each, should be touches on the required 10
ril
permitting process, 00 1 1/2 Miles From Murray On 94E. '
placed 12 to an acre.
ol
10
"You're talking about which should be intact
Telephone 502-753-6116
'
ekt
io)
$80 to $100 for the grass by late April, the farm .
o)
tO
carp (necessary per bureau said.
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NCAA goes from 'Big East Invitational' to SEC domination
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Last year it was known as the "Big East Invitational" with Villanova, Georgetown and St.
John's in the Final Four. This season the
Southeastern Conference is the league that's
showing off in the NCAA basketball tournament.
No less than three SEC teams were still alive
in the Final Eight following Thursday night's
results which featured third-ranked Kentucky's
68-63 victory over SEC colleague Alabama and
LSU's 70-64 upset of No. 6 Georgia Tech in the
Southeast Regionals, and Auburn's 70-63 shocker
over No. 11 Nevada-Las Vegas in the West.
Louisville, the nation's seventh-ranked basketball team, beat No.8 North Carolina 94-79 in the
other West semfinal in Houston.
"I wish they'd placed us in different regions."
said Kentucky Coach Eddie Sutton, who had called the Southeast Regional in Atlanta the "SEC
Invitational."
"If we were in four different regions, there
would be a chance we could play the SEC tournament in Dallas," said Sutton.
The NCAA playoffs continue tonight with
semifinals in the East Regional at East Ruther-

"If we were in four different
regions, there would be a
chance we could play the SEC
tournament in Dallas."
- Eddie Sutton

ford, N.J., and the Midwest at Kansas City.
Top-ranked Duke plays DePaul and Navy
takes on surprising Cleveland State in the East
Regionals at New Jersey's Meadowlands. Also
tonight, in the Midwest Regional semifinals at
the Kemper Arena in Kansas City, North
Carolina State plays Iowa State and Kansas
faces Michigan State.
Kenny Walker scored 22 points and James
Blackmon hit two key baskets in a second-half
burst as Kentucky continued its mastery of
Alabama. It was the 14th straight victory for the
Wildcats and their fourth this season over

Alabama in advancing to Saturday's regional
finals against LSU.
Alabama fought back from a 12-0 spurt in the
first half to close to within 38-36 on a driving
basket by Terry Coner with 14:43 left in the
game. Kentucky then went on a 10-3 burst to
build a 48-39 lead and the Crimson Tide was
never able to get closer than seven points until
the final 30 seconds of play.
"The big key was offensive rebounding,"
Alabama Coach Wimp Sanderson said. "Every
time it looked like we might come back they got a
big putback."
Don Redden scored 27 points and Derrick
Taylor added 23 as LSU upset Georgia Tech to
create an all-Southeastern Conference final in
the Southeast Regional.
LSU's defense forced two turnovers which
helped overcome a 56-52 Yellow Jackets lead.
Combined with sharpshooting efforts from
Taylor and Redden, the Tigers earned a fourth
meeting with Kentucky.
Tom Hammonds was forced into a turnover
which resulted in a Redden jumper which pot the
Tigers aheacrto stay at .00-58 with 3:30 left.
"Hammonds just made a mistake. He wasn't

_
really looking," Taylor said. "And I got it from
him."
Auburn's Chuck Person scored 17 of his 25
points in the second half and rallied the unranked
Tigers over Nevada-Las Vegas.
Person, who hit only 4 of 11 shots from the field
in the first halt, scored Auburn's first three
baskets of the second half and led a charge that
gave the Tigers, who trailed by as many as 14
points in the first half, their first lead of the second half, 50-49, with 7:57 left in the game.
Auburn, advancing to its farthest point in
NCAA play, took the lead for good at 56-55 with
3:55 to play on a side jumper by Person. NevadaLas Vegas' Anthony Jones, who scored 16 points,
missed three free throws over the final 2:44 as
the Runnin' Rebels couldn't mount a last-minute
charge.
Billy Thompson scored 24 points and Herbert
Crook contributed some deadly free-throw
shooting to lift Louisville over North Carolina. It
was Louisville's first victory since 1929 over
North Carolina, third-place finisher in the Atlantic Coast Conference this season.
Louisville outscored North Carolina 16-4 to
(Continued on Page 15)

Tilghman survives Sweet 16 opener
Box Scores
Hazard
6 16 26 36 - 84
Highlands
15 11 18 30- 74
HAZARD (84)- Wallace 7-10 2-4 16,
l'ornett 8 105-6 21. North 6-13 A-8 24.
Combs 3-11 5-5 11. Napier 2-6 0-0 4.
Blanton 3-5 0-2 6 Deaton 0-1 2-5 2,
l'opeland 0-0 0-110. Smith 0-0 0-0 0,
Harris 0-0 0.0 0. Bentley 0-0 0-0 0.
Gilley 0-0 0-0 0 Totals t1-56 22-3364
HIGHLANDS (74) - Schuett 4-8 1-2
• Cowle 3-5 0-0 6. Cox 5-7 0-0 10.
Draud 14-29 4-7 12, Blastngame 3-7
1-37. Dierig 0-1 0-0 0. Weyer 0-0 0-0 0.
Hergott 0-0 0-0 0. Hood 0-0 0-0 0.
Barth I -I 0-02. Walt 1-2 4-4 6. Bouldln
1-2 0-0 2 Totals 32-62 10-16 71
Fouled Out-Draud. Barth Rebounds-Hazard 36 (Combs 11,
Highlands 31 ‘Cowle 8
Assists-Hazard 9 North. Combs 3i,
Highlands 6
Draud 0Total
Fouls-Hazard 17. Highlands 26.
• • •
Eastern
24 22 10 25 - 81
Elizabethtown
14 25 18 12 - 69
EASTERN (81)- Merrill 6-11 2-2 14.
Cosby 6-10 0-0 12. Spencer 10-18 8-9
28, Knight 2-6 2-2 6. Robbins 7.11 5-6
19. Childress 0-0 0-0 0. Thompson 1-3
0-0 2. Miles 0-0 0-0 0. Mozee 0-0 0-0 0,
Ragland 0-0 0-0 0. Kercher 0-0 0-0 0.
Sanders 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 32-59 17-111

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Half of the
Sweet 16 teams have
been sent home but the
No. 1 team in Kentucky

pected it and we were
ready for it."
Tilghman had trouble
shaking East Carter until the fourth quarter.

Tilghman 73, E. Carter 57

this year and the defending champion are still
in the running.
No. 1 Louisville
Pleasure Ridge Park
wasn't fazed by Woodford County's slowdown
offense and captured a
48-35 win Thursday
night in the first round.
PRP coach Dale
Mabrey says his Panthers, the 6th Region
champions, won't be
bothered by a spread of1
fense or anything else
ELIZABETHTOWN (69) - nark 2-4
an opponent tries to use
0-0 4. Cox 5-12 4-4 14. Deneen 9-16
10-1328 Patterson 2-9 1•2 5. Neal 7-16
against them.
2-2 16, Vanzant 0-1 0-00. Percell 0-1
-That makes us play
0-0 0, Schuler 0-0 0.00. Churchill 0-1
0-00. Furman 0-00-00- Reedy 1-1 0-0
harder," he said.
2. Tinker 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 28-61 17-21
"We're a seasoned
69
ballclub. This team
Fouled Out -None
Re•
bounds-Eastern 35 Spencer 15
( really
knows what it
Elizabethtown 33
Neal 7 .
wants."
Assists -Eastern 12
Merrill
Thompson 4 Elizabethtown 101Cox
In tonight's quarter7
Total Fouls -Eastern 16,
finals, 34-2 PRP will
Elizabethtown 16 A-14.500
• • •
play No. 8 Paducah
['ad Tilghman 16 17 12 28 - 73
Tilghman, which adE Carter
9 IS 15 15 - 57
PADUCAH TILGHMAN (73) - Hanvanced with a 73-57 decicock 0-1 0-0 0 Cross 6-19 2-4 14.
sion over East Carter.
Wilson 4-10 5-6 13. Sutton 2-7 2-2 6.
In other first-round
Tivis 11.16 9-12 31, Rouse 1-4 0-0 2,
['hill 1.3 3-4 5. Neal 1-1 0-02. Barber
games Thursday,
0-0 0-0 0. Woods 0-0 0-0 0. Tyler 0-0 0-0
Hazard defeated Fort
O Livingston 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 26-61
21-2873
Thomas Highlands 84-74
E CARTER (67) - Evans 12-16 4-6
and Louisville Eastern
28 Dyer 0-2 1-3 I. G Adams 3-7 0-1 6.
Baker 1-6 2-4 10. Sargent 3-7 3-4 9.
defeated Elizabethtown
Ferguson 0-2 0-0 0. Thomas 0-0 1-2 1.
Hicks 0-0 0-0 0. Mulkey 0-0 0-0 0, 81-69.
Calhoun 0-2 0-1 0. Scott 0-0 0-00. V
Hazard will play
Adams 1 1 0-2 2 Totals 23-43 11-23 57
Eastern
tonight. Other
Fouled Out
Requarterfinal games had
bounds-Paducah Tilghman 39
Wilson II E Carter 31 (Evans 11
defending champion
Assists-Paducah Tilghman 6 Sutand No. 4 Hopkinsville
ton 3. E Carter i Dyer. G Adams
2 , Total Fouls-Paducah Tilghman
going against No. 2
21, E ('arter 24 A-9.000
Owensboro, and
• • •
PRP
fs, 6 10 17 15 - 48 seventh-ranked Pulaski
Woodford Co
6
5 8 16-- 35
County facing Clark
PRP (48) - Porter 6-16 1-6 13,
Jarett 0-5 2-4 2. Jointer 4-5 2-3 10. County.
Wilcox 4-9 9-11 17 Deamus 1-1 0-02.
Against Woodford
Effinger 0-0 0-0 0. Dorsey 0-0 0-0 0,
Coward 0-0 0-0 0. Wood 2-2 0-0 4, County PRP relied on
Ashby 0-0 0-0 0. Rush 0-0 0-0 0. Lewis
its scoring trio of Der0-0 0-0 0 Totals l7-36 14-24 46
rick Wilcox, Desmond
WOODFORD CO (3S) - Moffett
7 151 3 15. Moraja 5-8 0-0 10. Jackson
Porter and Brian Joiner
1 3 0-0 2, Greenlee 040-I 0. Jones 2-2
to force the Yellow
2-3 6. Thompson I-1 0-02. Payne 0-0
0-00 Coyle 0-0 0-0 0. Lanter 0-2 0-0 0.
Jackets to abandon a
Gibson 0-0 0-0 0. Preston 0-1 0-0 0
four-corner offense.
Sanderson 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 16-38 3-7
Wilcox had 17. Porter 13
Fouled Out-Greenlee. Jones Reand Joiner 10.
bounds-PRP 32 1Jotnter to,. WoodJeff Moffett had 15 to
ford Co
Moraja 5
15
Assists-PRP 7 1Porter, Jarett
lead Woodford County,
Woodford Co 2 Moffett. Greenlee
the 11th Region winner
1, Total Fouls-PRP II Woodford
Co 20 A•10.200
making its first trip to
the tournament. The
Yellow Jackets finished
with a 23-6 record.
Jointer said he didn't
mind the slowdown,
which resulted in a 16-11
halftime score. ''It
makes us want to go out
and want to play
harder.'' the 6-foot-8
IAtaurint
senior said. "We ex-

•Procraft
•Ranger
•Hydra Sports
•Stratos
'Harris float Boat
•Arles
•Polar Kraft
•Dura Craft
•Fabuglas
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when the Tornadoes
converted 16 of 19 free
throws in the last five
minutes.
Tilghman, the 1st
Region champion with a
30-1 record, was sparked by junior guard
Donald Tivis' 31 points.
Vernon Evans led East
Carter with 28 points.
East Carter, of the 16th
Region, also was making its first appearance
in the tournament. It
closed the year at'24-6.
Tilghman used a
pressing defense to
force East Carter into 20
turnovers, 14 of them in
the second half.
"I felt like we were
capable of coming
back," said Raider
coach Charles Baker.
"We just couldn't convert the big bucket."
Tilghman coach Berny Miller says he
doesn't fear PRP. "We
can beat anybody in the
tournament if we play
up to our potential." he
said.
Eastern survived five
minutes without its AllState center, 7-foot-2
Felton Spencer. who
was sitting on the bench
with four fouls.
"I just wanted the
players to get
together," said guard
Ron Robbins, who
scored 19 points. "He's
(Spencer) been out
before. It makes us play
harder."
Elizabethtown fell
behind 8-0 in the first 75
seconds of the game and
trailed 46-39 at the half.
When Spencer exited
after picking up his
fourth foul with 3:04 left
in the third quarter.
Elizabethtown had closed to within 54-50. The
Panthers moved ahead
on Matt Deenen's free
throw with 11 seconds
left in the period.
Deenen opened the
final quarter with a
12-footer to give the
Fifth Region champions
a 59-56 advantage. but
Eastern's Rod Knight
and Dave Cosby hit
baskets to give Eastern
a 60-59 lead at 6:36.
Spencer returned with
6:11 to go, and quickly
got back in the flow of
the game with a
followup shot to give

Eastern the lead for
good at 62-61.
The Eagles then sank
11 of 11 free throws
down the stretch to pull
out the win.
"Everyone thinks
we're just a Felton
Spencer team," said
Eastern coach Bill Kercher. "But we're a good
shooting team. They're
all good percentage
shots."
Eastern hit 32 of 59
shots from the field for
54.2 percent and 17 of 19
free throws.
Spencer was still the
center of attention, scoring 28 points and grabbed 15 rebounds. Forward Chuck Merrill added 14 points and Cosby
12 in support.
Deenen paced
Elizabethtown with 28
points, followed by
guard Derrick Neal with
16 and forward Todd
Cox with 14.
Highlands All-State
guard Scott Draud got
his expected points,
MISSED AGAIN - Paducah Tilghman guard Donald Tivis (right) avoids the defense of a Marshall
pumping in 32 on 14 of 29 Countian
with a behind-the-back dribble during the First Region playoffs earlier this month in Racer
shooting, but it wasn't Arena. Thursday
Tivis scored 31 points to lead his team to a 73-57 triumph over East Carter in the first
enough against a
round of the Kentucky boys Sweet 16 basketball tournament in Lexington.
balanced Hazard team.
File photo by Jim Rector
"We just work hard
and play team ball,"
said Hazard center
Dwayne Cornett, who
had 21 points and eight
rebounds for the 14th
Region champions.
Guard Terry North
led Hazard with 24
points, followed by
By ED SHEARER
"I don't think you can say one basketball
guard Carl Wallace with
AP Sports Writer
league is better than another," Alabama coach
16 and forward Willie
ATLANTA I AP)- No one would blink twice at
Wimp Sanderson said before heading for the
Combs with 11.
finding three Southeastern Conference football
sidelines in the round of 16 for the third time in
Wallace was the
teams ranked among the top eight in the nation,
his six years.
sparkplug that carried
but to find three SEC teams among the final
"I maintained all year that the Southeastern
Hazard from a 26-22
eight survivors in the NCAA basketball tournaConference
was quite different from any other
halftime deficit to a
ment is almost mind-boggling.
conference in America," he said. "It's the only
62-point second half that
With each team claiming a check of about
one that plays an 18-game round-robin schedule
carried the Bulldogs to
$167,000 every time it plays a game in the NCAA
and then had to play in a conference tournament.
their 10-point victory
tourney, this year's event is becoming an
"We chew each other up. We're not allowed to
margin
economic boom for the SEC. It had only one team
schedule 13 non-conference games."
Wallace picked up
ranked among the nation's Top 20 when this anThe Atlantic Coast Conference, which
three quick fouls in the
nual March madness began with 64 teams in the
dominated the national rankings throughout the
first two periods, but
hunt for a berth in the Final Four at Dallas
season, has just two of its six entries still alive finished the game with
March 29-31.
No. 1 Duke in the East and North Carolina State
seven of 10 shooting
The SEC is assured of at least one team in the
in
the Midwest.
from the field.
Final Four, and could have two if Auburn conThe Big Eight Conference, which started with
"In the first half he
tinues to mow down higher-rated opposition.
five teams, has just two remaining - No. 2 Kandidn't get a chance to
No. 3 Kentucky, expected to reach this point,
sas in the Midwest and Iowa State in the East.
show what he can do,"
bolted into the Southeast Regional finals in
The Big Ten, which also had six teams at the
said Hazard coach Roy
Atlanta with its fourth victory of the year over
start, is now down to one, Michigan State, which
McKamey. "But I think
SEC rival Alabama 68-63. The Wildcats will be
meets Kansas tonight.
you saw what he could
meet another conference foe, Louisiana State, in
The Big East, generally perceived as the only
do in the second half."
the title game Saturday afternoon.
threat to an ACC domination in the tournament,
Hazard, 33-1, shot 72.4
,LSU earned its berth with its third consecutive
lost all four of its teams in the second round.
percent in the second
tournament upset, knocking off No. 6 Georgia
The SEC now has an 11-1 record in the tournahalf, and finished the
Tech, the hometown favorite, 70-64.
ment,
10-0 against outside competition. The only
game with 55.4 on 31 of
Auburn. which eliminated Big East power St.
setback came when Kentucky stopped Alabama.
56 shooting. Highlands
John's last week, beat No. 11 Nevada-Las Vegas
"I wish they'd placed us in different regions,"
hit 32 of 62 of for 51.6
70-63 in the West Regional semifinals at Houston
said Kentucky coach Eddie Sutton, who called
percent.
Thursday night. The War Eagles will meet
the Southeast Regional the SEC invitational.
Highlands, the Ninth
seventh-ranked Louisville in the West finals
"If we were in four different regions, there
Region winner, finished
Saturday after the Cardinals ddivned No.8 North
would
be a chance we could play the SEC tournathe season with a 20-11
Carolina 94-79 in the other semifinal.
ment in Dallas," he said.
record. The Bluebirds
were the only district
runnerups in the Sweet
16 field.

TRAPSHOOT
Every Friday Night 6 p.m.
Starting March 21st
Jackson Purchase Gun Club,
"All shooters welcome"

CAMIIIIIII TIMM=

901-384-7880

Murray. Ky

121 North (2 mi from Stella)

Southeastern Conference proving hoop
dominance no fluke in NCAA tournament

Oil Can Boyd hurls three scoreless innings in debut

The Associated Press
The Boston players Detroit Tigers
Oil Can Boyd was were supposed to be in
"I wasn't really surworth waiting for.
uniform and on the field prised because he is
Not only was the by 10 a.m. but Boyd prepared to pitch." said
Boston pitcher's spring didn't arrive until 11:34, Manager John
debut delayed almost explaining that his wife McNamara. who
two weeks by a noncon- was ill. He was on the reprimanded Boyd durtagious viral hepatitis mound in time, ing a 17 -minute
infection. including a however, and hurled meeting "But he pitchweek of hospital tests in three scoreless innirfgs. ed very well for the first
New England, but he allowing two hits, walk- time out. He got up to
was 14 hours late for ing one and striking out 85-86 miles an hour and
Thursday's starting two, in the Red Sox' 10-9 that was pretty darn
assignment.
10-inning loss to the good."

Elsewhere, it was Pittsburgh 3, Kansas City
0; Philadelphia 7. Los
Angeles 8; St. Louis 3,
New York Mets 2 in 13
Innings; Cincinnati 9,
Atlanta 8; Montreal 3,
New York Yankees 2;
Houston 10, Minnesota
split squad 7; Minnesota
split squad 3, Chicago
White Sox split squad 2;
White Sox split squad 5,
Toronto 2.

Meirray Ledger & Times

NCAA goes from 'Big East Invitational' to SEC domination
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Last year it was known as the "Big East Invitational" with Villanova, Georgetown and St.
John's in the Final Four. This season the
Southeastern Conference is the league that's
showing off in the NCAA basketball tournament.
No less than three SEC teams were still alive
in the Final Eight following Thursday night's
results which featured third-ranked Kentucky's
68-63 victory over SEC colleague Alabama and
LSU's 70-64 upset of No. 6 Georgia Tech in the
Southeast Regionals, and Auburn's 70-63 shocker
over No. 11 Nevada-Las Vegas in the West.
Louisville, the nation's seventh-ranked basketball team, beat No.8 North Carolina 94-79 in the
other West semfinal in Houston.
"I wish they'd placed us in different regions."
said Kentucky Coach Eddie Sutton, who had called the Southeast Regional in Atlanta the "SEC
Invitational."
"If we were in four different regions, there
would be a chance we could play the SEC tournament in Dallas," said Sutton.
The NCAA playoffs continue tonight with
semifinals in the East Regional at East Ruther-

"If we were in four different
regions, there would be a
chance we could play the SEC
tournament in Dallas."
- Eddie Sutton

ford, N.J., and the Midwest at Kansas City.
Top-ranked Duke plays DePaul and Navy
takes on surprising Cleveland State in the East
Regionals at New Jersey's Meadowlands. Also
tonight, in the Midwest Regional semifinals at
the Kemper Arena in Kansas City, North
Carolina State plays Iowa State and Kansas
faces Michigan State.
Kenny Walker scored 22 points and James
Blackmon hit two key baskets in a second-half
burst as Kentucky continued its mastery of
Alabama. It was the 14th straight victory for the
Wildcats and their fourth this season over

Alabama in advancing to Saturday's regional
finals against LSU.
Alabama fought back from a 12-0 spurt in the
first half to close to within 38-36 on a driving
basket by Terry Coner with 14:43 left in the
game. Kentucky then went on a 10-3 burst to
build a 48-39 lead and the Crimson Tide was
never able to get closer than seven points until
the final 30 seconds of play.
"The big key was offensive rebounding,"
Alabama Coach Wimp Sanderson said. "Every
time it looked like we might come back they got a
big putback."
Don Redden scored 27 points and Derrick
Taylor added 23 as LSU upset Georgia Tech to
create an all-Southeastern Conference final in
the Southeast Regional.
LSU's defense forced two turnovers which
helped overcome a 56-52 Yellow Jackets lead.
Combined with sharpshooting efforts from
Taylor and Redden, the Tigers earned a fourth
meeting with Kentucky.
Tom Hammonds was forced into a turnover
which resulted in a Redden jumper which pot the
Tigers aheacrto stay at 60-58 with 3:30 left.
"Hammonds just made a mistake. He wasn't

really looking." Taylor said. "And I got it from
him."
Auburn's Chuck Person scored 17 of his 25
points in the second half and rallied the unranked
Tigers over Nevada-Las Vegas.
Person, who hit only 4 of 11 shots from the field
in the first half, scored Auburn's first three
baskets of the second half and led a charge that
gave the Tigers, who trailed by as many as 14
points in the first half, their first lead of the second half, 50-49, with 7:57 left in the game.
Auburn, advancing to its farthest point in
NCAA play, took the lead for good at 56-55 with
3:55 to play on a side jumper by Person. NevadaLas Vegas' Anthony Jones, who scored 16 points,
missed three free throws over the final 2:44 as
the Runnin' Rebels couldn't mount a last-minute
charge.
Billy Thompson scored 24 points and Herbert
Crook contributed some deadly free-throw
shooting to lift Louisville over North Carolina. It
was Louisville's first victory since 1929 over
North Carolina, third-place finisher in the Atlantic Coast Conference this season.
Louisville outscored North Carolina 16-4 to
(Continued on Page 15)

Tilghman survives Sweet 16 opener
Box Scores
Hazard
- 6 18 28 36 - /44
Highlands
15 11 18 30 - 74
HAZARD (84) - allace 7.10 2-4 16.
Cornett 8-10 5.8 21. North 6.13 A-8 24.
Combs 3 11 5.5 11 Napier 2-6 0-0 4.
Blanton 3-5 0-2 6. Deaton 0-1 2-5 2,
Copeland 0-0 0-110. Smith 0-0 0-0 0,
Harris 0-0 0.0 0. Bentley 0-0 0-0 0,
Gilley 0-0 0-0 0 Totals it -58 22-3364
HIGHLANDS (74) - Schuett 4-8 1-2
Cowie 3-5 0-0 6. Cox 5-7 0-0 10.
loraud 14-29 4-7 32, Blasingame 3-7
1-37. Dierig 0-1 0-0 0. Weyer 0-0 0-0 0.
Hergott 0-0 0-0 0. Hood 0-0 0-0 0.
Barth 1.1 0.0 2 Walz 1-2 4-4 6. Bouldtn
1-2 0-0 2 Totals 32-62 10-16 71
Fouled Out-Draud. Barth Rebounds-Hazard 36 *Combs 11 .
Highlands 31 ;Cowle 8
Assists-Hazard 9 North, Combs 31.
Highlands 6 I Draud 31
Total
Fouls-Hazard 17 Highlands 26.
• • •
Eastern
24 22 10 25 - 81
Elizabethtown
14 25 18 12 - 69
EASTERN (81)- Merrill 6-11 2.2 14,
Cosby 6-10 0-0 12 Spencer 10-18 8-9
28 Knight 2-6 2-2 6. Robbins 7.11 5-6
19. Childress 0.0 0-0 0. Thompson 1.3
0-0 2. Miles 0-0 0-0 0. Moue 0-0 0-0 0.
Ragland 0-0 0-0 0. Kercher 0-0 0-0 0.
Sa04er5 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 32-59 t7-19
sl
ELIZABETHTOWN (69) - nark 2-4
0-0 4. Cox 5-12 4-4 14. Deneen 9-16
10-1329 Patterson 2.9 I•2 5. Neal 7.16
2.2 18 Vanzant 0-1 0-00. Percell 0-1
0-0 0, Schuler 0-0 0-00, Churchill 0-1
0-00. Furman 0
,
30-0 O. Reedy 1.10-0
2. Tinker 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 28-61 17-21
69
Fouled Out -None
Rebounds-Eastern 35 t Spencer 15..
Elizabethtown 33 ;Neal 7,
Assists -Eastern 12 ;Merrill.
Thompson 4,, Elizabethtown 10 Cox
7Total Fouls -Eastern 16,
Elizabethtown 16 A•14,500
• • •
Pad Tilghman 16 17 12 28 - 73
E Carter
9 IS 15 15 - 57
PADUCAH TILGHMAN (73) - Hancock 0-1 0-0 0 Cross 6-19 2-4 14.
Wilson 4-10 5-6 13. Sutton 2-7 2-2 6.
Tivis 11.16 9.12 31, Rouse 1-4 0-0 2,
F'hill 1.3 3-4 5. Neal 1-1 0-02, Barber
0-0 0-0 0. V.nods 0-0 0-00. Tyler 0-0 0-0
0 Livingston 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 26-61
21-28 73
E CARTER (57) - Evans 12-16 4-6
28 Dyer 0-2 1.3 I. G Adams 3-7 0-1 6,
Baker 46 2-4 10. Sargent 3-7 3-1 9.
Ferguson 0-2 0-0 0, Thomas 0-0 1-21.
Hicks 0-0 0.0 0. Mulkey 0-0 0-0 0.
Calhoun 0-2 0.1 0. Scott 0-0 0-0 0, V
Adams I 1 0-2 2 Totals 23-43 11-23 57
Fouled Out -Baker
Rebounds-Paducah Tilghman 39
'Wilson 11 ; E Carter 31 Evans Ill.
Assists-Paducah Tilghman 6 I Sut•
ton 3 E Carter 7 Dyer, G Adams
2 ; Total Fouls-Paducah Tilghman
21, F. Carter 24 A-9.000
• • •
PRP
/s% It 10 17 15 - 48
Vicodford Co • 6
5 8 18-35
PRP (48) - Porter 6-16 1-6 13,
Jarett 0.5 2-4 2. Jointer 4-5 2-3 10.
Wilcox 4-9 9-11 17 Deamus 1-1 0-02.
EfRnger 0-0 0-0 0. Dorsey 0-0 0-0 0.
Coward 0-0 0-0 0, Wood 2-2 0-0 4,
Ashby 0.0 0-0 0. Rush 0-0 0-0 0, Lewis
0-0 0-0 0 Totals 17.38 14-24 49
W000fORD CO (35) - Moffett
7 151 3 IS Moraja 8-80-0 10. Jackson
1-3 0-0 2. Greenlee 0-6 0-1 0. Jones 2-2
2-3 6. Thompson 1-1 0-02. Payne 0-0
(5-00 Coyle 0-0 0-0 0. Larder 0-2 0-0 0,
Gibson 0-0 0-0 0. Preston 0-1 0-0 0
Sanderson 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 16.38 3.7
Fouled Out-Greenlee. Jones Rebounds-PRP 32 ;Jotriter 10o. Woodford Co
15 I Moraisi 5 o
Assorts-PRP 7 I Porter, Jarett 21.
Woodford Co 2 ;Moffett. Greenlee
'1; Total Fouls-PRP 11 Woodford
Co 20 A.10.300

dA
4
fAta urant

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Half of the
Sweet 16 teams have
been sent home but the
No. 1 team in Kentucky

•
pected it and we were Eastern the lead for
ready for it."
good at 62-61.
Tilghman had trouble
The Eagles then sank
shaking East Carter un- 11 of 11 free throws
til the fourth quarter, down the stretch to pull
out the win.
"Everyone thinks
we're just a Felton
Spencer team," said
Eastern coach Bill Kerwhen the Tornadoes cher. "But we're a good
converted 16 of 19 free shooting team. They're
throws in the last five all good percentage
minutes.
shots."
Tilghman, the 1st
Eastern hit 32 of 59
Region champion with a shots from the field for
30-1 record, was spark- 54.2 percent and 17 of 19
ed by junior guard free throws.
Donald Tivis' 31 points.
Spencer was still the
Vernon Evans led East center of attention, scorCarter with 28 points. ing 28 points and grabbEast Carter, of the 16th ed 15 rebounds. ForRegion, also was mak- ward Chuck Merrill ading its first appearance ded 14 points and Cosby
in the tournament. It 12 in support.
closed the year atN24-6.
Deenen paced
Tilghman used a Elizabethtown with 28
pressing defense to points, followed by
force East Carter into 20- guard Derrick Neal with
turnovers, 14 of them in 16 and forward Todd
the second half.
Cox with 14.
"I felt like we were
Highlands All-State
capable of coming guard Scott Draud got
back," said Raider his expected points,
MISSED AGAIN - Paducah Tilghman guard Donald Tivis (right) avoids the defense of a Marshall
coach Charles Baker. pumping in 32 on 14 of 29
Countian with a behind-the-back dribble during the First Region playoffs earlier this month in Racer
"We just couldn't con- shooting, but it wasn't
Arena. Thursday Tivis scored 31 points to lead his team to a 73-57 triumph over East Carter in the first
vert the big bucket."
enough against a
round of the Kentucky boys Sweet 16 basketball tournament in Lexington.
Tilghman coach Ber- balanced Hazard team.
File photo by Jim Rector
ny Miller says he
"We just work hard
doesn't fear PRP. "We and play team ball,"
can beat anybody in the said Hazard center
tournament if we play Dwayne Cornett, who
up to our potential." he had 21 points and eight
said.
rebounds for the 14th
Eastern survived five Region champions.
minutes without its AllGuard Terry North
State center, 7-foot-2 led Hazard with 24
Felton Spencer. who points, followed by
By ED SHEARER
"I don't think you can say one basketball
was sitting on the bench guard Carl Wallace with
AP Sports Writer
league is better than another," Alabama coach
with four fouls.
16 and forward Willie
ATLANTA (API - No one would blink twice at
Wimp Sanderson said before heading for the
"I just wanted the Combs with 11.
finding three Southeastern Conference football
sidelines in the round of 16 for the third time in
players to get
Wallace was the
teams ranked among the top eight in the nation.
his six years.
together," said guard sparkplug that carried
but to find three SEC teams among the final
"I maintained all year that the Southeastern
Ron Robbins, who Hazard from a 26-22
eight survivors in the NCAA basketball tournaConference
was quite different from any other
scored 19 points. "He's halftime deficit to a
ment is almost mind-boggling.
conference in America," he said. "It's the only
(Spencer) been out 62-point second half that
With each team claiming a check of about
one that plays an 18-game round-robin schedule
before. It makes us play carried the Bulldogs to
$167,000 every time it plays a game in the NCAA
and then had to play in a conference tournament.
harder."
their 10-point victory
tourney, this year's event is becoming an
"We chew each other up. We're not allowed to
Elizabethtown fell margin
economic boom for the SEC. It had only one team
schedule 13 non-conference games."
behind 8-0 in the first 75
Wallace picked up
ranked among the nation's Top 20 when this anThe Atlantic Coast Conference, which
seconds of the game and three quick fouls in the
nual March madness began with 64 teams in the
dominated the national rankings throughout the
trailed 46-39 at the half. first two periods, but
hunt for a berth in the Final Four at Dallas
season, has just two of its six entries still alive When Spencer exited finished the game with
March 29-31.
No. 1 Duke in the East and North Carolina State
after picking up his seven of 10 shooting
The SEC is assured of at least one team in the
in the Midwest.
fourth foul with 3:04 left from the field.
Final Four, and could have two if Auburn conThe Big Eight Conference, which started with
In the third quarter,
"In the first half he
tinues to mow down higher-rated opposition.
five teams, has just two remaining - No. 2 KanElizabethtown had clos- didn't get a chance to
No. 3 Kentucky, expected to reach this point,
sas in the Midwest and Iowa State in the East.
ed to within 54-50. The show what he can do,"
bolted into the Southeast Regional finals in
The Big Ten, which also had six teams at the
Panthers moved ahead said Hazard coach Roy
Atlanta with its fourth victory of the year over
start, is now down to one, Michigan State, which
on Matt Deenen's free McKamey. "But I think
SEC rival Alabama 68-63. The Wildcats will be
meets Kansas tonight.
throw with 11 seconds you saw what he could
meet another conference foe, Louisiana State, in
The Big East, generally perceived as the only
left in the period.
do in the second half."
the title game Saturday afternoon.
threat to an ACC domination in the tournament,
Deenen opened the
Hazard, 33-1, shot 72.4
,LSU earned its berth with its third consecutive
lost all four of its teams in the second round.
final quarter with a percent in the second
tournament upset, knocking off No. 6 Georgia
The SEC now has an 11-1 record in the tourna12-footer to give the half, and finished the
Tech, the hometown favorite, 70-64.
ment,
10-0 against outside competition. The only
Fifth Region champions game with 55.4 on 31 of
Auburn, which eliminated Big East power St.
setback came when Kentucky stopped Alabama.
a 59-56 advantage, but 56 shooting. Highlands
John's last week, beat No. 11 Nevada-Las Vegas
"I wish they'd placed us in different regions."
Eastern's Rod Knight hit 32 of 62 of for 51.6
70-63 in the West Regional semifinals at Houston
said Kentucky coach Eddie Sutton, who called
and Dave Cosby hit percent.
Thursday night. The War Eagles will meet
the Southeast Regional the SEC invitational.
baskets to give Eastern
Highlands, the Ninth
seventh-ranked Louisville in the West finals
"If we were in four different regions, there
Region winner, finished
a 60-59 lead at 6:38.
Saturday after the Cardinals do'ivned No.8 North
would
be a chance we could play the SEC tournaSpencer returned with the season with a 20-11
Carolina 94-79 in the other semifinal.
ment in Dallas," he said.
6:11 to go, and quickly record. The Bluebirds
got back in the flow of were the only district
the game with a runnerups in the Sweet
followup shot to give 16 field.

Tilghman 73, E. Carter 57
this year and the defending champion are still
in the running.
No. 1 Louisville
Pleasure Ridge Park
wasn't fazed by Woodford County's slowdown
offense and captured a
48-35 win Thursday
night in the first round.
PRP coach Dale
Mabrey says his Panthers, the 6th Region
champions, won't be
bothered by a spread offense or anything else
an opponent tries to use
against them.
-That makes us play
harder," he said.
"We're a seasoned
ballclub. This team
really knows what it
wants."
In tonight's quarterfinals, 34-2 PRP will
play No. 8 Paducah
Tilghman, which advanced with a 73-57 decision over East Carter.
In other first-round
games Thursday,
Hazard defeated Fort
Thomas Highlands 84-74
and Louisville Eastern
defeated Elizabethtown
81-69.
Hazard will play
Eastern tonight. Other
quarterfinal games had
defending champion
and No. 4 Hopkinsville
going against No. 2
Owensboro, and
seventh-ranked Pulaski
County facing Clark
County.
Against Woodford
County PRP relied on
its scoring trio of Derrick Wilcox, Desmond
Porter and Brian Joiner
to force the Yellow
Jackets to abandon a
four-corner offense.
Wilcox had 17. Porter 13
and Joiner 10.
Jeff Moffett had 15 to
lead Woodford County,
the 11th Region winner
making its first trip to
the tournament. The
Yellow Jackets finished
with a 23-6 record.
Jointer said he didn't
mind the slowdown,
which resulted in a 16-11
halftime score. ''It
makes us want to go out
and want to play
harder," the 6-foot-8
senior said. "We ex-

•Procraft
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•Hydra Sports
•Stratos
•Harris Float Soot
•Arlas
•Polar Kraft
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Oil Can Boyd hurls three scoreless innings in debut
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The Associated Press
The Boston players Detroit Tigers.
Oil Can Boyd was were supposed to be in
"I wasn't really surworth waiting for.
uniform and on the field prised because he is
Not only was the by 10 a.m. but Boyd prepared to pitch." said
Boston pitcher's spring didn't arrive until 11:34, Manager John
debut delayed almost explaining that his wife McNamara, who
two weeks by a noncon- was Ill. He was on the reprimanded Boyd durtagious viral hepatitis mound in time, ing a 17 -minute
Infection. including a however, and hurled meeting "But he pitchweek of hospital tests in three scoreless innirfgs, ed very well for the first
New England, but he allowing two hits, walk- time out. He got up to
was 1% hours late for ing one and striking out 85-86 miles an hour and
Thursday's starting two, in the Red Sox' 10-9 that was pretty darn
assignment.
10-inning loss to the good."

Elsewhere, it was Pittsburgh 3, Kansas City
0; Philadelphia 7, Los
Angeles 6; St. Louis 3,
New York Mets 2 in 13
Innings; Cincinnati 9.
Atlanta 8; Montreal 3,
New York Yankees 2;
Houston 10, Minnesota
split squad?: Minnesota
split squad 3, Chicago
White Sox split squad 2;
White Sox split squad 5,
Toronto 2.
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Trevino recalls run-ins with golf hierarchy

CHEAP BUT EFFECTIVE - Lee Trevino likes to tell the story
about the
time he tried to cbrrect his putting game by buying a $50 putter in a
pro shop.
He walked out and won the PGA with it a short time later.
AP file photo

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Just in case maverick
Mac O'Grady gets the
notion he is the first professional golfer to take
on the establishment,
Lee Trevino is available
to dispute the idea.
O'Grady was fined
$500 for allegedly making some uncomplimentary remarks about a
woman marshal' at one
of the PGA Tour events
and the matter became
a cause celebre when he
chose to turn it into a
showdown with Commissioner Deane
Beman. Words like
"thief" have been used,
shaking up the usually
placid world of professional golf.
Trevino, who occasionally has voiced his
opinions on a variety of
subjects, recalled once
trespassing into that
prohibited area of
criticizing the
commissioner.
"Yeah," he said,"and
it cost me."
In 1970, stuck in a
frustrating round that
had taken 31,4 hours to
play, Trevino's temper
got the better part of
him.
"I said. 'If officials
don't have the authority
to speed up play, then
the commissioner
should be out here,
monitoring play."
Then-Commissioner
Joe Dye was not amused
at the suggestion by aplayer that he alter his

job description.
"He called me the
next day and said, 'You
got $800," Trevino said.
"I paid it. I had it
coming."
On other occasions,
when his colorful
language might have
created problems for
him, Trevino confessed
that he has squirmed off
the hook.
"I've gotten in trouble
for some things. They'd
get a report on foul
language and the commissioner would ask
me, 'Did you say that?'
I'd tell him,'Would I say
that?' He'd say, 'I didn't
think so,' and that would
be the end of it."
Trevino wishes "Mac
the Mouth," who now
faces fines and suspensions of record proportions from Be man for
further offenses, had
simply paid the fine in
the first place and left
well enough alone.
"O'Grady is fighting
the establishment and
he can't win," he said.
"His peers are concerned about what happens.
Golf is healthy, as
healthy as ,it's ever
been. You can't go
around calling people
who run golf tournaments bad names.
You just don't do those
things. How we act
reflects on our
organization.
"We've got a good
thing going. We're playing for $27 million. He's
our commissioner. You

don't talk that way
about the commissioner. We don't like
that in golf. This is a
clean sport. We're our
own judge and jury and
no player is bigger than
the game."
The game and its
legend and lore is the
subject of Trevino's golf
special to be televised
by NBC Sunday, April 6.
It was filmed at St. Andrews' hallowed Old
Course and Trevino
speaks with appropriate
reverence about this
shrine of his sport.
The taping was done
during the 1984 British
Open, around Trevino's
competition time. It did
not interfere with his
game.

In 1967.
"I still like MacDonald's. I still like to
sit under a tree, sip a
beer and chit-chat with
the locals. I change the
sheets three times a
week instead of sleeping
on them for a week. I get

"I was two shots out of
the lead with 36 holes to
play and I finished
10th," he said. "I hit the
ball well, but I putted
bad. I knew it wasn't
me. It was the putter. A
couple of weeks later, I
bought a $50 putter in a
pro shop and then I won
the PGA with it. I've
still got it."
His huge success on
the tour notwithstanding, Trevino remains
the same salty caddyshack character who
burst on the golf scene

a full tank of gas instead
of a dollar's worth to get
where I'm going. But I
don't think I've changed
at all.
"My clothes have
been upgraded and the
food's a better quality.
but, hey, beer is beer."

HAPPY GO-LUCKY - In spite of the pressures
of professional golf. Lee Trevino still knows how
to have a good time between, and even during.
the big tournaments.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Florida upholds SEC hoop dominance in NIT
The Associated Press
With the Southeastern
Conference dominating
play in the NCAA tournament, the Florida
Gators are doing their
best to represent the
conference's interests in
the National Invitation
Tournament.
Winning their third
straight game at home
with a 54-53 decision
over Southwest
Missouri State Thursday night, the Gators
earned a ticket to New
York City for the NIT's
Final Four.
The Gators join
Wyoming and Louisiana
Tech, along with the
winner of tonight's

game between Brigham
Young and Ohio State,
in the championship
round at Madison
Square Garden March
24 and 26.
Wyoming defeated
Clemson 62-57 and Louisiana Tech stopped Providence 64-63 in other
quarterfinal action on
Thursday night.
Florida's Vernon
Maxwell scored 22
points and hit three free
throws in the final 19
seconds as the Gators
held off a furious
Southwest Missouri
State rally.
Florida, the fourthplace team in the SEC in
the regular season, im-

play.
"When you get ahead
15 or 16 points, you have
a tendency to try to protect the lead and the
other team gets some initiative," Spoonhour
osaid, "That's only
human nature. I thought
we got a little of the initiative back from
Florida. I was proud of
our guys, but Florida
just came through."
proved to 19-12 for the
Maurice Jackson and
season and 16-1 on their Robert Godbolt scored
home court at the Louisiana Tech's last 11
O'Connell Center. points and the Bulldogs
Southwest Missouri survived a late comState, in its fourth eback by Providence.
season in NCAA DiviThe Friars had a
sion I, finished at 24-8.
chance to win when
"We hit on a defense Matt Palazzi got open
that matched up well ,for a 14-foot jumper
and we took their from the side. But it fell
shooters out of the game short with four seconds
for a long time," remaining, Kelvin
(Continued from Page 14
Florida Coach Norm Lewis got the rebound
start the second half to take a 59-47 lead but the
Sloan said. "Then they for the Bulldogs and
Tar Heels rallied behind Joe Wolf to tie the score
went to a defense that they ran out the clock.
71-71.
took our shooters out of
Louisiana Tech, 19-13,
Thompson scored two baskets and Crook, who
it and closed it up and was led by Jackson's
had 20 points, got hot at the free-throw line, makmade it exciting at the career-high 19 points,
ing six straight to help the Cardinals pull away at
end. They never gave mostly on long-range
the end.
up."
shots, and Godbolt's 18,
"We're cresting now," said Louisville's Milt
Bears Coach Charlie primarily on inside
Wagner. "Our guys realize you have to be ready
Spoonhour said he power moves.
to play teams like North Carolina."
wasn't surprised that
Billy Donovan had
his team was able to just hit two long
come back and make it jumpers for ProNORTH CAROLINA (79)- Wolf 9.15 2.3 70. Daugherty 8-14 3.7 19, Lebo
8-13 2,4 18. Hale 2-10 0-0 4, K. Smith 4.12 4-4 12. Daye 0-0 0.00. Bucknall
close after falling vidence, but Coach Rick
0-00-00. Madden 000-0 O. R. Smith 0-2 0-0 0. Popson 0.00-00. Hunter 2 2
4
. behind 50-36 with less Pitino decided to try to
0-04. Martin 1.1 0.02 Totals 34.69 11.18 79
than eight minutes to get Palazzi free off a
LOUISVILLE (94) - Crook 3-9 10 10 20 Thompson 10.16 4.524. Ellison
National Invitation Tournament
By The Associated Press
Quarterfinals
Thursday. March 20
Florida 54. SW Missouri St 53
Louisiana Tech 64. Providence
63
Wyoming 62. Clemson 57
Friday. March 21
Brigham Young 18.13 at Ohio
St 16-14
Semifinals
Monday, March 24
At New York
• • •
Championship
Wednesday. March 26

NCAA roundup ...

6-12 3-4 15. Wagner 5.12 4.4 14. Hall 5.11 2-2 12, MCSwain 1 3 2 4 4, Walls
1-1 2-2 4. Payne 0-0 PO 0, Kimbro 0-1 1-2 1. Abram 0-0 0-0 Totals 33-63
263394
Halftime -Loulsrville 43. North Carolina 43 Fouled out -Hale, K
Smith Rebounds-North Carolina 40 Daugherty 15,. Louisville 33
(Crook, Thompson 91 Assists -North Carolina 25 • K Smith Sc.
Louisville 22 I Thompson. Wagner. Hall 5, Total fouls-North Carolina
26, Louisville 17 A-10.936

ALABAMA (63)- Farmer 3-9 1 2 7. Johnson 6.14 4-4 16. McKey 4.8 4-4
12. Gottfried l-3.02.(oner 7-12 6-7 20, Jackson 1-4 1-2 3. Ansley 1.3 1.23.
Dudley 0-1 0-0 Totals 23-54 17.21 63
KENTUCKY 168)- Bennett 6-11 2.4 14. Walker 9-194.4 22. Blackmon 57
1.4 II, Davender 4.8 5-6 13, Harden 1.4 0-1 2, Jenkins 2.3 2-2 6, Madison 0-0
0-00 Totals 27.52 14.21 66
Halftime-Kentucky 32. Alabama 211 Fouled out-Jenkins 'Re
bounds-Alabama 34
McKey 121. Kentucky 30
Bennett 121
Almonds- Alabama 5 iConer 4, Kentucky 14 'Harden 9) Total
fouls-Alabama 19. Kentucky IR

CAR OF THE WEEK

'84 Olds Delta $S Royale Brougham
In. Car, P.S., P.B., P. Windows, 60/40 seats,
power both seats, P. Door locks, AM/FM
stereo/Cassette tape, cruise, tilt. Extra nice.
45,xxx certified miles.
Check Out Those Other Cons
Y4,

Olds ON. $up. Orhni. Cp.
13 Olds Stream OT C.o.
'84 Cu'. Sup. 4 Dr. (1)
C

fihed mileage

Cars

Compact Diesel Tractor
Buy a B Series Kubota between February 1 and March 31, 1986,and get a
check direct from Kubota. The rebate will be $400 if you choose a hardworking
B5200 or 86200. A check for $500 will he
yours if you choose a larger 137200 or 138200.
Financing is available to qualified buyers
at 8.5% Annual Percentage Rate through
Kubota Credit Corporation.
Feature packed tractors from
12 to 19 horsepower have 2 or 4
wheel drive, power take off, gear
or hydrostatic transmission.
Nothing works harder than a
Kubota B Series tractor

KUBOTA

700 Main
759-1839

LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

sous.

753-8355

National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

56
45
35
32
22

x Boston
x Philadelphia
New Jersey
Washington
New York

L
13
25
36
37
49

Pct

812
643
493
464
310

GB
1 1 t%
22
24

35

Central Division
x Milwaukee
'c Atlanta
x Detroit
Cleveland
Indiana
Chicago

48 22
43 27
40 30
25 45
25 16
24 46
WESTERN CONFERENCE

686
5
614
571
357 23
352 23'v
343 24

Midwest Division

41 27

cc -Houston

414

x Denver
Dallas
Utah
San Anionic,
Sacramento

44,

Pacific Division
y.L A Lakers
5.: 17
Portland
34 37
Phoenix
r II
Seattle
*-2r
LA Clippers
41
Golden State
:24 47
x-clinched playoff berth
y-clinched dusision title and pl.wilt berth
Thursday s Games
New York 93 Cleveland 87
Milwaukee Ilfi Houston 106
Dallas 114 Utah yr
Seattle 116 Golden State 104

McKee! Equipment
Company, Inc.
503 Walnut

Murray

753-3062

754
478
787
77-7
- 71

NCAA Tournament Results
NCAA Tournament
By The Assoaated Press
East Regional
Semifinals
Friday. March 21
At East Rutherford. N.J.
Cleveland St 29-3. vs Navy
29.4
,
Duke 34•2. vs DePaul IS 12
Championship
Sunday, March 23
At East Rutherford. N J
Semifinal a Inners
Southeast Regional
Senrmnals
Thursday. March 20
At Atlanta
Kentucky 68. Alabama 63
Louisiana St 70. Georgia Tech

sr

Championship
Saturday. March 22
At Atlanta
Kentucky. 32-3. vs. Louisiana
St 25.11
Mg/west Regional
Semifinals
Friday. March 21
At Karelia City. Mo
N Carolina St.. 20.12. vs Iowa
St . 22-10
Kansas. 33-3 vs Michigan St
23.7
Championship
Sunday March 23
'At Kansas City Mo
Semifinal %Inners
West Regional
Semifinals
Thursday March 20

At Houston
Auburn 70 Nei, 1..a,
Me 144 North raro..n.i
78
Championship
Saturday March 22
At Houston
Auburn
10
20 7
The Final Four
At Dallas
Semifinals
Saturday March 29
CheirrIplun k
Moi.••,1
champion
Southeast charbpion
champion
Championship
Monday. March 31
Semifinal %inner
,

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Azillatae
HARDWARE STORES

Manager's Special

$2.00 CASH BACK
All-Purpose Spray Adhesive
Bonus Pack
•For,permananent or temporary bonding-of paper. foam.
cloth or wood
$4.99
LESS S2.00 Cash Back
Your
Cost $2.99

Nothing like it on earth:

History

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre Owned

$500 REBATE
FROM KUBOTA
,PLUS 8.5% APR.

'Si Mends Acrd 4 Or,
I VW MR* 4 Dr
Ourself, 4 Sr.
Owner

baseline screen. That
part worked.
"We got the shot we
wanted," Providence
Coach Rick Pitino said.
"We wanted Matt to
take the shot. We
thought they'd stay with
Billy Donovan. Matt will
make more of those
than he misses."
"We felt they would
try to go to Donovan,"
said Bulldogs Coach
Tommy Joe Eagles,
who used a zone with
Wayne Smith chasing
Donovan on the final
play.
Fennis Dembo scored
19 points and grabbed 16
rebounds to lead Wyoming over Clemson. Clemson had pulled to within
58-55 with 25 seconds to
play on Grayson Marshall's layup and the
Atlantic Coast Conference school immediately called a
timeout to set up its
game-ending strategy..
Wyoming coach Jim
Brandenburg said
Clemson's switching
defenses initially
bothered his team.
"Clemson has a fine
defensive package," he
said. "They frustrated
Fennis early. Things did
go better when we got
him calmed down."

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

Murray Home & Auto
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Notice

Civil Action File No. 85-(I-086
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
JIM WALTER HOMES, INC., PLAINTIFF,
VS. LOYD PIITENGER AND ELAINE PITTENGER; CREDITHRIFT OF AMERICA,
INC., a/k/a CREDITTHRIFT FINANCIAL,
CREDITHRIFT OF AMERICA CORPORATION No. 40. a/k/a CREDITHRIFT FINANCIAL; COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
REVENUE CABINET; DEPARTMENT
FOR HUMAN RESOURCES; UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE; BOBBY JOE NANNEY
AND
LINDA
K. NANNEY,
DEFENDANTS.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale
of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
February 28th term thereof 1986, in the above
cause, for the sum of Eighteen Thousand
Seven Hundred Eighty Five and 20/100
Dollars (318,785.20) with interest at the rate
( per annum from the 1st day of March.
of 12,1986, until paid and its cost therein, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on the 24th day of
March, 1986, at 1:00 o'clock p.m. or
thereabout, upon a credit of 30 days, the
following described property, to wit:
Lot No. 168 in Unit 1 of Anderson Shores
Subdivision as shown by plat recorded in Plat
Book No. 4 at Page 54, in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court. The above
described Lot 168 is conveyed and transferred
subject to all protective covenants, restrictions, easements, reservations, and all other
covenants running with the title of said land
as shown in Book 154, Page 2201, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Being the same property conveyed to Loyd
Pittenger and wife, Elaine Pittenger, by Deed
dated February 11, 1977. from Anderson
Shores. Inc., recorded in the office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court Clerk in
Microfilm Book 156, Cabinet 1, Drawer 8, Card
3028.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Frank L. Ryan, Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
2

Notice

02 STRONGPANEL (30'
and 36" widths) Lots of
colors Check our
prices
Mid -South
Wholesale Building, 342
East Washington:
Paris; 901-642-2552.

OKAY TEAM IT.5
TIME FOR OUR
TRICK PLAY '

2

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
WNKJ
Hopkinsville
A Bad Time For

PREGNANCY?
Call

LIFE HOUSE
753-0700
1506 Chestnut
MARGIE Garland has
relocated her business
on Murray State Campus and would like her
friends & customers to
visit her there or call for
appointment 753-1701.
Margie's new shop is
located on 1417 Olive
Ext next to Nautilus
Club & behind the Day
Care Center. Her new
shop is called Short Cuts
on Campus Ph. 753-1701
or lust drop by. Margie
will be having some
budget prices for
students hair care &
tanning needs. So hurry
on by or call 753-1701 or
759-4132 I home1.

2

Notice

Lordy
Lordy
Start At
: Pam's $137t,000
:Almost: Vowel! &
Son Inc.
40
Martin,
10E'S Corner. Buy, sell
or trade. Wholesale &
retail. Antiques.
collectibles- used merchandise. Bottles.
books, cast iron ware,
glassware, furniture,
stoneware, tins, wood
boxes, vases. North 641
Craft & Flea Market.
Rt. 8, Murray, Ky.
42071. Market 753-4566,
Home 7 5 3-2 3 6 6.
Thurs.-Sat. 9-6, Sun, 1-5.

IMPORT AUTO SALVAGE
Two Week Special! New
Parts In Stock At Cost.
Two or Three Day on
Unstocked Pan Service
Used Parts in Stock.
474-2325

Murray
Ledger
Times

COME out to Hubert
Coles's Antique Shop,
641 So. 4 miles. Walnut
& oak furniture, depression glass. fiesta
" glass. Our prices are
right. Or call 492-8714.

I PITCH THE BALL,
THE BATTER NIT5 IT
IN THE AIR AND YOU
CATCH IT...

WI4AT\
TRICK
PLAY?

NOTICE

As of 3/12/1986 if
You get A Bldg. Permit at The City Hall
and if You have any
wiring done at all or
if You do any wiring
You must have it inspected By Electrical
Inspector. Also all
temporary services
will have to be inspected, must have
GFI and also adequate ground before
The Power Co. can
turn them on.
Alfred Duncan
Electrical
Inspector For
City of
Murray, Ky.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in
School or College
their family group
hospital insurance
may have expired
due to age. Our
most popular Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive benefits at
reasonable rates
For free information call:

BENJAMIN Moore
Paint available at the
Paint and Paper Place,
off Hwy. 79E in Paris,
Tn. 901-642-2522. We
custom mix colors
Decorator on staff Lila
Cathey Williams.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service"

Memories

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

For an Easter they'll
never forget, call us or
come by and see
Memories complete
line of Easter baskets.
candy and plush rabbits. Schedule the
Easter
Bunny
to
deliver your basket
today - 733-9353.

Has
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

s2995
Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

10 Piece
Sectional
Couch

733-6001
T'AM'S CAKE HUT is the
place to call the next time
you need a cake for any
reason. They make cakes
of all kinds including
character and novelty
cakes. So call 759-4.492 or
437-4455. 410 Main
on
Court square.

Earth Tones,
Like New.

S550
753-8857

TI-IAT WOULD BE \
QUITE A TRICK
ALL R1614T11

rs.L,

J 21

YOO'VE DONE A GREAT J08
STICKING WITI4 YOUR
DIET THI5 wEEK

ANIP THAT TAKES
A LOT OF
SELF-D15CIPLINE

6. Help

Wanted

tor all occasions- bir-

NURSES

thdays, love, friends,
special events. We deliver. 514 Main, 753-7743

Immediate LPN
positions available,
all shifts, in a
superior rated, long
term care facility. Be
a part of a progressive,
caring
team of health care
professionals. Starting base rate $5.75
per hour + shift dill.
+ experience rate
scale. For interview
call Ms. Goatley
Director of Nursing,
Mills
Manor,
Mayfield,
Ky.
247-7890

3. Card of Thanks

We would like to express sincere appreciation to friends, neighbors
and relatives for the love
and kindness shown us
during the illness and
death of our mother and
grandmother,
May
Ramsey. We especially
thank Rev. R:J. Burpoe,
Rev. Julian Warren, Dr.
Charles Clark, the West
View Nursing Home,
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home, the
pallbearers, Mrs. Oneida
White and those who sent
cards, food and flowers.
To everyone who helped
in any way we say
thanks. May God bless
you all.
Mildred
Elkins,
Patricia Falwell, Treca
Denato, MelLsa Burkeen,
Denica Barrow, Connie,
Wade and Joe Pat
Ramsey.

We also sell &
buy used furniture,
appliances & antiques. Open Mon.Sat. 9-5. House
apts. & rooms for
rent. Come inside.
Shop or call office
753-6111
or
Home 753-0606

TN
587-2301

Notice

BALLOONS from Faye's

Kim Long's
Tailor Shop
has moved to
1212 Main St.
We will be open
March 18th.

Face
Brick

no need to dig
deep for these buys
Shop the
best buys
in town
the

Notice

2

EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.

Assistant
Administrator
Personal
Care
Home: Health Care
Supervising Experience Required.
LPN
Preferred.
Salary commensurate with experience. No phone
calls please. Send
resume to:

5. Lost and Found
LOST- blue jacket and
brown goose down
Jacket- Outland School
House Rd. 759-0461 or
489-2255.
LOST- female red
Cocker Spaniel mix.
last seen near AGR
fraternity house on 121
N. Reward. Call before
5p.m. 759-1805 after
5p.m. 759-9628.

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
Murray, Ky.

6. Help Wanted
COMPUTER Operaterseeking college student
in computer studies for
weekend shift. Average
30 hrs. week. Send
resume to PSR, 104 N.
5th St., Murray, Ky.
42071.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$16,040- $59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6376000 Ext. R•8155 for
current federal list.
140ME ASSEMBLY
INCOME. Assemble
products at home. Parttime. Details. Call 813327-0896. Ext. 188.
- 1-10ME MAKERS, PART
TIMERS, AND TEMPORARYS. Salared
telephone sales of tickets
with incentative bonus,
no experience necessary.
pleasant voice and positive attitude a must,
casual atmosphere, good
location. Call Judy White
753-5181.
LOCAL company now
taking applications for
sales personnel for
Murray area. Will consider some part-time.
Must have transportation. No experience
necessary, will train.
- Hourly salary, $5 plus
commission, when on
appointment. Call for
an appointment 502-2476527 or 247-6604.
NEED a job . 4 openings
now. You may qualify if:
(1 )you do not have GED
or your high school
diploma, 121 you have
been out of school 9
months or more, (3) you
are between ages 16 & 21,
call J.T.P.A. Out Of
School 753-9378 between
8:30-12:005 days a week.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

NOW taking applications for full &
part-time help. Apply at
Kenlake Music Hall, US
68, Aurora, Ky. 474-8059.
RELIABLE, mature
individual to care for
single woman in
ICturray during convalescing period. Must
be cheerful, encouraging and energetic. Call
901•247-5547 after
3 : 30p.m. for an
interview.
SEAMSTRESS,
alterations, sewing experience required. Good
hours, salary. Inquire
Boone Cleaners, 605
Main St.

WANTED
Experienced Hair
Dresser for Beauty
Box, 1304 Chestnut.
Call 753-7132
SELL memorial day
wreaths from your
location during month
of May. Minimum earnings $400.00 guaranteed. Write Guardian
Wholesale, R.R. 010, Box
143, Muncie, Ind. 47302.

RTRONG experienced
nurse for elderly lady.
Live-in or staggered
hours. References exchanged. Call 753-2523.

NIVANM`ED- individuals
to work with mentally
handicapped in a recreational setting,
June-August. Persons
applying should have
special interest in Human services. Call
Terry Bailey 502-6840696 or write: P.O. Box
950, Owensboro, Ky.
42302.

WANTED
ACROSS

DIDN'T 71:::)U I "REAP
REAP THE
THE
TREE?
TREE?

1 Crippled
5 Evil
8 Staffs
12 Spoken
13 Guido's high
note
14 Send forth
15 Speed
contest
16 High
mountain
17 One of
Columbus's
ships
18 Builds
20 Talk glibly
22 Small child
23 Before

y

ALL RiGi41,514ACPE 1-Ni5
ONE ANC) I'LL MAKE
ANOTHER

24 Pursues
27 Edit
31 That woman
32 Neckpiece
33 Have in mind
:2

2

3

4

37 Require
40 Bishopric
41 Period of
time
42 Cooks in
oven
45 Dawdle
49 Great Lake
50 Baker's
product
52 Weight in
India
53 Gull-like bird
54 Morsel
55 Emerald isle
56 Otherwise
57 Golf mound
58 Seep through
DOWN
1 Learning
2 Sandarac
tree
3 Heavy club
4 Chooses
lil 7

Answer to
Puzzle

00000 00000
IMMO 00
0000
000 00000 00
no opogg Doo
0 000013 UUU
U000000 WM000
M000 0000
013000 UM00000
0000 MOMM0 OM
0100 U01130 00
00 0M0D0 DOUG
0M000 000M0
000U0 00000
5 Animals
6 Everyone
7 Spruce
8 Leased
9 heave out
@hi 10

11

10 Eat
11 Asterisk
19 Pedal digit
21 Exist
24 Greek letter
25 Chicken
26 Skill
26 Arabian

garment

II
hi
TWO MORE D4YS„ ALWAYS
LOOKS CLOSER„,WELL,,THEN
WELL KNOW"-,

hi
III
II
Mil
II
WI
pill.
II
gild

iii Milli dUUU
111
id
1E1111
al
Willi
id
WIWI
ill
id
il
III
hi
d•

29 Study
30 Youngster
34 Ancient
Jewish
ascetic
35 Weave
36 Autocrat
37 Strike out
38 Silkworm
39 Fireplace part
42 Nerve
network
43 City in Russia
44 Broadcasts
46 Blood '
47 lamb's pen
nom
48 Status
51 Anger

Car Salesman.
Salary plus
commission.

Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 K,
9. Situation

Wanted

I will stay with elderly
during the day. Call for
more information 7534590.
MOW yards, painting.
Reasonable rates. Dependable. Call 759-1575.
WANTED: yards to
mow. Dependable
worker and good prices.
Ph. 492-8603.
WILL break and disc
a
rir
ilens. Call 753-3261.
care for elderly'-or convalescent in their
home or hospital. Call
435-4510.
WILL clean & mow
yards. Dependable and
reliable. References.
Call after 5p.m.
753-6566.
WILL sit for your
children In my home,
days. Recreation and
TLC provided Call
750-4978 anytime.
WOULD like to mow
yards in Lynn Grove
community, any size.
Phone 435-4276.

13. For Sale or Trade
H.P riding mower,
tiller, checkwriter, or.
gan, hedge trimmers,
pickup campers, 100.gal
Mix fuel tank, dual-fuel
propane system, camping equip I. trailer,
pickup cap. Call 4342179
OR sale or trade f
horses & 2 ponies Call
436 2528.

r

-

'reef,

,tt .;ig':.%;
- •

-

:

•

, M 4.14('H 21, 19841
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24. Miscellaneous
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
38. Pets-Supplies
46 Homes for Sale
49
Used Cars
52 Boats Motors
53 Services Offered
FIREWOOD for sale- MOVING, must sell. 3
53. Services Offered
black
sale:
AKC
FOR
FOR
sale
by
ownerhardwoods
mixed
192 1982 CHEVY Cavalier. 4
and BR trailer with addiINSULATION blown in ROOFING, Wing,
Retriever
1983
Labrador
CREST
s.
III
24'
acresacres
70
tillable
service.
tree
Call 4343- tion, on 3 acres in Lynn
speed. ps. pb, air.
Concrete work, Ad
492-8603.
16 yr old brick home, 2 AM-FM cassette stereo, porktoon boat full de- by Sears. TVA ap2904.
Grove. Call 435-4422.
proved Save on those, ditions, Painting,
luxe
furniture.
50
h.p.
blooded,
wire
BR,
basement
5
miles
extra sharp. Call 436FIRE sale. Wailin
Evinrude motor with high heating and cool- General Carpentry.
haired, Fox Terrier, 2 from Paris $110,000. By 2669.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Hardware, Parts, Tn.
hydraulic lift Depth ing bills Call Sears P A. Molony Co
years
old.
Call
492-8874
appointme
nt
only
9011983 PLYMOUTH finder,
OFFICE FURNITUREOR 3 BR, furnished, after 6p.m.
camping en- 753-2310 for free 7 5 3 '8628 . Free
642-6979.
Horizon. 37,000 miles, closure.
NEW shipment of AC/natural gas. Shady
Estimates
Call 436-2259 estimate..
FOR
sale by owner- 3 jike new, 83.750. Call
shelving- 1 load compu- Oaks 753-5209.
after
6p.m.
00
15. Articles for Sale
41.
Public
BR. 2 bath home in 753-0578 until 5p.m..
Sales
ter desks, storage
19 FT. Sea Arrow. 10
Canterbury. Large after-Vim. 759-1123.
Imitation Residential
1"x6"x6 CEDAR Fen- cabinets, desks, chairs,
MOVING sale- tools,
formal
dining room: 1984 iMfLTA 88 Olds, V-8 Mer Cruise, low
cing $1.65 ea. Mid-South files, etc. 442-4302, Cryts 30. Business Rentals
CAMPBELL WELL
furniture, tires, colhours.
excellent
condigreat
room with bought new in Murray.
Wholesale Eluilding; 342 Used Office Furniture, LEASING
DRILLING
tion. loaded. $9,(100 Call
prime court lectibles, clothes. etc. 4 fireplace; large, tree
East Washington; 1016 Jefferson St., square
15.000 actual miles.
1/4 miles out. Bethel
McKenzie Tn
frontage
All type roofs. No job
beshaded
redwood deck: $11,000. Call 753-0935 753-4647.
Paducah, Ky.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
Cell Collect
ChurCh
Rd. Call fenced
tween banks, 408 Main.
19 FT. fiberglass cabin
yard, central 6p.m.-8p.m.
too
901 asz 3671 or
small. Free
ALUMINUM windows ORNAMENTAL brad. 2040 sq. ft. main floor, 759-1801.
cruiser, 90 h.p Merair, gas heat, TVA 1984
901 352 5704
with half screen $18.93 fordpear trees, 8-9 feet. full basement, 2nd floor
FORD Tempo GL, cury, fairly nevi tandem
estimates. After 6
Estimates
insulated,
Free
2 car garage.
and up._ Mid.-Soutb ball & burlap. $23.50. Call 436-2130.
ps,, pb. ac. ,AM1F.M trailer. Will trade for
p.m. Call Jess Young
372.000. Phone. 753-9520 stereo.
YARD
Wholesale Building; 342 Ca1l-489-2'756 after 5p.m.
good condition. house boat or $2500
after 5p.m.
LEE'S CARPET
753-080
4 or Bob
East Washington; PANELING! Paneling!
Call
753-8056.
SALE
cash. 436-2506.
NICE 2 BR brick.
Paneling! Lots of patParis; 901-642-2552.
Perrin 753-3509.
1985 BUICK Century 20' DURA-traft pontoon CLEANING. For all
CILEEKVIEW
$33,000. Call 435-4150
your carpet & upholst
Sat. 8-3
terns $5.25 and up.
Limited, 4 door Sedan. boat, very good
condi- ery cleaning For a free
before 3p.m.
SELF
V-6 engine, excellent tion, $1750. Call
refrigerator with tex- Mid-South Wholesale
E-1
Coach
436-5610.
SEWING Machine Re
estimate call 753 5827.
NICE house, 5 large condition. Call
tured steel door, only Building; 342 East
753-6781.
STORAGE
CANOE for sale. Satisfied r
-pair. All makes and
rooms & bath downes.
Estates
$8.00 per week. Rudolph Washington; Paris; 9011985
TOYOTA
Corolla
Aluminum 17 -foot LICENSED
models. Home & In
Hwy. 641 N.
stairs, garage, storage
ectrician
642-2552.
Goodyear 753-0595.
LE, air conditioning. ps. Oauchita. Float
(Next to Canterbury)
dustrial. Bag closing
seats & for residential and
building, garden. 4
24 Hr. private entrance
pb, am-fm stereo cass- paddles included
WHIRLPOOL heavy RAILROAD ties, 3
Panasonic stereo, rock
Call commercial
machines. Also scissor
miles east of Murray.
Heating
753-6734
ette, 42 mpg., like new. 759-1663 after
duty washer with 4 grades. $7. $9 & $12. Call
& country cassette
2p.m.
753-7551.
and air condition, gas sharpening. 40 yrs.
Still under warranty.
cycles, only 56.00 per 753-2905 or 435-4343.
SUMMERSET boat. 140 installation and repair
experience. All work
tapes, wallpaper, decor
TWO story, two bedroom. $8900. 1-898-8383.
week. Rudolph ROTO-Hoe Rear Tine 32. Apts for Rent
s._E9irUcle motor, excel- Phone 753 7203.
guaranteed. Kenneth
two bath, Lakeview
items, new & used
•
tillers. 5 H.P. to 8 H.P.Goodyear. 753-0595.
'74 PINTO. Call after: lent condition
Barnhill, 753 2674,
, good MOBILE HOME REP•
brick. Recreation room,
Best service in town. 1 BR furnished apt.
dishes, clothes & much
5p.m. 753-6393.
price. Call 492-8429 after AIR and
Stella, Ky.
central heat and air,
preventative
Stokes Tractor, Indust- partial utilities fur'78
CAPRICE
more'
Classic
4p.m
16. Home Furnishings
garage. 559.500. Call 436nished, no pets please
maintenance. Roofs, STUMP REMOVAL
rial Road, 753-1319.
Chevrolet, fully equip2511.
floors, plumbing wiring, SER VICE_
BRASS bed, king size. RUBBER bed mats for Call 753-3949.
ped, good shape. 2,500
Mechanically removed
hurricane straps. No job
complete with firm pickup trucks! Most all 2 BR apt. 1328 Diuguid
or best offer. 753-2249
47. Motorcycles
10 inches below the
too small. 759 4850.
Orthopedic mattress sizes in stock! Cheap. Rd. washer/dryer
after 5:30p.m.
1975 HONDA 350X, less
hook-up, dishwasher .&
set, never used, still in Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
MOBILE HOME Specia• surface, no damage to
'79 CHRYSLER, all
than 1 month old, $1500 power,
carton. Cost over $1,000 SEASONED oak. disposal. $275 a month
list Repairand preventa- surrounding lawn.
extra nice.
Call 489-2330.
must sell $385 cash. hickory & greenwood plus deposit. Call 753tive maintenance. Roofs, Larry Wood 753-0211 or
$1995. Phone 759-1801.
Saturday
1980 YAMAHA 650 '79Phone 1-442-0511.
floors,
plumbing, wiring, 1-443-8682.
firewood delivered. All 0504 after 5p.m.
OLDS' Delta 88
8-3
Maxim 1. 5000 miles.
HOTPOINT washer & tree trimming & re- 2 BR duplex, Nornurrica
ne straps. TRASH prckup county
Royale, loaded with
wide, $7 per month.
excellent condition, extras.
thwood. Appliances
dryer, like new, $350 for moving. Call 753-5476.
759
4850.
1710 Ryan Ave.
Call 759-4810
Prompt weekly service.
make offer. Call 437- positively
pair. Call 759-1348 after SEASONED firewood- furnished, central heat
MOODY'
S
Mower
after 5p.m.
Prom
dress,
4240.
5p.m.
Service pickup and Joe Pat Phillips
oak, hickory, mixed & air, carpeting. $275
489 2477
canopy
bed,
1982 KAWASAKI
MR. Quiks Delivery hardwoods $30/rick per month. Call
delivery. Call 753 5668.
550LPD. shaft:), low
Service. 4 vehicles for delivered. Min. order 2 759-4406.
grassware,
FOR SALE
mileage. $1100 or best
hire for fast delivery at ricks. Call John Boyer DUPLEX, 2 BR, quiet
nursery items &
Robinson
1978 Buick Regal.
offer. Call 362.8198
residential neighborreasonable rates. 753- 753-0338.
ALUMINUM
lots of misc.
evenings
only.
Vinyl
hood.
top,
2-door,
air
Ideal
Painting
for
elderly
TOPPER for a small;
SERVICE CO.
1983 HONDA 250. Call
WHIRLPOOL heavy s.w.b. truck, $100. Call person or couple. $250
11 Ft. Mayflower
& power. Sharp.
753-52
92
Aluminum
and vinyl
per month. Call 753-8096
759-4165.
duty dryer with 3 temp 753-9181 or 753-8124.
$2,000.00.
Call
siding. Custom trim
"Snark"
Winter Rates
1984 YAMAHA RZ-350.
selections, only $4.00 TRAILER for sa1e,1 after 5p.m.
753-5651.
work. References.
yellow. 1200 miles, like
Still Available
per week. Rudolph lawn mower or golf cart DUPLEX apt. 1 block
Sailboat
Call Will Ed Bailey
from
new,
MSU
Goodyear. 753-0595.
$1450
campus.
Call
$165
Call
Danny or Don
trailer. Cal 1'
•Complete
with
FOR
sale 1982 Old
753-0689
per month. Call -753-1914
436-5610. .
502-753.0299.
trailer & acces.
smobile Delta 88 Roy
TREES
trimmed or
or
753-2649.
1985'
YAMAHA Tri-Z 256
WE
EThie garden supMR
Quiks Delivery removed. Also, yard
•14 ft. soil
ale, 4 door, power, air.
19. Farm Equipment
3-wheeler. black and
plies, fertilizer seed etc. ITIINTRTTE/Ta4=-ETService
fix
up
your work. Experienced.
AM-FM with tape, gray
•$600 or best offer
red and 3-wheeler
960 CASE combine, 13 Also, organic fertilizer.' ficiency apts. now open.
road or drive
with vinyl top. Very
Re
Free 'estimates. Call
trailer. Both excellent
1409
ft. header, good condi- AG Brokers. Industrial' Renting efficiency 1 & 2
753-85
12
asopable
rates. Red 436 2690.
BR apt. Open in May,
condition. Call after classy car. $5500. Will
tion. Call 492-8425.
Rd. 753-4533.
Stadium View
gravel
16
ton $58 De
accept srnall station
5p.m 436-5692.
WET BASEMENT? We
--ALL
-kJ-Ms grass seeds. WE have good clean 55! June- -etcT -For-sunoner
iiv.ered. Sand, red
wagon or hatch back in
Wei cliiPlex next to
make Wet basements
4-wheeler Suzuki. trade.
Clover, Kobe, Fescue
gal. drums, $6 each. AG' in full. Zimmerman
gravel.
Call 753-5353.
Phone 618 524
Apple Tree School.
dry. Work completely
53. Services Offered •
Call 489-2751.
etc. Also, other farm
Brokers. Industrial Rd.4 Apts. 753-6609.
NEED work on your guarante
2533 evenings.
Glassware, kerosene
ed. Call or
LARGE 1 BR apt..
GENE Caldwell
supplies. AG Broker. 753-4533.
2 MEN want to do .yard trees? Topping, prun
MOPED
850,80
write Morgan Con
furnished. Call 753-8730
lamps, Tupperware.
Yamaha- lOwest ,prIces
Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
work. Tree trimming. ing, shaping, complete
36 monthi
Yamaha
$100.
Also,
1975
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
anywhere.
Corningware, lots of
FTRGUSON tractor 20, warranty. $24.44, 60 after 5p.m. 753-6965,
Mercury Cougar, $1300. removal, of unwanted removal and more. Call -409A, Paducah, Ky
YTM225DXN 81579.
excellent cianiasitioe, month warranty $35.55, NOW renting extra
trees & shrubbery, mow BOVER'S TREE
other items.
Call 753-0115.
42001 or call 1-441-7016.
YTM200ERN $1564.
plow and 5 ft. bushhog. 72 month warranty large 2 BR apt. Availayards. light hauling & SERVICE for Pro
WILL break & disc
YTM 200EL $1479. MUST sell 1984 Camaro wood for sale.
Call 436-2289 after 6p.m.
$47.77- Over stock ble March 1st. Call
fessionar
Free
tree
care
28,
loaded,
19,000
gardens. Phone 753-5463
YTM200LY $1215,
prices. Coast to Coasti Embassy Apt. 753-3530.
estimates.
753
753-0650
0338.
43
,
or
Real
Estate
miles,
best offer. Phone
20. Sports Equipment
YTM 175K $1039,
or 753-0144.
1 or 2 bedroom ApartHardware 753-8604
ODD job specialist,.
days 753 4703, nights 759-1683
WILL haul white rock,
WHIRLPOOL' ment near downtown KOPPERUD Realty YFM225S $2049. 430 759-1274, 759
SET of left•handed golf
ALL
type
ceiling
masonry
fans,
electrical,
1594, 753
microwave oven with Murray. Call 753-4109 or offers a complete range West Main. Waverly, 9909.
clubs, irons, woods and
work, block, brick, plumbing, fencing. You sand, lime, rip rap and
of Real Estate services TN. 37185. 296-4262.
700 watts cooking, 762-6650.
concrete, driveways. name it. I do it You masonary sand, coal,
bag, $90. Call 753-7275.
power, only $4.50 week.' TAKING applications with a wide selection of HONDA 185S 3 wheeler. 50. Used Trucks
sidewalks, patios, house buy, I install. You dirt, gravel, fill sand.
2 2 . Musical
Call Roger Hudson,
Rudoph Goodyear, 753- for Section 8. Rent quality home in the city $625. Phone 1-898-8383.
foundations, new break. I fix Call 436
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 & in the county. All YAMAHA YZ 250. good 1967 CHEN N truck. 1,2 chimneys or chimney 2868".
753 4545 or 753-6763.
NEW. used pianos, 0595.
BR. Apply Hilldale price ranges. Phone condition. $500 or trade. ton, good sound truck repair. 25 years exspinets, consoles,
PAINTING= Paper
283 motor. $800. Call perience
Apts., Hardin, Ky. 753-1222 for courteous. Call 753-7161 after 6p.m
25 Business Services
Free es- hanging, commerical or
grands. New. used
759-1683.
E qual Housing competent Real Estate
timates. Call Charles residentia
organs Hammond.
l, free es
service. We make buy1967 GMC truck. body & Barnett 753-5476.
Opportunity.
Colin. Kimball, Funtimates, References.. 25
MIKE HODGE'S
transmission, excellent,
TWO bedroom un- ing & selling Real
machines, others.
years experience.
condition. $850. Call
TAX SERVICE
furnished Apartment. 408 Estate easy for you. .
Lonardo Piano Co.. next
Tremon Farris 759 1987
APPLIANCE
759-1191.
N 17th. No pet or children.
Enrolled to practice.
to Penney's, Paris,
. Kenmore, PORTABLE welding
WANTED: 10-20
Call after 5 pm 753-2271.
Before the IRS-Bachelor
three wheeler. 1977 CHEVY Suburban SERVICE
Tenn
)5 years
20 series Silverado. 454 Westinghouse. Will do small w
Degree in Accounting MurUNFURNISHED 1 BR
acres of land for
Like new gun engine, auto., air. AM- Whirlpool. 23 years lobs. Can 753 71
fter
24. Miscellaneous
apt., close to campus.
ray State. Nine yews of exexperie
building site, west of
nce.
. Parts and 6p m
1606 1/2 Miller, no pets.
scabbard and FM, aluminum running experience
perience preparing in1971 CHEVROLET mo641 & south of 94.
boards, two-tone blue. service. Bobby Hopper, §AT-ELLITS
air
Residen
tial
$160 per month. Also 1
dividual,
business,
partnertor home, 83.000.. 1975
accessories and 72.000 actual miles, Bob's Appliance Ser• Service receivers.
Prefer woods. Call
BR furnished apt., $175
ship, and corporate
& Commercial
vice. 202 S. 5th St. LNA's, Downconverters
Monte Carlo. $350. will
month,
2
435-4559
wheel custom excellent condition. Call Business
no
pets,
after
6
couples
returns.
Low
rites and
consider trade. Re753-4572. 436- R.C. Evans 474 2748.
492-8425.
preferred, water furhundreds
of
satisfied
D.rn.
built trailer. 1978 CHEROKEE 4 5848 ihomel.
frigerator $75. Deep
1-489-2580
nished. 1606 Miller. Call
clients. Now preparing
well pump, complete,
Call
wheel Jeep. good con- APPLIANCE REPAIR
759-168
1.
753-5980.
returns.
Day or night call
1-354-2602
44 Lots for Sale
$75. 436-2506.
dition. $3900. Call 1-898- Factory authorized for
759-1425
for
an
Tappan, Kelvinator and
it 2 1 2"x 4 'x 8 t
34. Houses for Rent
8383.
3.65
ACRES
with
buildappointment.
55 Feed and Seed
SHEETROCK $4.25;
1978 JEEP CJ7, 3 speed, Brown. Service on gas
2 BR. 8150 per month. ing, well & septic tank.
and electric ranges
1.., 2x4'x12' sheetrock
good
condition
759-1084.
Call
QUALITY Lespedeza
.
Call
49.Use
d
Cars
Wood
and
electric heat.
microwaves, dis$6.25. Mid -South JOYCE Noel Tax Ser759-4476 after 5p.m.
50 cents. Fescue .40
WOODED lot, 1 miles 1963
hwashers. reFORD pickup. runs
Wholesale Building; 342 vice. Individual,, farm, Appliances furnished.
cents. Timothy .60
1980 FORD Courier,
from city limits.
frigerators. etc. Earl
good, uses oil, $300. Call
East Washington; small businesses. Re- Call 753-5094.
Let Rex give you a
cents Call Mike Bur43.000 miles, $2500. Call Lovett,
asonable rates. Call 3 BR house on Reduced. 753-8119.
354-6956 or 753.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
chett 489-2770 at nights.
Days 753-6745. evenings
753-7688 before 6p m
price on your sep5341.
1971 MUSTANG, rebuilt
25 H.P. Johnson out- 4 8 6 - 2440 for Sycamore. Lease or 753-8545.
SERECIA for sale, for
1981 FORD Courier, 4 CARPENT
lease with option to buy.
tic tank & backhoe
302 V-8, good tires, new
ER- 28 yrs
board motor, good con- appointment
set aside program. Test
cyl. automatic. 52.000 experience
shocks & muffler. $800
. Pole barns.
dition. $350. Small JUDY Williams Tax Call 753-4109 or 762-6650 45 Farms for Sale
work.
germination 90. Purity
miles, nice. Call 753- tobacco
or best offer. Call
barns, adbeauty parlor type coke Service. Call for an or 436-2844.
99.55 Will deliver. 1000
9181 or 753-8124
ditions. remodeling
machine, $75. Rick's appointment or pick up 4 BR, 1 1/2 bath. 115 ACRE farm in 753-5377.
lbs or more. $1.50 per
& delivery. Reasonable References & deposit Kirksey area. Call 489- 1972 DODGE Challenhouses. Farmington.
Vinyl Roofs 753-9872.
lb. Also Kobe. .60 per lb.
2121. after 7p.m. 489required.
No
rates.
pets.
Phone
$275
436-2524
Ky.
345-2024
or
call
for
ger,
Fresh 383 magnum
2 PROM dresses, size
30 yrs. experience
Call Jerty Virgin. Union
month. 753-2835 or 753- 21017'
W.A. Donegan.
8r 727 auto. trans. good
14, worn once, excellent 436-5496.
City, TN. 901-885-4666.
35.5
ACRE
2376.
-farm,
comCARPET
and
Vinyl
body.
condition. Call after
$2250. 753-3648
pletely
fenced
with
good
NICE
2
or
3
BR
house.
flooring
installation
after
430p.m. 435-4311.
also
Richard Jones $225 month. Call 753- pasture. trees. beautiful 1976 6p.m.
interier remodeling. 1?.._
DIATSUN B210.
COMIC book collection
building
sites.
3
ponds.
0292.
years
experience
Tax Service
in thitr$1200. Call 436-2106 after
for sale. Over 2000 in
SMALL 2 bedroom apt. stocked with fish. 5p.m.
area. Call Bob Mills. 753Confidentlei professtock. Call 753-1575.
Paved
road
frontage.
6
near
0770
Prompt
downtown,
service
sional service. BS in orpartly
1977 MERCURY
FIRST class Clara
free estimates_
furnished, clean. $160 1 / 2 miles from Marquis station wagon,
counting with 13 yaws
Timothy & Red Clover
Murray.
Call
753-2280.
1983 DODGE D 5 0 FENCE sales at Sears
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
mo.
+
deposit.
492-8206
merierwe in preparing
excellent condition. Call
Hay. Call 489-2154.
LESS than $350 per
pickup. 4 wheel drive, now. Call Sears 753-2310
3.5p.m.
pommel. business end
after 6p.m. 753-3293.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
FOR sale: safe- 5'3"
form return*.
WATERFRONT 2 bed- acre. These 225 acres of 1978 GRAND Prix, 81.006 4x4, ps, camper. mag for free estimate for
OVER
high by 38" wide-by 33"
wheels, turbo diesel
94 West and Oaks Rd.
room house on Jonathan crop land & marketable miles. loaded. Call
20 YEARS
deep, excellent for
492- engine. 5-speed, stereo your needs.
timber
can
yours.
be
Call
Creek,
cable hookup, no
753-3213 for apFOR track -back hoe
8877.
jewelry, money or imEXPERIENCE
cassette. $5000. Call work, dozer work
pointment 'ley or night.
pets. Call after 4 pm. Black top road. 2 1978
ditportant papers. 753-5980
LINCOLN Town. 4 after 5p.m. 753-0918.
creeks, fencing & be492-8360.
ching. dredging or
or inquire at Horton
autiful building sites. door, extra sharp & 1984 SIO pickup. 12.000 ponds. Call
MOVED:
24 hr a day
Lock Shop.
Southeast of New Con- clean, low mileage. Call mi., V-6 automatic, air, 435-4367
37.
Livestock-S
upplies
or
27.
759-9814.
•
Mobile
409
Homes
for
SUNBU
Sale
RY CIRCLE
753-1729.
FOR your landscape
cord. Call 753-7531.
ps pb matching topneeds- landscape ties- 1971 MARIETTE 12x60, DUCKS Moscovie, $2
1978 OLDS Delta 86 per. like new, $6900. Call GARDENS roto tilled
•
BEHIND
BUNNY
BREAD
•
Also. flower beds eti
46 Homes for Sale
3"x5" 8 ft. long. $3.15 2 BR, partly furnished. each. Call 753-2654.
Royal 4-door Sedan, 437-4455 after 5p.m
Call 759-9661 Eve
• MURRAY, KY.
TEARLING angus 2-3 BR brick
each. Concrete mix- 80 Call 753-4808
753-5940 •
house, TVA dark red with vinyl top, '68 FORD pickup. 240 6 weekend calls welcome
lb. bag- $2.60 each. 1971 SQUIRE 12x60.
• • • OOOOO • • • • • •
I steers and heifers look- insulated. 1 acre of red velour Seats, AM - cyl auto.. low mileage, GENERAL HOME
• ••
Murray Lumber 753- BR. fully carpeted
ing for greener land. 327.000.
FM stereo, cruise, extra 1 owner,
Call 753excellent con- REPAIR 15 years ex,
3161.
nice car, $2750. Call dition, $2500.
extra clean, electric & pastures, 60 cents per 1609.
Call 753- perience Carpentry.
753-9840.
110T tub for sale. Call kerosene heat, almost pound. Call 489-2284.
9181 or 753-8124.
3 BEDROOM. 2 bath
concrete, plumbing
1978
759-1449.
OLDS
98
Regency,
brand new. Washer &
brick, large family
'80 CHATEAU Ford roofing. siding. NO J013
38. Pets-Supplies
silver,
4-door.
loaded.
LAZY Boy rocker re- dryer hook-up. bar & 3
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
room with fireplace.
van. fully equipped. TO SMALL. Free es
79,x
878.xx miles Call 753- good condition.
1 YEAR old, male fenced in yard. North 6
cliner, beige & tweed:. stools & much more
60.000 tirnates. Days 753-6973
OFFERING
Penn 60 Reel True Have to sell soon Best Westie, house broken. 20th. Phone 753-7687.
miles $6.500 or best
ro
tomobile
FAiu
Guaronteed issue
good with children. 3 BR. 2 bath,
1979 MERCURY Capri. offer 753-2249 after nights 474-2276.
Tem ber rod; Munsey offer. Call 753-1904.
brick
GrTTERTNG by Sears
Homeowners
Senior Citizens
6
cyl.,
over 10x21 with 14" 1979 24'x44' BUC- Phone 753-2813.
4-speed,
sun
roof,
5:30p.m.
home in Lynn Grove.
Sears continuous gut
Censer
door: 4 good Napa HD CANEER. 3 BR, central CHL'MBLERS Pet Shop Living room, den with stereo & air. Good
grain truck. 16 ters installed for your
Life
shocks off '79 Pontiac; H/A, unfurnished, ex- in Dixieland Center fireplace. central ,air, condition. Call 762-6105 ft . factory grain
IRA's
bed specifications Call
1914 lisP, Derby print cellent condition. With offers all breed 'dog carport & patio. Call after 5:30p.m. M-F.
Term
with hoist, motor re• Sears 753-2310 for free
Fr
For
e*
Analysis
Quotes
&
40x51 by Haddon Sund- lot $14,000 without lot grooming, by appoint- 435-4127.
1980 DODGE St. Regis, cently rebuilt. Call 492Universal Life
estimate
blom. 753-4352.
$11,000. Call 436-2732 ment. Receive a free 3 Br. 1 bath, kitchen. clean. Must sell. Best 8425
115 S. 13th
HAMILTO
N Cultured
Call
NEW Shipment of after 5p.m.
dip with each complete appliances, central gas. of
er
f
Marble. tops- sinks
Call 759-4034 days. 753- 51
Wheel Horse lawn 1984 14 x 70 • FUR. grooming from now air conditioner.
Campe
Murray, Ky.
rs
Dr. Tom Hopk in
Aspanels. custom made
mowers. 8 H.P. rear NISHED. 2 BR, 2 bath through April 15th Call sumable loan, small 1458 nights.
42071
1974
WILDER
NESS
vanities
Free Est 753
(502)753-6202
engine riders to 17 H.P. mobile home. See at 753-7601
equity. Call 75343923 or 1980 OLDS Cutlass travel trailer. 17', 9400.
twin cly. We have them Mobile Home Village DOG training for ob- 753-3317
Supreme. burgundy. sleeps
6. has Reese HAl LING. mowing
all. Best service in B-8. 753-7624 after 5p.m
edience. personal 4 ROOM frame
p s
p.b . cruise. hitch, good condition
house to
trees, bushes pruned or
town! Stokes Tractor. DOUBLE wide 1984 protection- guard & dog
AM
FM
stereo,
good Call 436-2431
be moved Call 753-5594.
removed, brush piles
Industrial Road, 753- Buccaneer. 24x56, 3 BR, showing. Boarding
condition Call-436-5462.
1978
owner2
PROWLE
miles
from
R 24', deadfall & hedge rows
1319.
AKCGerman
2 bath. interior, custom
1981 SUBARU GL sta- excellent
town.
3
BR,
condition
utility with
with cleaned out. etc Some
OAK & hickory $27.50 burgundy, outside. Shepherds & AKC
washer & dryer. double tion wagon, auto., awning, nem a c . plantings, flower beds
Australian Cattle dogs
full rick delivered. Call brown masonite siding.
carport New roof & power, air, 70,xxx $5,000 Call 1-382-2545
etc Good references
502-436-2858
436-2778.
Call 489-2751.
insulation, city water & miles. clean, good 24'775715-NIT=1:705 reasonable prices. Will
mechanically 81995.
cable
vision
Large lot
m . like new, all also consider any tools
41
Public Sales
with garden plot. Call Call 753-3949
equipment. Also. 1979 machinery. etc' In trade
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
after 5p.m 753-5335.
Chevrolet pickup. 40.000 for labor- working or
1984 Cutlass
rANTERBURY• 3 BR.
not Jerry at 75e-9661
ml
with topper
Gold
Sever
Supreme
Eve weekend calls
bath. brick home, living
753-3942
Closed
Closed
Moon
room, large den with
roof. 20.xxx acwelcome
52 Boats Motors
Yesterday 350.20
Yestwday
fireplace, custom kit
5.73
tual miles. extra sharp
I do quilting. alt of all
ehen, fenced in backyard.
$7,995.
Opened
14 ALI MINLM boat, 0 kind, Men Si women
Opened
_
central air, gas heat &
1 2 H.P. Evinrude Call 753-3271.
Gatesborough
Today
352.20
Today
5.78
much more Phone 753
1968 CadNIac
motor, elec trolling J I. McKnight & Sons
Subdivision
4679 after 5.30p.m
Up
2.00
Up
05
convertible 68.itits
motor. trailer
Nice Sawmill on Poor Farm
CUTE 1 Bh frame on 1
outfit. Call 753-5374 Rd Buyer of standing
Compliments of
miles, white, only
Westgate Dr.
shaded lots in Hardin.
after 5p.m.
timber Call 753-7525
82.795.
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOI RIrete
8 a.m. tV 4 p.m. carpeted. stove, re16' GLASTRON(
(
orison JOINER'S complete
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
Vinyl tops installed
frigerator, window air
ski boat with 115 Mer- tree service. 32 yrs
Saturday
753 1113
conditioning, paneled
only $85
eury motor. tilt trailer. experience
Also
We buy Gold Silver
Drorminnds
utility mom, large bath
Ricks Vinyl Roofs excellent condition. stumps mechanicall
Hourv 10 6 Doily. Clo•ed Sundoy
Could build on easily
$2800 Call '753-0550 after removed 10" beloa
753-9872
S8,000. Call 759-4919
5p m
surface Call 753-0366
Want to Buy
to buy a pair of
_water skis, good condition. Call 753-8809.
WANT to buy or rent
approx. 1 acre lot near
Murray. preferably
with mobile home hookup Call 759-9980.

WANT

FULL

Roofing and
Home Repair

•
;•-•

wrwroz.

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD SALE
Saturday
8-12

riATTERIES-

ROOFING
Don
Wilkerson

1984 200E
YAMAHA

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

For Sale - Sharp
1981 Chevy Blazer,
low mileage. Call
753-0361 after 3:30

0E1u:or's

I
opkins Insurance Agenc
[

roRD

n),

Garage
Sale

All Around Coverage
All Around Murray
and
Calloway County
All Lines of Insurance

Ky. Farm
Bureau Insurance
753-4703
Ray T. Broach
Bob Cornelison

1111111111!"116

y
tt,
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ed triglycerides.
Ordinarily, triglycerides can be
lowered by dietary changes less fat,
fewer dairy prodcuts, a more balanced diet and reduction in alcohol
Because triglyceride and cholesterol
elevation may go hand in hand, a reduction in blood fats is probably best
undertaken under the supervision of
qualified medical personnel who can
accurately assess the patient's general health and nutritional needs

OBITUARIES
Miss Ruby A. Gamble
Miss Ruby A. Gamble, 64, of Rt. 3, Benton,
died Thursday at 8:55
p.m. at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of
Church Grove United
Methodist Church.
Born June 10, 1921,
she was the daughter of
IzeIla Green qamble
and the late Clanon
Gamble.
Survivors are her
mother, Mrs. Gamble,
Rt. 3, Benton; five
sisters, Mrs. Emmett
(Margie) Myers, Bent o n , Mrs. Euel
(Thelma) Rose. Mrs.
Max tMerlene I Crouch
and Mrs. Don (Donna)
Lynch, all of Murray,
and Mrs. Van Thomas
(Eva Mae) Stress. Hardin • fns,r brothers, Ed-

mond Gamble and wife,
Tommy L. Todd,73, of
Sue, Murray, Kenneth 204 Spruce St., Murray,
Ray Gamble and wife. died Thursday at 6 a.m.
Pat, Lee Roy Gamble at Murray-Calloway
and wife, Rosemary, Cpunty Hospital. His
and Paul Wade Gamble, death followed an exall of Benton.
tended illness.
Also surviving are
He was a merriber of
several nieces and the Church of the Living
nephews.
God at Paris. Tenn.
The funeral will be Born Sept. 11, 1912, he
Saturday at 3 p.m. in the was the son of the late
chapel of Filbeck and Arlend and Clara Todd
Cann Funeral Home, of Henry County, Tenn.
Survivors are his
Benton. The Rev. Julian
Warren and the Rev. wife, Mrs. Mildred
Walter German will Todd;' two daughters,
officiate.
Nephews will serve as
pallbearers. Burial will
follow in Benton
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Friday

One-act comedy will
be presented at hall
Murray State UniverDirector. Andrea
sity's 5 O'clock Theatre Blakely announced the
will present' "The cast, including: Ross
Soldier Who Became a Bolen as Pvt. John
Great Dane" Wednes- Rover; Ken Crider as
day at 5 p.m. in Wilson 1st Sgt. Whitey Cobb:
310 B. There is no ad- Allen
Walker as Lieutemission charge for the
nant Levierge; Laura
performance.
Thompson as Supply
"The Soldier Who Sgt.
Benjamin; and
Dane"
Became a Great
Greg Blankenship as the
is a one-act comedy company
clerk. Three
about the poight of Pvt.
John Rover and the dogs are played by Scott
Pierrot ). Bendilemma his superior of- Seay
ficers face in deciding jamin Page (Spotty )
where to place such an and Michael Hatz
I Mac 1.
unusual man.

Services for Clyde
Phelps are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Officiating are Lake
Riley and Ronnie Stubblefield. Jerry Bolls is
directing the song
service.
Pallbearers are
Gerald Walker, Joe
Walker, Rick Sinex,
Terry Phelps, Alfred
Houston and Romnie
Boyd.

Chrysler
executive
on show

•

Triglycerides
and cholesterol

Mrs. Reagan's plane slips off runway

Frank W. Y arbrough

Boxer killed in wreck

-

Mrs. Vernita Skinner,
Murray, and Mrs.
Peggy Blythe,
Mayfield; one son,
Jerry Todd, Murray;
Ti give you more information: I'm
three granddaughters;
sending you a copy of my new Health
Report, EATING RIGHT FOR A
and several cousins inHEALTHY HEART. Others who are
cluding Mrs. Thelma
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
interested should send 75 cents plus a
Payne.
long, self-addreSsed, stamped enveThe funeral will be
DEAR DR. GOTT — What are tri- lope in care of this newspaper to P.O.
Sunday at 2 p.m. In
glycerides? What does one stop eating Box 2597, Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be
charge of arrangements to get the triglycerides count down?
sure to mention the title.
Is the Williams Funeral
DEAR READER — Triglycerides .._ DEAR DR. GOTT — My husband is
Home of Paris, Tenn., and cholesterol are the predominant a borderline diabetic (not medicated).
wher,e visitation will be fats in the bloodstream. Triglycerides He had an operation in his leg due to
from 6 to 7 p.m. on seem to be a much less important poor circulation and has ulcers on his
cause of arteriosclerosis and arterial feet. He takes Persantine three times
Saturday.
damage. These "lesser" fats are a day. The problem is that he is a
lighter than cholesterol and are not as heavy smoker.and drinks an average
likely to stick to arterial linings and of a six-pack of beer a day. Since his
cause obstruction and blood clots. sugar count is below 150 — even low
Burial will follow in Nonetheless, an elevated level should
on some days — he sees no harm in
Friendship Cemetery.
be brougbt down. The normal vagie is this. I have been told that alcohol
Mr. Phelps, 82, died about 200 mg. Triglycerides are com- could be dangerous for him. My words
Wednesday at 3 p.m. at monly elevated in diabetics, in pa- fall on deaf ears, and I am "the naghis home on Rt. 3, tients with hypertension and in people ging wife." Do I have a reason to
who drink too much alcohol. A high worry?
Murray.
kr
,INC NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
DEAR READER — Yes, you do. To
He is survived by his fresh-fruit diet can also cause elevatwife, Mrs. Lona Love
Phelps; one son,
Thomas Phelps and
wife, Laura Alice,
Louisville; one sister,
WASHINGTON (AP) at Andrews Air Force - ing to attend a parents'
Mrs. Opal McClure,
Mrs. Crispen' said
Murray; three grand- — Nancy Reagan, Base early ..Thursday anti-drug abuse con- Mrs. Reagan was
children; one great- described as "visibly evening aboard a small ference. She had "visibly shaken and imshaken" when her plane jet from the presidential delivered a speech and
grandchild.
mediately asked, 'Is
was leaving town when everyone OK?"
slipped off the runway fleet.
at an Atlanta airport.
"We're fine," the incident occurred.
Her plane, one of the
has returned safe and reported Elaine
The press secretary
Survivors include sound to the White Crispen, Mrs. Reagan's larger planes in the said the crew inspected
three daughters, Mrs. House.
press secretary, who presidential fleet, was the aircraft. She and the
Quinton (Lottie) Gibson
President Reagan told was seated near the first taxiing on the runway first lady got off and
of Murray, Mrs. Col- the first lady in a lady on the plane. No and making a sharp "sat in a hangar drinkeman (Lois) Asher of telephone call after the one was injured, Mrs. turn when the right set ing tea and watching
Dixon and Mrs. Vince incident, "I'll be waiting Crispen said.
of wheels slipped off the TV" until they departed
(Hazel) Locke of for y_ou."
Mrs Reagan flew to runway and became for Washington on the
Henderson; one son,
Mrs. Reagan arrived Atlanta Thursday morn- mired in the mud.
smaller plane.
J.W. Yarbrough of Lincoln Park, Mich.
Also surviving are
eight grandchildren inNEW YORK (AP) — close exactly three of 1,792.74 reached last sharp declines in including Miss Vanda
Jean Gibson of Murray The stock market goes weeks after crossing Friday.
terest rates and oil
and Frank Gibson of into its final session of 1.700.
In the broader prices, which are exTucson, Ariz., formerly the week today with the
The average of 30 in- market, however, the pected to bolster the
of Murray; 16 great- Dow Jones industrial dustrial stocks spurted Thursday showing was earnings of many U.S.
grandchildren; and average perched above 16.29 on Thursday to less impressive.
corporations and ,the
three great-great- 1,800, having reached 1,804.24. sweeping past
Gainers outnumbered American economy in
grandchildren.
that unprecedented its previous record high losers by about 5 to 4 general.
among all issues listed
The Dow Jones inon the New York Stock dustrial average has set
Exchange. Big Board closing highs 37 times
volume totaled 147.95 since the current rally
million shares.
began in late
The market's surge September. rising 506.30
I.B.M.
+2.75
Industrial Average
149% .t/4 mainly has been points from 1,297.94 —
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Clyde Phelps

The funeral for Frank
W. Yarbrough of Providence was held Sunday, March 16, at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Melton
Funeral Home,
Providence.
Burial was in Rose
Creek Cemetery in
Hopkins County.
Mr. Yarbrough, 96,
died Wednesday. March
12, at Senior Citizens
Nursing Home,
Madisonville.
PHILADELPHIA investigation, according
He served as sheriff of
(AP) — James Shuler, to Po,lice Cpl. Lawrence Welter County from
who -started boxing at DeJarriette.
1926 to 1930. He -was a
Joe Fra.zier's north
"Champ! Yo. member of Missionary
Philadelphia gym and
champ!" said some of Baptist Church.
dreamed of bringing a
the crowd of 100
middleweight boxing tionlookers who gathered
tle to his hometown,
as rescue personnel
died on its streets when
tried to free him from
his new motorcycle
the wreckage, accorcrashed into a tractording to The Philadelphia
trailer.
Inquirer.
Shuler, 26, who suffered his first profesShuler was pronouncsional loss 10 days ed dead at the scene.
earlier in a first-round DeJarnette said. Police
DETROIT (AP
—
knockout by Thomas said he had just bought
Hearns, was riding a the motorcycle, and an Chrysler Corp. ChairKawasaki motorcycle employee of the Medical man Lee Iacocca, no
on Thursday north on a Examiner's Office who stranger to television, is
city street when it skidd- would not give his name making a cameo aped into the cab of the said the temporary pearance as a police oftruck at an intersection. registration slip was ficer on a "Miami Vice"
police said.
found in his pocket. An episode to be broadcast
• The cause of the 5 autopsy was scheduled in May.
p.m. accident is under for this morning.
Iacocca, in Miami
Thursday on a 10-city
tour to promote
Chrysler's 1987 subcompact cars, was invited to
appear on the NBC show
GENEVA
AP
—
the five non -cartel by Michael Talbott, who
OPEC opened a new
members — Mexico, plays Detective Switek,
round of talks today Malaysia, Egypt. Oman said Chrysler
with five independent and Angola — was spokesman John
oil-producing nations to ready to accept the Guiniven.
negotiate production OPEC proposal.
"This wasn't arrangcuts that could help the
Kuwait and other key ed
through the comcartel reverse the re- nations in the
pany. It grew out of a
cent collapse of world 13-member Organizapersonal contact betoil prices.
tion of Petroleum Ex- ween the
two men,"
The meeting, follow- porting Countries have
Guiniven said.
ing five days of mostly said they stand little
fruitless deliberations, chance of ending the
Iacocca, 61. has apcould prove a turning price slide unless they peared in dozens of compoint in OPEC's win cooperation from
mercials hawking
desperate drive to unite outside their ranks.
Chrysler products.
behind a common
Guiniven said he
Malaysian officials
strategy aimed at said they were not didn't know any details
pushing up prices.
authorized by their of the appearance or
OPEC refused to say government to make whether the millionaire
how much production any formal deals at this businessman would be
the non-OPEC countries meeting.
paid for it
would be asked to cut,
but sources on Thursday
put the figure at about
500.000 barrels a day, or
nearly 15 percent of
their combined output.
It remained unclear
today whether any of

•

OPEC opens its talks

Stock market goes into final session

Stock

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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HEAPING AID $EFIVICE

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfluld, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. Wheeler,
Authorized Belton*
Dealer

•

No Money Down

$130

1986 Chevrolet Chevette
Cloth bucket seats, radial tires,
AM radio, 4 speed transmission.
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BETTY BOSTON
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STATE FARM

in your horne or our office

Market

Hog market report released

SPECIAL
REPORTTo

FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Tommy L. Todd

begin with, people who smoke cigarettes are harming their circulation.
Nicotine causes spasm of arteries and
increased stickiness of blood; both effects can produce major circulatory
impairment. Your husband has already required surgery for foot ulcers
and circulatory insufficiency; he is
asking for more trouble by continuing
to smoke
Second, alcohol — in the form of liquor, wine or beer — is dangerous for
diabetics. A six-pack of beer a day is
clearly too much for any adult, much
less for a patient with diabetes. Alcohol will increase blood fats and poison
many of the body's organs, not the
least of which is the pancreas, where
insulin is manufactured. I unequivocally urge your husband to give up eigarettes and alcohol beverages.
Unfortunately, you are unlikely to
be able to modify his behavior. He will
do that himself when he is ready to
change. In addition to sharing my answer with him, I suggest you let his
doctor in on his destructive behavioral
pattern. Perhaps a little medical pressure will encourage your husband to
give up his unhealthful
Send your questions to Dr.
tt in
care of this newspaper at P.O.
91428, Cleveland, OH 44101. Due to
volume of mail, individual questions
cannot be answered. Questions ofgeneral interest will be answered in future columns.

If you're a State Farm policyholder and your home or car
was damaged by wind or hail during storm of March 12, 1986,
it's best to report the damage right away. For immediate
assistance, call your State Farm agent, now.
After reporting to your agent, please wait for a State Farm
representative to visit you. We do have claim personnel out
In the field now,and they will gel to you as soon as possible.
We're trying to process all damage claims as soon as possible. Your patience and understanding will be greatly
appreciated.

State Farm
Insurance Companies
Home Offices:
Bloomington, Illinois

1914 Broadway
Paducah Kentucky 42001
502 442.6311
808 Chestnut
Murray Kentucky 4207'
SO2 753-1405

A

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
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STOCKADE®
SIRLOIN
Super Spring Sirloin Special
4 p.m. — Close

25% Off All
Sirloin Steaks

With Soup & Salad Bar, Choice of Potato Hot Roll.
U.S.D.A. Choice (Cut Fresh Daily)
Offer good thru March 30, no other discounts with this offer

Bel-Air Center

753-0440

